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By Ben Garcia and Nawara Fattahova

“Asimple knock on the door of her two-bedroom
apartment at night throws Malee - a girl from
the Philippines - in a state of fear. She starts to

gasp and her heart beats faster until she sees who the
nocturnal visitor is. Malee thinks it is the police wanting to
raid the apartment which she shares with a male col-
league and a friend. Sharing accommodation with people
of different genders is forbidden.  

Malee has a reason to worry. Col Adel Al-Hashash, PR
and Moral Guidance Director of the Ministry of Interior,
warned about mixed accommodations, saying it was
against Kuwait’s public morals. “Strangers from opposite
genders should not be living under one roof as this may
expose them to legal vulnerabilities. It is not acceptable
behaviour in our community, and those who live this way
may face sanctions,” he told the Kuwait Times. 

Hashash also noted that raids on apartments would
continue on a daily basis. “The raids covered all the areas
and were aimed at checking any illegal activity. The police
have the right to enter an apartment but they should have
a search warrant for the purpose. In case a resident refuses
to open the door to the police, then they could be in trou-
ble. The police is doing their job according to the law, so
people should not be afraid,” he added. “In case of any
abuse of authority by the police forces, the people can
always complain. And of course it’s always better to have
a lawyer. Also, each case is different, and it depends on
the person mostly. Police’s treatment could be different
with those who have a record of criminal behavior,” con-
cluded Hashash. 

To sponsor a family in Kuwait, the salary cap imposed
by the government is KD 250. However, no accommoda-
tion is available any longer for the said KD 250 amount.
That is why many individ-
uals opt for shared accom-
modation, which is illegal
yet widespread. Most
buildings only accept cou-
ples with marriage certifi-
cates, but in order to help
them cope with the sky-
high rent, they propose a
solution by subletting their
space. 

Many buildings are rented only to families but the
managers often close their eyes to the law and accept
bachelors anyway. However, the recent security checks
and intermittent raids on flats has raised an alarm for
many families who share their flats with bachelors. Alvin
from India shares his flat with a compatriot to save some
money. He rented the flat for KD 310. His friend rented
one vacant room for KD 120. Alvin draws KD 400 as salary
from his job as an executive chef. He has two children
with his Filipina wife. To save some money, a close Kuwaiti
friend sponsored his mother for a working visa, enabling
them to save some amount for a housemaid, and this
enabled his wife to work and help him tend to the family’s
needs. The combined family income now is KD 650. 

“The problem is that even if you try to be frugal, it is
difficult to live on the remaining KD 460. I need food, I
need to pay tuition fees for my children. I have to pay a
monthly amortization for my house in Kerala. So by the
end of the month, I have no savings left at all. What is
worse is that I cannot have anyone else in my flat,” he said. 

Teresa, a Filipina, got a flat in Salmiya for KD 300. She
works in a salon and has been drawing a KD 250 salary.
She is thankful that at times, she earns more than KD 100
extra as tip from her customers. Her husband, a Filipino
who works as a taxi driver, is able to bring home KD 250-
300 but this is an erratic source of income, and sometimes
is less than KD 200. They have two children. “If I
pay the whole amount for my flat, what is
left for the family? So, the only way to
survive in Kuwait is to accept boarders.
So I am sharing my flat with two fami-
lies. My share comes to KD 100 and the
rest is paid by the two families. Yes,
it gets crowded but this is the
way to survive in Kuwait,” said
Teresa. 

Suhail from Bangladesh is also a tenant living in a
three-bedroom apartment in Farwaniya. He has four chil-
dren. One room is occupied by his children and the other
room is for the couple. One room was vacant, so he

thought of sharing the apartment with a compatriot. He
has a small cellphone business. “The amount I saved by
sharing the flat was divided among my family and my
wife’s family back in Sylhet. They needed our support, so
sharing a flat meant that some families could survive,”
Suhail stressed. 

Since the government doesn’t allow sharing accommo-
dation, the KD 250 salary cap for a family is already a big
question. But let’s say that some family’s combined

income is KD 500 since the wife could also help.
Here is the simple math. Consider that a fami-
ly pays KD 300 per month for a flat, then it

would leave KD 200 as the remaining
amount. What if the family also has two

children? Food expenses for them
would be KD 150, leaving only a
measly KD 50. In such a case, one
better forget about sending them
to school since the school here
also charge a gargantuan amount
for providing education. 
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Kuwait’s my business

By John P Hayes

local@kuwaittimes.net

The language of personality

People get hired all the time because of who they
know, what they know, or what they can do, and
for those reasons companies are plagued with per-

sonnel problems. “What’s wrong with him?” asked a
Filipina who had just told me about her non-performing
employee. She had such high hopes for him because he
looked good, he was pleasant, and had a college degree.
“I’ve taught him everything I know about selling,” she
insisted, “and I’ve shown him everything I do to succeed,
and yet he can’t sell. I told him he’s going to lose his job
and now I don’t care. What’s wrong with him?”  “He can’t
hear you,” I told her, to which she snapped, “There’s
nothing wrong with his hearing!” But she couldn’t hear
me, either. I wasn’t talking her language any more than
she was talking her employee’s language. And that’s
what was wrong. The job and the employee were mis-
matched, and there was nothing she could do about it
now except fire the employee. “Do your employee a
huge favor,” I told her. “Let him go. You’ll be doing your-
self a favor, too.” 

Employers often think they can fix a mismatch but
they can’t. They’ll waste countless resources, especially
time and money, trying to make a bad situation better,
but until they speak the employee’s language they won’t
get the desired outcome. And it’s a monumental task
because most employees seem to be mismatched. A
joint survey last year by PARADE magazine and Yahoo!
Finance found that almost 60 percent of American work-
ers would choose a different career. In a 2012 Middle
East survey by Bayt.com, 88 percent of employees said
they’d consider changing jobs for a better work/life bal-
ance. 

Why are so many employees so unhappy? Many say
it’s the fault of the employers and I tend to agree, but

not for the same reasons. Employees often think employ-
ers don’t care about them, or they purposely make jobs
unsatisfying, or they’re just in it to make a profit.
However, my experiences have shown me that employ-
ers want to do the right things, but they often don’t
know how, beginning with not knowing how to speak
the employee’s language. And I’m not talking about
speaking English, Japanese, French or Arabic. I’m talking
about speaking the language of the employee’s person-
ality. 

Would anyone argue that all people are different?
Even people with the same friends, the same education,
and the same skills are different. So when an employer
makes a hiring decision based on who someone knows,
what they know, or what they’re capable of doing, the
mismatch often occurs because they overlooked the
employee’s personality. In spite of everything that’s
good about the employee, the lack of knowing how to
speak to the employee results in a bad situation.  The
Filipina who asked what was wrong with her employee
might have asked what was wrong with her that she
couldn’t motivate her employee to sell and succeed. Or
she could have simply faced the fact that she had select-
ed the wrong person for the job. After I told her what to
do, to fire the employee, I also advised her never to hire
again before she examined the potential employee’s
personality. When the personality and the job are a
match, language isn’t a barrier, and even a lack of knowl-
edge and skills can be overcome in those situations. But
fixing a mismatch - rarely ever.  

Dr John P Hayes heads the Business Administration depart-
ment at GUST. Contact Dr. Hayes at questions@hayesworld-
wide.com, or via Twitter @drjohnhayes.

Where are you going this summer?
Schools are nearly over and the ones
that did not close yet will soon end the

school year. Heat has started rising and so have
the dust storms. Meteorologist Issa Ramadan has
predicted until mid-July the Al-Bawareh - what in
the local term means dust storms that take place
every year in this time. Naturally, we will have an
exodus from Kuwait. 

This time I am seriously thinking where will
people head, since for the last three years we
have been hit by Arab Spring (actually it is now
the Autumn Spring). Nevertheless, it is hot, dusty
and there are no schools. Most people have holi-
days and they have few places to think where to
go to.

People stopped flying to Egypt and Syria, and
Lebanon is also becoming taboo. Gulf govern-
ments are advising their nationals not to travel
there. Poor Lebanon is deprived of Gulf tourists.
Everybody was pouring to Turkey and the mag-
nificent Istanbul with its minarets, old architec-
ture, liberal minds and a lot of freedom. It was
banking between the East and the West. If you
want a nightclub it was there. If you wanted a
mosque it was there. It suited all tastes.     

I am sure you are all watching the news and
seeing what is happening on the streets of
Istanbul. It looks like the Arab Spring has swept
the streets. But the Arab Spring to me is like a flu
virus. It is sweeping from one place to another.
Nobody is immune. It started in Tunisia, across
the Nile to Syria, Lebanon, Bahrain and Yemen;
there was a little bit in Saudi and Jordan. 

Thank God, it was a little bit. Now it is Turkey.
The last resort for Middle East people, which
attracted the Arabs like a magnetic field especial-
ly with the Turkish soap operas, the nice scener-
ies, the beautiful actors and actresses and of
course the delicious Turkish delights. 

All these made a difference. It encouraged
tourism in Turkey. Istanbul, for the time being, is
off the travel agent’s packages. What a shame! I
think that the best thing is to accept the weather
we are in, save our money and holiday in Kuwait. 

Have a nice holiday, guys!
#BadryaD

COFFEE TIME: One of Kuwait’s favourite past times is sipping coffee. — Photo by Joseph Shagra 

No Turkish

delight 
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SEND US YOUR
INSTAGRAM PICS

What’s more fun than clicking a beautiful
picture? Sharing it with others! This
summer, let other people see the way

you see Kuwait - through your lens. Friday
Times will feature snapshots of Kuwait through
Instagram feeds. If you want to share your
Instagram photos, email us at

instagram@kuwaittimes.net

@ aptrag
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By Nawara Fattahova

Recently,  many expatriates
working in the public sector
who reached the age of 60

were forced to retire. However, being
forced to stay at home after a long
life career takes its  toll  on many
expats whose lives revolved around
work and whose families are also
here. According to the law, expat
employees working in different fields
in Kuwait are required by law to retire
at the age of 60. In some fields, how-
ever, the age limit is 65. 

Jessica, a 73-year-old European
expat, dealt with her retirement in a
rather unenviable way as she became
depressed. Now retired for the last 13
years, she turned into a housewife.
She worked as a doctor at a private
clinic since 1969 and was happy with
her work. Her area of expertise was
rare at that time. “My patients were
always satisfied with my treatment,
especially since I used to avoid opt-
ing for surgery whenever I could treat
an illness without it. I was not only
looking to make money as some clin-
ics did,” she said.

The retirement age at that time
was 60 years, and once someone
attained that age, his or her medical
l icense was not renewed. “So in
January 2000, when I reached the age
of 60, my license for practicing medi-
cine expired and I  was forced to
retire, although I still felt I could be
productive and able to work.  I
applied to seek an exception to get
my license renewed for a year, but
the Ministry of Health refused to do
so,” said Jessica. 

She explained that the following
year, a new law was issued which
allowed the expat doctors working in
the private sector to continue work-
ing till the age of 65. When the new
law came into effect, Jessica reap-
plied for the license. “The Ministry
refused to renew my license without
giving any reason, but I am certain
that my competitor doctors where
behind it,” she said and added that
she filed a case against the ministry
and it moved in the court for three
years. By then I had already reached
the age of 65, so in any case I was not
able to work. As for me, even today, I
feel fit and able to work and con-
tribute to society,” she said, explain-
ing that in Europe people work till
they cross 70 as people want to ben-
efit from their long experience, espe-
cially in professions such as medicine. 

After her retirement Jessica felt
that she not only lost her job but she
also lost her social life because peo-
ple’s behaviour towards her also
changed. “When I was working, I had
many relations, and very respectable
people from various walks of l ife
were receiving treatment in my clinic.
But after I retired, I became useless

for them, so they forgot all about me.
Even the pharmacies I was dealing
with before stopped giving me dis-
counts,” she said. 

“The employees working at the air-

port or the immigration department,
who were my patients, act as if they
don’t know me, and all of this makes
me feel bad. Yet I didn’t think of leav-
ing the country as I have lived my
entire life here,” she said. “It has been
almost 50 years since I have been
here, and I am staying here with my
daughter who doesn’t want to leave

this country too, as she feels it is her
home,” concluded Jessica. 

Abdulsattar, 72, is another retired
expat. He was working as an electri-
cal  engineer in the Ministry of

Commerce where he spent 30 years.
“I came to Kuwait when I was a young
man, along with my wife. I worked at
the ministry since 1972.  During the
Iraqi invasion of Kuwait, I was shot at
by the Iraqi soldiers as I was at work
that day on August 2, 1990.  I was not
naturalized,”  he noted. When he
reached 60, he was forced to retire. “I
was sad to retire, as I was still able to
work and this made me feel as if I had
become old and useless. I couldn’t
imagine sitting at home. Before the
invasion I had a small business in the
form of a baqala near my house. I
closed it during the invasion, and
didn’t open it again. Now I feel weak,
especially that I am sick,” he added.

He has eight children, all living in
Kuwait, while his brother and his fam-
ily also live here. “I visit my homeland
twice a year, but I don’t think of mov-
ing back there. I’m sick sometimes as
I’m old, but my children are taking
care of me. Three of them are mar-

Retired expats still

want to work, but

laws stop them
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By Sunil Cherian

First they offer you chocolate while making
you sit at their stall in the hall that is
already buzzing with videos playing and

explanations blowing. You might find it diffi-
cult to swallow the inconvenient truths the
youngsters - 10-year-olds - are showering upon
you. The ‘wonder’ continues as you are moving
stall to stall listening to these boys and girls -
70 of them - telling you the perils of smoking,
poaching and the illegal wildlife trade among
other burning topics. But you come away
delighted not only because you are enlight-
ened, but you are pleasantly surprised at what
Jahra kids can do. 

“I was overjoyed to work with my friends as a
team on my favorite topic - women’s rights in
Pakistan,” said Abdulrahman. “It was the news of
Malala Yousef, the Pakistani girl who fights for

girls’ education in her country, that led my
friends and me to do a campaign about
women’s rights in Pakistan,” said Fahad, a team
member.  The exhibition held on Thursday, June

30, at Kuwait Bilingual School, Jahra had 20 stalls
with teams of 5th graders elucidating social
awareness topics from conserving water to war
and displacement in Syria.  Hussein Ghassie,
who was clad in bloody clothes enacting as a
civilian from Syria, said, “My friend Omar and me
were thinking of how to get the Syrian story
across and we came up with the idea of doing a
role-play.”  

“My greatest happiness was to explain - and
convince - my father about the killings of dogs
in Kuwait,” said Farah Nadi. Farah had asked her
father to buy a toy dog for the exhibit ‘to give a
punch’ to the topic. The toy dog stood at their
counter, fashionably dressed wearing sunglass-
es. “Dogs are killed in Kuwait for fun,” said team
members Moudhi and Sarah. Together they
showed a video of dogs killed in China for their
meat to be served at restaurants. 

Animal abuse was the theme of Lulwa and

her friends who went to an animal shelter -
Kuwait K-9 club in Kabd. “We posed with the
dogs there and took videos of the wonderful
things those volunteers do for dogs who are
abandoned or are given for care,” Lulwa said.
“Our earth will turn to a big zibaala (trash
dump)” was the welcome note Maryam Aladdin
and her friend greet with at their pollution stall.
They had Michael Jackson’s ‘Earth’ song playing
while their banners and laptop screen cried of
acid rains and thermal pollution. 

Aftermaths of alcohol consumption and drug
abuse, slavery, deforestation and chicks colored
for fun were some of the other topics the youth
delved deep into as part of the social awareness
exhibition. “What are you going to do after the
exhibition,” this writer asked a student whose
topic was wasting electricity. “We’ll launch a
website to make people aware of the overuse of
electricity”, he confidently replied. 

Kids seek to change
entrenched mindsets

Dog killing, chick dyeing tools in Jahra school social awareness exhibition
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CAIRO: Kuwaiti Minister of Electricity
and Water and Minister of Public Works
Eng Abdulaziz Al-Ibrahim said yesterday
that close coordination is well underway
between the Arab countries and inter-
national organizations to conserve
water resources. “The Arab League
serves as an umbrella for cooperation
among stakeholders and partners in this
vital domain which is crucial for reach-
ing the development goals of the Arab
countries,” he told KUNA. The minister
made the remarks following the conclu-
sion of the Fifth Session of the Arab
Water Ministers Council.

“The meeting reviewed the imple-
mentation of the resolutions of previous
meetings and the Arab strategy for sus-
tainable management of water
resources,” Ibrahim pointed out. “The
Saudi delegation briefed the conferees
on their experiment in involving the pri-
vate sector in building water distribu-
tion networks and drainage projects,” he
disclosed, noting that this leading
experiment could benefit other Arab
countries. “We discussed the suffering of
the Palestinian people in Gaza Strip due
to not only the scarcity of drinkable
water but also obstacles planted by the
Israeli occupation authorities on their
way to safe water and a decent drainage
system,” he added.

“We also discussed the preparations
for Arab participation in the
International Conference on Sustainable
Water Resources Management due in
Stockholm, Sweden, on July 15-16, 2013,
and the Seventh World Water Forum, to

be held in Daegu City, South Korea, in
2015,” Ibrahim noted. The two events
will provide an ample opportunity for
sharing experiences and research results
with world-renowned academics and
experts about all aspects of water man-
agement, he said.

Ibrahim was received at Cairo
International Airport by the Kuwaiti
Ambassador to Egypt Dr Rashid Al-
Hamad and the Kuwaiti delegate under-
secretary at the Arab League, advisor
Ahmad Al-Baker. Securing water is a key
issue, repeatedly pondered by Arab

decision makers, in light of dwindling
and scarce resources. Some Arab coun-
tries are rich in water but others, such as
the Gulf countries, including Kuwait,
employ high technology to purify sea
water or extract it from underground
reservoirs. 

The issue of water is currently in the
limelight at the regional level due to a
decision by Ethiopia to build a dam on
the River Nile, prompting Cairo to react
alarmingly toward the scheme due to
concern over the volume of water flow
reaching Egypt. — KUNA

MANAGUA: Kuwaiti Ambassador to Mexico Samih Johar
Hayat presented his credentials as Kuwait’s first Ambassador
Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary and non-resident
Ambassador to Nicaragua late Wednesday in an official cere-
mony held at the presidential palace in the capital Managua.
At the ceremony, President Daniel Ortega expressed wishes to
attain deep and strong ties with Kuwait. Hayat, in return, for-
warded HH the Amir Sheikh Sabah Al-Ahmad Al-Jaber Al-
Sabah’s greetings to Ortega and his aspirations to achieving
bilateral cooperation at all levels. — KUNA

By Hanan Al-Saadoun

KUWAIT: A security source said the citizen who is suspected
of killing a woman in Mubarak Hospital’s parking lot on
Wednesday escaped to Saudi Arabia less than an hour after
the crime. The source said that after interrogating the sus-
pect’s family, a brother of his told security men that the sus-
pect confessed to him that he committed the murder and

asked him for his civil ID to use it to leave the country. The
suspect left Kuwait through the Nuwaiseeb border crossing
following the crime.

The source said police arrested the suspect’s brother and
charged him with harboring a criminal suspect and enabling
a suspect to escape using his ID. The source said the file is
being prepared to send it to Saudi authorities and the
Interpol is asking for the handover of the suspect.

KUWAIT: The Ghutra — a men’s headdress that is part of the national dress in Kuwait - is used by some citizens as a mask
against dust, especially during these days that are known for Al-Bawareh, seasonal winds that blow in the region in gen-
eral and the north of the Arabian Gulf in particular including Kuwait. Al-Bawareh are north-westerly winds loaded with
dust and sand and start at the beginning of dummer and until mid-July. Al-Bawareh fluctuate in speed and strength, as
they are very strong during some days, and lose their power during others. — KUNA

MANAGUA: Kuwait’s Ambassador to Mexico Samih Johar
Hayat meets Nicaraguan President Daniel Ortega. — KUNA

Hayat first Kuwaiti 
envoy to Nicaragua

Murder suspect flees to Saudi Arabia 

Arab-int’l coordination 
over water conservation

Kuwait participates in meet to discuss water security

CAIRO: Kuwait’s Minister of Electricity, Water and Public Works Abdulaziz
Al-Ibrahim takes part in the fifth meeting of the Arab Water Ministerial
Council. —KUNA 

CAIRO: The second meeting of the Kuwait-based Arab Planning
Institute (API) Board of Trustees for 2012/2013 concluded yester-
day with a final communique calling for more focus on the devel-
opment of human resources in the Arab world. “The focus on
developing Arab human resources came on two of the API Board
of Trustees’ recommendations,” API Director Bader Othman told
KUNA following the conclusion of the meeting. Kuwait was repre-
sented in the meeting with large delegation headed by Minister

of State for Planning and
Development Affairs and
Chairman of the Board of
Trustees of the Arab Planning
Institute Rola Dashti.

Othman noted that the con-
ferees recommended offering
support and incentives for
young Arab researchers and out-
standing employees. They also
called for expanding the support
for small and medium enterpris-
es and Arab youth initiatives.

The API Board of Trustees also welcomed the API’s programs to
help the least developing countries design and set plan to
upgrade their development and economic agencies. They have
also approved the minute of the first meeting of 2012/2013
which was held at the Institute in Kuwait;  the API
Administration’s report of 2012/2013 and a draft plan of action
for the year 2013/2014.

The API’s main objectives are to provide the necessary knowl-
edge-based and experimental skills that will empower Arab
countries to keep pace with the cutting edge of development,
economic management and planning; facilitate the process of
research and data retrieval for Arab decision- makers and
researchers; and increase the quality of studies and research skills
of those specializing in development, economic management
and planning in Arab Countries. It also aims to create an Arab
cadre of multi-level specialists in the areas of Economic and
Social Development; establish a venue for experts to meet and
exchange ideas about important economic and social develop-
ment issues for the Arab countries; and generate specialized pub-
lications and data bases related to the economic and social devel-
opment in the Arab countries. — KUNA 

API urges focus on 
HR development

Rola Dashti
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VIENNA: Arab Gulf states sought reas-
surances from Iran at a UN nuclear
agency meeting this week over the
safety of its only atomic energy plant,
which is located in an earthquake-
prone coastal area, diplomats said yes-
terday. The Bushehr facility on Iran’s
Gulf coast is a growing worry for near-
by countries: if radiation ever does
escape it could be blown over the Gulf
to Qatar’s capital Doha and the main
oil exporting ports of the United Arab
Emirates. Tehran has repeatedly reject-
ed safety worries about the Russian-
built reactor, which began operations
in 2011 after decades of delays.

The United Arab Emirates and Saudi
Arabia raised the issue during a closed-
door June 3-7 meeting of the 35-
nation Board of Governors of the UN’s
International Atomic Energy Agency

(IAEA), the diplomats said. “(They)
share the same concern because of the
geographical proximity (to Bushehr),”
said a senior Vienna-based diplomat.
The plant is closer to five Arab Gulf
capitals than it is to Tehran, the Iranian
capital. Arab Gulf states want Iran to
join the 75-nation Convention on
Nuclear Safety, negotiated after the
1986 nuclear disaster in Chernobyl
which sent radioactive dust across
much of Europe.

Iran is now the only country operat-
ing a nuclear power plant that does
not belong to the nuclear safety con-
vention, designed to boost safety
through peer review and mutual over-
sight. Iranian officials and the Russian
company that built Bushehr said it was
unscathed by a powerful earthquake
that shook the region nearly two

months ago. But that has not stemmed
concerns about safety, especially as
Iran’s Atomic Energy Organisation said
just hours after the April 9 earthquake
that more reactors would be built
there. Iran’s ambassador to the IAEA
said the Russian contractor was han-
dling safety-related issues. “We have
expected them to apply the highest
safety standards in this reactor and
therefore it is their responsibility,” Ali
Asghar Soltanieh told reporters late on
Wednesday. UN inspectors occasional-
ly visit Bushehr - which was started by
Germany’s Siemens before the 1979
Islamic Revolution and was taken over
by Russian engineers in the 1990s - to
check nuclear material but not to con-
duct safety inspections.

Earlier this year IAEA reports said
Iran had informed inspectors visiting

the plant in mid-February and again
last month that the plant was shut
down but gave no details.
“Maintaining safety is the responsibility
of Iran and we don’t know the reason
why Bushehr is shut down,” IAEA
Director General Yukiya Amano told a
news conference on Monday. The West
suspects Iran is seeking the capability
to develop nuclear weapons behind
the facade of an atomic energy pro-
gram.

But, unlike Iran’s uranium enrich-
ment sites, Western governments do
not see Bushehr as a military risk since
it is of a type less suited to generating
plutonium for bombs and also because
Russia insists on taking back the spent
fuel. Iran says its nuclear program is a
peaceful bid to generate electricity and
to produce medical isotopes.— Reuters 

Gulf presses Iran on atomic reactor safety

RIYADH: Gulf Arab states have
advised citizens not to travel to
Lebanon, a popular summer tourist
destination that is becoming increas-
ingly engulfed in neighbouring Syria’s
civil war, official Saudi news agency
SPA reported. “Most GCC states have
urged their nationals to avoid travel-
ling to Lebanon due to the instability
of the security situation there,” Gulf
Cooperation Council’s chief Andullatif
Al-Zayani was quoted as saying late
on Wednesday. Lebanon is “unsafe”
for citizens of the GCC, made up of
Bahrain, Kuwait, Oman, Qatar, Saudi
Arabia and the United Arab Emirates,
Zayani said. On Wednesday, at least
five rockets launched from across
Lebanon’s border with Syria hit the
eastern city of Baalbek, a security
source told AFP.

The attack came hours after the
Lebanese Shiite Movement Hezbollah
and Syrian troops captured Qusair,
only 10 km from the border with the
small Mediterranean country, after
deadly battles with Syrian rebels.
Lebanon has officially maintained a
policy of neutrality in Syria’s conflict,
but is sharply divided along sectarian
lines that have been emphasized by
the conflict in Syria. While Hezbollah
and its allies back Syrian President
Bashar Al-Assad’s regime, the Sunni-
led March 14 opposition movement
supports the revolt against Assad. 

In the northern city of Tripoli, a
new wave of Syria-linked clashes
between Sunni and Alawite residents
has kil led eight people since the
weekend, bringing to dozens the
death toll over recent months. The
violence prompted key GCC member
Saudi Arabia on Thursday to urge
Lebanon’s people to act “wisely” and
end their fighting in Tripoli. 

Meanwhile, Saudi Arabia’s top cler-
ic urged governments and fellow cler-
ics across the Muslim world to punish

Lebanese Shiite group Hezbollah for
its intervention in the Syrian civil war
against the mainly Sunni rebels fight-
ing to oust Assad. Grand mufti Sheikh
Abdulaziz Al-Shaikh said Hezbollah’s
actions vindicated the Sunni-dominat-
ed kingdom’s long suspicion of the
group and its alliance with Shiite Iran.
“We urge all politicians and clerics to
take substantial measures against this
repulsive sectarian group (Hezbollah)
and all those backing it,” Shaikh said
in a speech carried by SPA.

Shaikh welcomed an about-turn
last month by influential Qatar-based
Sunni cleric Yusuf Al-Qaradawi, who
had previously backed Hezbollah, par-
ticularly after its 2006 war with Israel.
Qaradawi “has returned to the stance
taken by the kingdom’s top scholars

and which was clear on this sectarian
repulsive movement ever since it was
created,” Shaikh said. “We support”
Qaradawi in his stance and call on “all
clerics of the Muslim world to stick
together and cooperate during this
critical moment in history,” he added.

In last month’s speech, Qaradawi,
who has millions of supporters around
the Arab world, particularly in the
ranks of the Muslim Brotherhood, said
he had been at fault for previously
backing Hezbollah and urged Sunni
volunteers to join the Syrian rebels.
The six-nation GCC - of which Saudi
Arabia is the key member - warned on
Sunday that it could take measures
against Hezbollah. One GCC member,
Bahrain, has already ordered steps
against the group.— AFP 

Gulf states issue travel 

warning for Lebanon
Top Saudi cleric endorses anti-Hezb stance

BAALBEK, Lebanon: Lebanese soldiers inspect the crater caused by a rocket
fired from Syria that hit Lebanon’s eastern city of Baalbek yesterday. — AFP 

KUWAIT: The Marine Fire Department held an exercise to
develop the skills of officers and firemen and implement
plans for the summer season as large numbers of people
frequent the sea during this time. — Hanan Al-Saadoun

New Saudi death 

from MERS virus
RIYADH: The Saudi health ministry yesterday announced the
death of one of its citizens in the eastern region of Al-Ahsaa after
he contracted MERS, a SARS-like virus. The ministry website said
the latest death, announced on Wednesday, brings to 25 the
number of people who have died from the virus since
September, adding that 40 people are suffering from the disease
in the kingdom. The strain was renamed the Middle East
Respiratory Syndrome Coronavirus, or MERS, reflecting the fact
that the bulk of the cases are in that region, mainly in Saudi
Arabia.

On May 31, the World Health Organisation said that the global
death toll from the virus has risen to 30. Previously known as
nCoV-EMC novel coronavirus, the disease is a cousin of Severe
Acute Respiratory Syndrome (SARS), which sparked a world
health scare in 2003 when it leapt from animals to humans in Asia
and killed some 800 people. Like SARS, MERS appears to cause an
infection deep in the lungs, with patients suffering from a tem-
perature, coughing and difficulty breathing. However, it differs
from SARS in that it also causes rapid kidney failure. Health offi-
cials have expressed concern about the high rate of fatalities
compared to the number of cases, warning that the disease could
spark a new global crisis if it acquires an ability to spread more
easily. — AFP 
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QUNEITRA CROSSING: Syria’s army recaptured the only
Golan Heights crossing on the ceasefire line with Israel yester-
day, in another setback for rebels a day after they were blasted
out of the strategic town of Qusayr. As the rebels were driven
back out of the southwestern plateau, government troops
also pursued insurgents who abandoned Qusayr, bombarding
a nearby village where they fled to along with hundreds of
wounded civilians. Qusayr’s capture gives President Bashar Al-
Assad the upper hand if a US-Russian plan for the first direct
peace talks between his regime and its opponents material-
izes, analysts say.

Russia said Syrian Foreign Minister Walid Muallem would
lead a government delegation at the “Geneva 2” talks which
have been delayed largely over opposition disputes about
who will attend. The rebels briefly took control of the Quneitra
crossing, strategically and symbolically important for its prox-
imity to Israel and to Damascus, before being forced out. “The
Syrian army has recovered control of the crossing, there are
sounds of explosions from time to time but far less than in the
morning,” an Israeli source said.

An AFP correspondent near the crossing confirmed forces
loyal to Assad recaptured the frontier post, saying he could see
tanks inside the area. Firefighting trucks on the Syrian side
worked to extinguish bush fires sparked by the clashes and civil-
ians on the Israeli side, some with binoculars, watched the pall of
smoke in the distance. Both the Syrian Observatory for Human
Rights and Israeli army radio said the rebel advance on the

plateau was followed by fierce fighting in nearby Quneitra town.
Two peacekeepers suffered “minor injuries” in shelling in

the ceasefire zone, a UN peacekeeping spokesman said. One
Israeli source said an unspecified number of Syrian soldiers
were taken to an Israeli hospital. In Vienna, the government
said Austria will withdraw its UN contingent as the “mission
can no longer be maintained for military reasons”. “The...
threat to the Austrian soldiers has reached an unacceptable
level. The events of this morning show that it is no longer jus-
tifiable to wait and see,” a statement said.

Neutral Austria has been part of the UN Disengagement
Observer Force in the Golan since its inception in 1974 and is
currently one of the biggest UNDOF contributors, with some
380 troops. The Quneitra crossing is the only direct passage
between Israel and Syria and used almost exclusively by Druze
residents of the Golan who are allowed to cross over to study,
work or get married. 

Israel seized a large section of the plateau from Syria in the
1967 Six-Day War and annexed it in 1981, in a move the inter-
national community never recognized. Yesterday’s develop-
ments came as soldiers hunting rebels who fled from Qusayr
fired missiles at Eastern Bweida about 14 kilometers away, the
Observatory said. Its director Rami Abdel Rahman expressed
concern for the safety of “at least 500 injured people” in
Eastern Bweida.

Qusayr, just 10 kilometers from Lebanon, was once home
to more than 25,000 people. However, thousands fled during

the blistering 17-day regime assault led by fighters from the
Lebanese Shiite movement Hezbollah. “Qusayr is completely
destroyed, and totally deserted,” Abdel Rahman said. The
regime “has called on Qusayr’s residents to return home, but
there is nothing but ruins. How are they supposed to return?”
Abdel Rahman asked.

The rebels conceded losing Qusayr after controlling it for a
year, but opposition interim leader George Sabra declared
they would fight on “until the whole country is liberated”. The
army called the “heroic victory” a warning that it would
“crush” the rebels and bring “security and stability to every
inch of our land”. Hours after Qusayr fell, at least five rockets
fired from Syria hit the eastern Lebanese city of Baalbek, a
Hezbollah stronghold. Two struck in the city’s Roman ruins
and the other three hit the city centre, a security source said.
Two people were hurt.

The fighting came as Paris said the international communi-
ty had to respond to test results from both French and British
laboratories confirming the use of banned nerve agent sarin in
Syria’s war. The United States initially responded cautiously,
but Secretary of State John Kerry said he had asked Paris to
share its data, which France said it has done. Russian, US and
UN diplomats on Wednesday admitted a widely anticipated
peace conference would not take place as planned this
month. A date has still to be fixed for the talks on 26-month
conflict, which is estimated to have killed more than 94,000
people. — AFP 

GOLAN HEIGHTS: A picture taken from yesterday from the Israeli side along the Israel-Syria ceasefire line in the Golan Heights shows smoke billowing during clashes between Syrian rebels and
forces loyal to the regime near the Quneitra crossing. — AFP 

Syria recaptures Golan crossing 
Austria to quit Golan, in blow to UN
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BEIRUT: The capture of Qusayr by Syrian
troops spearheaded by Hezbollah, the
Lebanese Shiite Islamist militia, risks turn-
ing the war in Syria into a wider sectarian
battle between Sunni and Shiite forces that
will sweep through the country’s neigh-
bors. The fall of the town after weeks of
fighting has emboldened the Syrian gov-
ernment and left the rebels contemplating
their biggest defeat in a two-year-old war
that has killed 80,000.

In Damascus, the victory l ifted the
morale of a government under siege.
Demonstrations in support of President
Bashar Al-Assad are back, and posters of his
family can be seen once more on cars circu-
lating on inner city streets. Opposition
activists voiced anger at the chronic disuni-
ty of their fighters and the failure of Arabs
and the West to arm the rebel groups. “The
other side is fighting under one banner but
we are fighting under several banners,” said
activist Yasser Alyousef on the Facebook
page Aleppo Now.

The fighting now threatens to take on a
more sectarian and regional focus. The
withdrawal of Sunni Syrian rebels into east-
ern Lebanon could mean reprisal attacks on
Shiite villages and Hezbollah strongholds
there.

“The loss of Qusayr and the very high
number of casualties reported from the
town will undoubtedly result in a desire
amongst at least some of the rebel commu-
nity to exact revenge,” said Charles Lister,
an analyst at IHS Jane’s terrorism and insur-
gency centre.

A senior security official in the region
put it more bluntly: “Hezbollah entered a
Sunni-Shiite conflict (in Syria) declaring a
jihad so they expect a counter jihad in
return.” The fall of Qusayr is a strategic
blow to the rebels, who have suffered
reverses in a government counter-offensive
now reinforced by Hezbollah and
Revolutionary Guards from Iran. Rebel sup-
ply lines through Qusayr are now cut, while
the government has regained control of
the Damascus to Aleppo highway. The gov-
ernment has also regained access from
Damascus to the coastal heartland of
Assad’s loyal Alawite minority.

HEZBOLLAH OPERATION
What is most unsettling about the cap-

ture of Qusayr, military officials in the
region say, is that it was essentially a
Hezbollah operation - from the planning, to
the deployment of artillery and other arma-
ments, to the actual fighting. “Hezbollah
captured the town and let the Syrian army
in. The Syrian army provided logistical sup-
port through relentless bombing and
shelling, but Hezbollah was the strike
force,” said one well-placed Syrian source.
The involvement now of Hezbollah, Iran’s
proxy, in the war is seen as evidence of a
belief in Tehran that a defeat for Assad-
which looked distinctly possible last year-
would pose an unacceptable threat to Iran. 

Qusayr is unlikely, however, to prove a
decisive turning point in a stalemated war.

Forces loyal to Assad must still retake large
areas of northern and eastern Syria, while
the rebels, divided and poorly armed as
they are, remain tenacious. “It is a very
strategic win, but a localized victory which
took several weeks and with huge foreign
assistance which has a lot of negative con-
notations. There will definitely be a reaction
against Hezbollah,” said Middle East analyst
Rami Khouri.

What Qusayr also underlines is how a
conflict that began as an Arab Spring upris-
ing against dictatorship is turning into a
proxy war pitting Iran against the West and
its Arab allies - a contagious contest that

has spread east and west of Syria. At the
same time, Assad has become reliant on
Hezbollah, Iran and a national network of
mainly Alawite militia known as the
National Defense Forces which have taken
over much of the army’s role and given the
Assad camp a more sectarian color. Even
though Alawites hold most top positions in
the Syrian hierarchy, Assad no longer trusts
the mainly Sunni army.

The growing involvement of Sunni Arab
jihadis on the rebel side, including the
Nusra Front linked to Al-Qaeda, places the
front line of the Middle East’s centuries-old
Sunni-Shiite rift in Syria, and also possibly in
Lebanon. The schism between Sunnis and
Shiites arose soon after the death of the
Prophet Mohammad in 632, when Ali, his
son-in-law and cousin, was passed over as
the rightful successor, to the chagrin of his
partisans, who became known as Shiites.
Two years into the fighting, the situation in
Syria has come to resemble the 1975-90
civil war in Lebanon and the sectarian con-
flict in Iraq that followed the fall of Saddam
Hussein.

In Iraq, the Syrian war has reignited
Shiite and Sunni tensions which have sim-

mered since the 2003 US-led invasion. A
flickering Sunni insurgency against the
Shiite-dominated government, encouraged
by popular protest across the Arab world,
has burst back into flame. Sectarian vio-
lence is now at its highest in Iraq since the
dark years of 2006-2007. Free Syrian Army
flags seen at protests in Iraq highlight links
between Sunni tribes in western Iraq and
eastern Syria.

CHANGING MAP
Much of the violence in Iraq is blamed

on Al-Qaeda’s local wing, the Islamic State
of Iraq, which has already signaled its

regional ambitions by joining with the
Nusra Front in Syria. Iraqi fighters from both
sides of the sectarian divide now cross the
border to fight-Iraqi Sunnis alongside Sunni
rebels, and Shiite militias, who once battled
American troops, now fighting alongside
Syrian government forces.

As this bloody free-for-all unfolds, the
map of the Middle East is starting to
change, with countries fragmenting along
sectarian lines. Lebanon and Iraq are most
at risk, but no country bordering Syria
seems immune. Turkey has had a taste of
the violence, when two bombs hit a border
town killing dozens. The war could open up
divisions between Turkey’s majority Sunnis
and minority Alevis.  Sayyed Hassan
Nasrallah, the Hezbollah leader, publicly
justifies his adventure in Syria by the need
to stop Al-Qaeda style Sunni radicals, or
Takfiri forces, in their tracks. He sees
Lebanon, Syria and Iraq as potentially part
of the same battlefield.

Rockets were fired at Hezbollah-held
southern Beirut last month while last week
the group clashed with Syrian rebels in
Lebanon. The Lebanese city of Tripoli has
seen deadly clashes between Sunnis and

Alawites. Underlining the risks for Lebanon,
the rebel Free Syrian Army warned that it
might target Hezbollah on its home turf.
Highlighting the widening regional Sunni-
Shiite schism, influential Sunni Sheikh
Youssef Al-Qaradawi called on all those
who can perform jihad to head to Syria to
fight. Alawites and Shiites were worse than
Christians and the Jews, he said.

GAMBLE FOR HEZBOLLAH
According to one senior Arab security

source, Hezbollah’s gamble has turned the
Syrian war into a regional test of strength
between Sunni and Shiite power.
“Hezbollah has committed a grave mistake.
We are facing a turning point. Hezbollah
hopes it will be for its own interest but I
don’t see it that it is in its interest,” he said. 

But for Hezbollah and Iran, the fall of
Damascus, Iran’s first line of defense in its
struggle with the West and Israel, would be
seen as a “preamble to the defeat of Tehran
and its proxy ally” in Lebanon, he said.  That
means the stakes are too high for them to
stay on the fence. Their enemies in the
West and among Sunni Arab states do not
hide their motives in joining Syria’s war: not
to usher in democracy but to take out Iran’s
main Arab ally and thereby hit Tehran and
its Hezbollah proxy.

Nasrallah spelt out in a speech last
month that he sees Syria as a battleground
where the survival of the Shiites is at stake.
In this view, Syria and Lebanon face a threat
from radical Sunnis, which he argued was a
plot devised by the United States and its
allies to serve Israel’s interests in the region.
Israel has already struck what it says were
Iranian rockets transiting Syria for
Hezbollah three times this year.  The
group’s overt involvement now makes such
attacks more likely.

The fall of Qusayr might also make it
harder for either side make concessions at a
proposed July peace conference in Geneva,
with Assad’s fortunes on the rise and his
foes in disarray. “The private talk in the cor-
ridors of power [in Damascus] was that if
we don’t take Qusayr we won’t go to
Geneva. They needed something in their
pocket to bargain with in Geneva,” said one
Syrian source familiar with the debate.
“With such a victory it is difficult to extract
anything out of them”. But analysts think
Washington and its allies can take some
satisfaction from events in Syria, for three
reasons.

Syria has become a magnet for Al-Qaeda
and other jihadi recruits from Yemen to
Saudi Arabia, with many killed daily. The
conflict is a drain on Iran’s reserves. Tehran
is paying out $600-700 million a month,
according to an Arab security source,
which Iran’s enemies hope might cause
unrest at home. Hezbollah, as a bonus, is
being dragged into the Syrian quagmire in
a way that will weaken it militarily and
destroy much of its political credibility,
burnished by years of conflict with Israel.
As one Beirut analyst put it, “that figleaf
has fallen”. — Reuters

Hezbollah-Syria victory risks 
wider Sunni-Shiite conflict

Shiite group risks revenge attacks by Sunni rebels

QUSAYR: A damaged building is seen in Qusayr town, Syria.  Syrian troops and their
Lebanese Hezbollah allies have captured a strategic border town after a grueling
three-week battle, dealing a severe blow to rebels and opening the door for
President Bashar Assad’s regime to seize back the country’s central heartland.  — AP
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ISTANBUL: In his Istanbul liquor store,
shopkeeper Menderes Yildirim is worried-
not so much about the recent nights of
riots and tear gas, but about the stacks of
beer in his fridge. Like the protesters
themselves, he is furious at one of the
government reforms that threatens to
put him out of business by banning him
from selling alcohol at night. Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan, a practic-
ing Muslim, further enraged protesters at
the weekend when he branded people
who drink “alcoholics”.

He has told Turks that instead of beer
they should adopt a traditional yoghurt
drink, “ayran”, as their national beverage.
The suggestion does not impress Yildirim,
who thrives on the crowds of foreign
tourists and locals criss-crossing the giant
Taksim Square-the symbolic heart of the
recent protests. “What am I going to sell
to people, to tourists-ayran?” he huffed.
He says Erdogan’s proposal to ban sales
of alcohol between 10:00 pm and 6:00
am, as well as restricting advertising of
alcoholic drinks, will ruin his livelihood if
it is ratified. “That is exactly the period
when I sell alcohol,” he said. The law is
one of several measures that have made
protesters brand Erdogan a “dictator”.
They say he wants to impose conserva-

tive Islamic reforms on Turkey, a country
peopled mostly by Muslims but with a
strictly secular constitution. Discontent
has boiled over into days of deadly clash-
es, sparked last week when police tear-
gassed a peaceful protest against a con-
struction project. Since then students
have swamped the park nightly, dancing
and singing with beer bottles in their
hands. Many of them cite the alcohol law
among their grievances.

“It is a very strict restriction and we all
want to break it,” said Tarik Ozkan, a
young man strolling around the park. “It
is not just about alcohol,” he said. “This is
about freedoms.” ‘I don’t want my people
to be alcoholics’-Erdogan and his AKP
party, supported largely by conservative
Muslims, has won three elections in a
row, gaining more than 50 percent of the
vote in 2011. “But there is the other 50
percent, whose rights and wishes for free-
dom are being completely ignored,” said
Ekrem Yumlu, who runs a liquor shop a
few feet from the square.

Public drinking has long been a part of
social life among a section of Turkey’s
population. In the culturally polarized
country, which sits at the crossroads of
east and west, it is a way of telling peo-
ple’s social and political leanings. Despite

the protests and the outbursts of anger
on social media, Erdogan has vowed to
push on with the law. “I love my people, I
do not want them to be alcoholics,” he
said. His remarks prompted many Turks
to add tags to their Twitter and Facebook
messages sarcastically identifying them-
selves as “Alcoholic”.

The government says the law aims to
protect children, some of whom it says
start drinking at 13. It says alcohol is one
of the top causes of Turkey’s many traffic
accidents and cases of domestic violence.
Some critics say they are angered as
much by the regulation, which is similar
to those of some Western nations, as by
the way it is being pushed through. They
see it as one in a series of increasingly
conservative Islamic-leaning reforms.

Dogan Murat, a 35-year-old trades-
man, says he voted for Erdogan in the last
election but has since been angered by
what he calls the leader’s uncompromis-
ing approach. “Everything fell apart
because of all this bullying. He just says, ‘I
am going to ban alcohol,’ end of story,”
Murat complained. A recent study by the
OECD economic grouping indicated alco-
hol consumption in Turkey is proportion-
ally low. It showed that 3.5 million of the
country’s 75 million people were drinkers,

with consumption among adults of four
litres a year per person on average.

A private poll in 2011 showed that just
under 70 percent of Turks said they had
never drunk alcohol. But many Turks,
notably around Taksim, earn their living
selling it to the millions of tourists who
frequent the historic and commercial
spot every year. 

Liquor shop owner Yumlu, 46, said he
expected he would have to fire all of his
four employees if President Abdullah Gul,
Erdogan’s ally, signs the bill into law. “We
are going to have a serious loss of busi-
ness,” he said.

Alcohol companies are also bitter, tak-
ing out sentimental good-bye advertise-
ments in newspapers-which the law will
prevent them from doing. “Commercials
are over. May we be excused?” a major
Turkish distiller, Yeni Raki, said in one ad,
showing a hand holding an intentionally
blurred glass of raki up for a toast. Beer
brand Efes Pilsen, one of the leading
Turkish drinks companies, placed a full-
page advertisement showing its classic
fat brown bottle with the label symboli-
cally removed. 

“We are a free country and we choke
on restrictions,” said Murat. “They should
know that by now.”— AFP 

Threat of beer-free nights fuels Turkey protests

ANKARA: Premier Recep Tayyip Erdogan and
President Abdullah Gul have strongly differing lines
on Turkey’s mass protests, throwing a spotlight on
their growing rivalry ahead of next year’s elections
when both could potentially run for the presidency,
observers say. Ever since the first rounds of tear gas
were fired at peaceful protesters in Istanbul’s Taksim
Square last week, escalating into violent clashes
nationwide, Turkey’s powerful prime minister has
responded with characteristic defiance. 

Despite facing the biggest challenge to his
decade-long rule, the 59-year-old leader has dis-
missed the demonstrators as “extremists” and
pressed on with an official trip to North Africa, vow-
ing that the situation at home would be resolved by
the time he returns. That prediction has been rub-
bished by demonstrators gathering in ever larger
numbers to call for Erdogan’s resignation, accusing
him of authoritarianism and of imposing conserva-
tive, Islamic values on the predominantly Muslim
but staunchly secular country. “It’s very hurtful to be
treated this way,” Ahmet Insel, a political scientist at
Istanbul’s Galatasaray University, said about the
many young protesters whose anger has been
stoked by Erdogan’s tough stance.

“It’s hard for him (Erdogan) to tone down his
aggressive and arrogant language, which doesn’t go
down well with an important fringe section of socie-
ty.” In stark contrast, 62-year-old head of state Gul-
often described as Turkey’s “good cop” to Erdogan’s
“bad cop”-has struck a conciliatory tone, reassuring
the protesters their message had been “received”
and urging them to voice their views in a peaceful
way. But Gul is no stranger to controversy: his histo-
ry of political Islam and the symbolism of his wife’s
decision to wear a headscarf provoked widespread
criticism when he was elected in 2007. Pressed to
respond to Gul’s softer remarks on the protests,
Erdogan said he did not know what the president
meant, “but for me, democracy comes from the bal-

lot box”. Long considered close political allies-Gul
and Erdogan co-founded the governing Islamic-
rooted party Justice and Development Party (AKP)
which has won three successive elections since 2002
-  the pair have toed a different line on several occa-
sions in recent months, including on the issue of lift-
ing immunity for Kurdish lawmakers. Observers say
their possible competing bids for the 2014 election,
when voters will for the first time directly elect their
president, will increasingly highlight their differ-
ences. While neither has officially declared their can-
didacy, some experts expect incumbent Gul to seek
a second term in 2014. Populist Erdogan, whose
popularity has grown with every election but whose
party rules bar him from a fourth term as premier, is
expected to try to boost the constitutional powers
of the presidency before making his bid. Experts
believe he wants to continue his political career with
a powerful executive presidency similar to that in
the United States, rather than the current largely cer-
emonial one. 

Erdogan is credited with bringing relative stability
to Turkey after years of rocky coalition governments,
building the country into a regional political and
economic power. He could count on the support of
half the electorate in the last election but his zero-
tolerance attitude to criticism and his tendency to
use the courts to silence opponents have proven a
major test for the country which has long sought to
join the European Union.

Even as the race for the presidency has yet to be
fought out in the open, the anti-government unrest
that has brought thousands to the streets has
already affected the chances of the would-be candi-
dates, according to observers. “Erdogan has been
weakened by this crisis and his ascent to the post of
president has been compromised,” journalist Deniz
Zeyrek wrote in an editorial for the Radikal, a liberal
daily. Gul, on the other hand, “has consolidated his
democratic image”, he added. — AFP 

ISTANBUL: Under the towering sycamore trees, young  Turks whirl hand-
in-hand in a circle, whooping with joy to the beat of the drum. To see
them dance, you wouldn’t think they were caught up in their country’s
fiercest political unrest in years. It may be the cradle of nearly a week of
police violence, but amid the smoke of kebabs and the rattle of tam-
bourines, Istanbul’s Gezi Park looks more like a funfair.

Concerts, yoga classes, tables of free food and even an open air cinema
have sprung up here as a small local demonstration has flowered into a
teeming community in the six days since the protests started last week.
Tents cover the grass-though protesters say they are hardly sleeping-and
crowds teem on nearly every inch of paved ground. From one end of the
park swells the rhythmic refrain of the old anti-fascist anthem “Ciao Bella”-
all but its Italian chorus chanted here in Turkish.

A cherished historical spot in one of Europe’s top tourist areas, the five-
acre park has also become a chill-out zone for protesters exhausted by
marching in anger against the government. “I’m not sleeping. It’s just
craziness,” said one protestor, Perine, after a yoga class held on purple
mats in the open air. “You feel really upset, but I was at peace today. It was
nice.” The first protesters came here last week in a demonstration to pro-
tect some of the last trees and greenery in central Istanbul from Prime
Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan’s plan to redevelop the park.

The trees would likely give way to more concrete, with the renovation
of an old barracks nearby, a new mosque and, some protesters fear, a
shopping centre.  When police surprised the first park protesters on May
31 with a storm of tear gas, Turks across the country poured into the
streets in sympathy. — AFP

Turkish unrest highlights
PM and president rivalry 
Gul described as ‘good cop’ to Erdogan’s ‘bad cop’

ISTANBUL: Protesters practice yoga at the Gezi park of Taksim
square in Istanbul yesterday. — AP 

Gezi Park: Protest ‘funfair’ 
at heart of Turkey unrest
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KANDAHAR: Survivors and victims’ rela-
tives yesterday voiced fury that the US sol-
dier who massacred 16 Afghan villagers
last year would escape the death penalty
after pleading guilty. Sergeant Robert
Bales admitted 16 counts of murder in a
packed courtroom in Washington State
on Wednesday over the killings in March
2012 that caused outrage in Afghanistan
and plunged US-Afghan ties to a new low. 

Military Judge Colonel Jeffery Nance
accepted the guilty pleas, and ruled that
Bales, 39, would face a maximum of life
behind bars without eligibility for parole.
“All I want is to see this guy executed. We
don’t want anything else,” said Samiullah,
who lost his mother in the massacre that
also left his daughter Zardana and his son
Rafiullah wounded.

Zardana, now about 12, has a paral-
ysed arm and leg despite four months of
medical treatment in the US. “I went
home and found my mother dead lying
on the floor of the room in her blood,”
Samiullah said. “My daughter Zardana was
hit in the arm and leg. She was lying in her
blood too, my son also. Nothing else will
satisfy us but the execution of this man.

He has shot my children, killed my mother
and we want him to be executed.” Haji
Naeem, another villager from the Panjwai
district of Kandahar province where Bales
ran amok, was wounded along with his
young son and two of his daughters.

“See what they have done to me,” he
said. “I can’t move my arm. The Americans
will do what they want. Only his execution
will heal our pains. We want him to be
executed, and executed in Afghanistan.”
But Abdul Baqi, Naeem’s nephew,
acknowledged: “What we want will not
happen. They should execute him, not jail
him.” Bales’ lawyer John Browne said he
hoped his client, who will be sentenced in
August, could be out of jail after 10 years.
In court at Joint Base Lewis-McChord
south of Seattle, Bales said he had no
explanation for why he opened fire on the
villagers using an M4 rifle and a 9mm pis-
tol. Seventeen of the 22 victims were
women or children and almost all were
shot in the head. “I formed the intent to
kill and then did kill by shooting with a
firearm and burning,” he said, repeating
the phrase for each of the 16 murder
counts against him. — AFP

Afghan fury as US ‘massacre’ soldier escapes death

KANDAHAR: In this file photo, a mourner cries over the bodies of Afghan civil-
ians, allegedly shot by a rogue US soldier, seen loaded into the back of a truck
in Alkozai village of Panjwayi district, Kandahar province. — AFP 

SHIMLA: Indian police arrested three
Nepalese truckers yesterday over the
gang-rape of a US tourist who was
attacked after she hitched a ride late at
night, officers said. The 30-year-old
American accepted a lift in a truck on
Monday night in Manali, a tourist desti-
nation in the foothills of the Himalayas,
after struggling to find a taxi to return to
her hotel.

The latest assault comes as India faces
intense scrutiny over its efforts to curb
violence against women, following the
fatal gang-rape of a student on a bus in
New Delhi last December which sparked
violent protests. “Three men have been
arrested in connection with the rape,”
Vinod Dhawan, police chief of Kullu dis-
trict in the northern state of Himachal
Pradesh where the incident happened
said. The men, all aged in their 20s and
from Nepal, were being interrogated by
police and their truck has been seized, a
police statement said. 

Two were arrested in the resort town
of Manali where they were living, while
the third was seized as he tried to leave

the district. The owner of the truck told
police he had hired one of those arrest-
ed, a 22-year-old named Arjun, as a driv-
er just four to five days earlier, the state-
ment said. The American told police the
truck driver and two accomplices took
her to a secluded spot where they raped
her for over an hour. She gave police a
description of the men and also identi-
fied the truck model, which is commonly
used to transport construction materials
in the state.

Police said a team has gathered
forensic evidence from the seized truck
which has been sent for analysis. The
investigation was continuing with per-
sonal items stolen from the women not
yet recovered, the statement said. The
three, identified as Arjun, 22, Lakki, 24,
and Som Bahadur Tamang, 24, will
appear before a court for remand, it said.
The woman, who cannot be identified
under Indian law, is staying under police
protection at a hotel in the Manali area,
some 500 kilometers north of the capital
New Delhi.

The incident follows the alleged rape

of a 21-year-old Irish charity worker in
the eastern city of Kolkata at the week-
end, and comes as India tries to fight
widespread sex crime with tougher laws.
Mass protests erupted across India in
December and January following the
fatal gang-rape of the student in New
Delhi, a crime which brought simmering
anger about the treatment of women in
India to the surface.

A survey by an Indian trade body this
year found the number of female tourists
visiting the country had dropped by 35
percent following several sex attacks
that made global headlines. Measures
passed by lawmakers in March increased
punishments for sex offenders to include
the death penalty if a victim dies and a
minimum 20-year prison sentence for
gang-rape. But the new laws did not go
far enough to tackle gender inequality or
protect women, a UN special envoy said
last month. A Swiss cyclist was gang-
raped in front of her husband in the cen-
tral state of Madhya Pradesh in March
after the couple pitched a tent in a
secluded forest area. — AFP 

KATHMANDU: Seven members of the same family, including
three children, were killed yesterday when a landslide trig-
gered by heavy monsoon rains buried their house in a
remote village in northeastern Nepal, police said. Police res-
cuers were sent to the area to search for survivors after part of
a hillside above Thumkina village broke away and smashed
into two houses below, officials said. “In total seven people
have died,” Anup Narayan Jha, a local police constable, said.

“Four more are missing while two have been seriously
injured,” he said adding that the injured were being taken to

the nearest health post. “The downpour started in the
evening and stopped only in the middle of the night.” Jha
told AFP that six more police officers were en route to the dis-
aster site, an eight-hour trek from the nearest road. He said
the family lived in a thinly populated village in the rugged
highlands of Taplejung district, one of Nepal’s poorest areas,
260 kilometers east of Kathmandu. Hundreds of people die
every year from flooding and landslides during Nepal’s mon-
soon season, which typically starts in June and ends in
September. — AFP

NAYPYIDAW: Myanmar opposition leader Aung San Suu Kyi
yesterday declared her intention to run for president, calling
for all of the country’s people to share the fruits of its dramatic
reforms. Addressing the World Economic Forum (WEF) on East
Asia in the capital Naypyidaw, the Nobel Peace laureate
appealed for the amendment of the military-drafted constitu-
tion which prevents her from leading the country.

“I want to run for president and I’m quite frank about it,”
the veteran democracy activist told delegates, as she sets her
sights on elections due to be held in 2015. “If I pretended that
I didn’t want to be president I wouldn’t be honest,” she added.
The current constitution blocks anyone whose spouses or chil-
dren are overseas citizens from being appointed by parlia-
ment for the top job. Suu Kyi’s two sons with her late husband
Michael Aris are British and the clause is widely believed to be
targeted at the Nobel laureate.

Changing certain parts of the text requires the support of
more than 75 percent of the members of the fledgling parlia-
ment, one quarter of whom are unelected military officials,
she noted. “This constitution is said by experts to be the most
difficult constitution in the world to amend. So we must start
by amending the requirements for amendments,” Suu Kyi
said. President Thein Sein’s quasi-civilian government has sur-
prised the world since coming to power two years ago with
dramatic political and economic changes that have led to the
lifting of most Western sanctions.

Hundreds of political prisoners have been freed, democra-
cy champion Suu Kyi has been welcomed into a new parlia-
ment and tentative ceasefires have been reached in the coun-
try’s multiple ethnic civil wars. Suu Kyi, who was herself locked
up by the former junta for a total of 15 years, remains hugely
popular in Myanmar and her National League for Democracy
party is widely expected to win the elections if they are free
and fair. The opposition leader called for all of the Myanmar
people to be included in the reform process, warning that
otherwise the changes could be jeopardized.

“If the people feel that they’re included in this reform
process then it will not be reversible-or at least it will not be
easily reversible,” she said. “But if there are too many people
who feel excluded then the dangers of a reversal of the situa-
tion would be very great,” Suu Kyi added. Some 900 delegates
from more than 50 countries are gathered in the capital
Naypyidaw for the three-day WEF on East Asia-a regional edi-
tion of the annual gathering of business and political luminar-
ies in the Swiss resort of Davos.

Foreign firms are queuing up to enter the country formerly
known as Burma, tantalized by the prospect of a largely
untapped market with a potential 60 million new consumers
in addition to Myanmar’s pool of cheap labor. — AFP
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Web ‘blackout’ in Singapore

SEOUL: North and South Korea announced yesterday
they were planning to hold talks for the first time since
February 2011, signaling attempts to repair ties that
have been ruptured for months. For months earlier this
year, North Korea unleashed an almost daily stream of
threats against the South and its ally, the United States,
vowing to attack them with nuclear weapons. Tension
on the Korean peninsula was at the highest in decades,
but has waned since joint US-South Korean military
drills ended in late April.

North Korea’s state-owned KCNA news agency issued
a statement yesterday proposing talks with the South
on normalizing commercial projects, including the joint
industrial zone that was closed at the height of tensions
in early April. It also said Pyongyang would restore sev-
ered communications channels if the South accepted
the offer of talks, indicating it was prepared to roll back
a series of hostile steps it has taken as relations deterio-
rated.

South Korea welcomed the offer, proposing the talks
be held on June 12 between ministers to discuss a
range of issues including the commercial projects and
families split during the 1950-53 Korean War. “We hope
that the talks take place between the authorities of the
South and the North as we proposed and are accepted
by the North and become an occasion for relations to
develop based on mutual trust,” Unification Minister
Ryoo Kihl-jae said.

The North, in the statement by its Committee for the
Peaceful Reunification of Korea which handles ties with
the South, also proposed discussing the reopening of
tours to a mountain resort and family reunions as well
as to hold events to mark the 2000 summit of their lead-
ers that opened a decade of warmer ties. “We propose
holding talks between authorities of the North and the
South for the normalization of the operation in the KIZ
(Kaesong industrial zone) and the resumption of tours
of Mt  Kumgang on the occasion of the anniversary of
the June 15 joint declaration,” the committee said.

The June 15 declaration refers to the outcome of the
2000 summit between then South Korean President Kim
Dae-jung and the North’s Kim Jong-il, who died in 2011.
South Korea has previously proposed to hold talks with
the North on reopening the Kaesong zone, but Seoul
has been reluctant to link those talks with the summit
commemoration, saying Pyongyang would try to use
them for propaganda. North Korea stepped up defiance
of UN Security Council resolutions in December when it
launched a rocket that it said had put a scientific satel-
lite into orbit. Critics said the launch was aimed at
developing technology to deliver a nuclear warhead
mounted on a long-range missile.

The North followed that in February with its third test
of a nuclear weapon. That brought new UN sanctions
which in turn led to a dramatic intensification of North
Korea’s threats of nuclear strikes against South Korea
and the United States. The threats have now waned.
The North sent one of its top military officials to China in
late May and Choe Ryong-hae, a special envoy of leader
Kim Jong-un, said the secluded country was willing to
take “positive steps” for peace and stability. 

Moon Hong-sik, a research fellow at the Institute for
National Security Stragegy, said North Korea’s gesture
may be in response to China’s pressure and also the
effect of toughened UN sanctions following the nuclear
test in February. “North Korea is following an old pat-
tern of threats, provocations and talks as it is currently
pressured by the economic squeeze and its major spon-
sor China is not same as before,” said Moon. China wel-
comed the improvement in ties between the two
Koreas. “We hope that both sides cherish this momen-
tum for talks which has not come about easily,” Foreign
Ministry spokesman Hong Lei said in Beijing. The ges-
ture comes just ahead of Chinese President Xi Jinping’s
first summit meeting with US President Barack Obama
today. North Korea is expected to be the top agenda
item.—Reuters

North, South Korea try to end rupture in ties

GOSEONG: Gates of South and North Korea Transit are closed near the demilitarized zone in Goseong, South
Korea. — AP 

Bloggers protest new online rules
SINGAPORE: Singaporean bloggers
blacked out their homepages yesterday
to protest new licensing rules for news
websites they say will muzzle freedom
of expression. Some 134 participants,
including individual bloggers and com-
munity-based blogs, replaced their
homepages with black screens featuring
the words “#FreeMyInternet”, as well as
the time and venue of a rally to be held
Saturday. The 24-hour blackout was to
last until midnight. The protest comes
after surprise regulations came into
force on June 1 requiring news web-
sites-including one operated by US-
based Yahoo! - to obtain licenses from
the city-state’s official media regulator.

“This is not just a movement by
socio-political blogs. The participating
websites are from all  genres from
lifestyle and food, to technology,” said
Choo Zheng Xi, a spokesman for the
“Free My Internet” group that organized
the protest. “The diversity reflects an
awareness that the new regulations can
affect anyone because it has been
framed so widely,” added Choo, the co-
founder of popular political website The
Online Citizen. A rally will  be held
tomorrow at a designated free-speech

area, where police permits are not
required. Volunteer-run blogs focusing
on social and political issues including
poverty and immigration have gained
popularity as an alternative source of
news and opinion in Singapore, where
the mainstream media is widely seen as
pro-government. Singapore’s media
regulator, the Media Development
Authority (MDA), and government lead-
ers have sought to allay fears over the
past week that the new rules were
aimed at the feisty blogging communi-
ty, pointing out that blogs were not con-
sidered news portals.

Minister for Communications and
Information Yaacob Ibrahim on Tuesday
dismissed claims by bloggers that the
new rules would impinge on Internet
freedom. “I think the best way for peo-
ple to see, after the licenses are issued, is
whether the activists are indeed limited
in their public discourse,” he told local
media. “I hope that the activists who are
today making this far-fetched claim will
be honest enough to admit it when the
time comes.” Reuben Wong, an associ-
ate professor of political science at the
National University of Singapore, said
the government had not done enough

consultation before announcing the
rules. “My sense is that there is a great
deal of suspicion because Singapore is
the first to introduce such licensing, and
because it has always been on the cut-
ting edge of social and media control,”
he said. “Singapore already does badly
on international measures of media
freedom, these types of measures are
only going to make it worse”. Bloggers
participating in the Internet blackout
insisted that the broad power of the
new rules were indicative of the govern-
ment’s intentions to require blogs to
seek licensing in the future as well.

The new rules stipulate that websites
which have at least 50,000 unique visi-
tors from Singapore every month and
publish at least one local news article
per week over a period of two months
must obtain an annual l icense.
“Although the government would say
that my fears are ‘far-fetched’ and that I
am over-reacting, I’m not happy to ‘wait
and see’,” Kirsten Han, a socio-political
blogger, told AFP. “I don’t want to leave
it up to trust that they won’t make use
of the catch-all definitions to extend the
licensing regime to other websites and
blogs in the future,” she said.—AFP 

Enter The Diplomat - UN’s Ban gets black belt
SEOUL: Representatives at the United Nations may think
twice about crossing Ban Ki-moon in future after the secre-
tary-general was awarded an honorary 10th degree black
belt in the Korean martial art of taekwondo. While is
unclear whether the 68-year-old Ban can break bricks with
his bare hands, World Taekwondo Federation president
Choue Chung-won said the awarding of the black belt
reflected the common goals and values shared by the UN
and federation. “I am delighted to have presented UN
Secretary-General Ban Ki-moon with our prestigious black
belt,” Choue said in a statement. “The black belt is a global-
ly-recognized symbol of expertise across the martial arts
and awarding it to the secretary-general represents how
strongly matched the WTF’s values are with the United
Nations.”

South Korean Ban, who succeeded Kofi Annan in the

UN’s top job in 2007 and will serve through his second
term until the end of 2016, praised the efforts of the feder-
ation, founded in 1973, to achieve peace through sport.
“The World Taekwondo Federation have many accomplish-
ments to celebrate as they mark their 40th anniversary,” he
added in the statement. “They have become a great exam-
ple of the values and objectives that are shared by the
United Nations and the Olympic Movement.” While ninth
degree is technically the highest level attainable through
the ranking system, some honorary 10th degree black belts
have been awarded to individuals for their contributions to
taekwondo and society in general. The WTF presented
their first two honorary 10th degree black belts to
International Olympic Committee President Jacques Rogge
and his predecessor, Juan Antonio Samaranch. Ban is the
third recipient of the third. —Reuters 
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MARTE: Islamist extremists raised their black flag over this
village in the remote plains of northeast Nigeria, setting
fire to a church, shutting down the schools and bombing
the police station in a violent overthrow of government
control. Just as quickly as they rose out of the desert scrub
several months ago, however, they recently disappeared
as Nigeria’s military regained control of this area as part of
a new offensive.  As attack helicopters hovered overhead
and tanks hid among the scrawny trees, military com-
manders told journalists touring the region Wednesday
that they had struck a decisive blow against radicals who
want to impose strict Islamic law over this multiethnic
nation of more than 160 million people. Yet behind the
smiles and speeches, commanders acknowledged fight-
ers with the extremist network Boko Haram likely escaped
their dragnet, burning equipment they couldn’t carry
while still maintaining an arsenal of heavy weaponry. 

That means Nigeria’s quick military successes may car-
ry the price of years of troop commitments in this region
of crumbling roads and derelict power lines to hold terri-
tory against a now-unseen adversary. “One year, two
years, three years - that’s what we signed up for,” Lt Col
Olufemi Olorunyomi said. The new military offensive
comes after President Goodluck Jonathan declared a state

of emergency May 14 in Adamawa, Borno and Yobe states
- a territory of some 155,000 square kilometers of the
Sahel bordering Cameroon, Chad and Niger. 

In a nationally televised speech, Jonathan acknowl-
edged that the nation had lost control of some villages
and towns to extremist fighters already responsible for
more than 1,600 killings since 2010 alone, according to an
Associated Press count. Military reinforcements arrived to
a northeast already heavily occupied with soldiers, but
now with the authority to arrest anyone at will and occu-
py any building believed to harbor extremists.  For weeks,
the military issued statements outlining quick advances
and mass arrests, while never offering clear explanations
of its own losses. On Wednesday, the military flew foreign
and local journalists from Nigeria’s capital, Abuja, to
Maiduguri in Borno state as part of a tour of one battle-
ground area. The tour clearly offered the message
Nigeria’s military wants publicized: Soldiers routed the
extremists. The chief of defense staff “was interested in
the whole world knowing what was going on, and we
have nothing to hide,” said Gen Jah Ewansiha, the com-
manding officer of the joint police and military task force
in the northeast. However, commanders ordered journal-
ists not to “clandestinely interview” any soldiers and tried

to limit questions to officers who spoke along the way.
Officers displayed out of a cache of weapons they said

they seized from Boko Haram fighters, ranging from local-
ly made pistols that fire a single shotgun shell to truck-
mounted anti-aircraft guns firing 12.7 mm rounds. Long
belts of heavy ammunition mixed with rounds for
Kalashnikov assault rifles. Much of the weaponry appears
to be from old Eastern Europe arsenals, Col Kayode
Ogundele said, likely smuggled into the country as part of
West Africa’s thriving illegal arms trade. The colonel
acknowledged that extremists likely still have anti-aircraft
guns and other sophisticated weaponry that poses a seri-
ous threat to Nigeria’s military. “I have a strong belief they
still have some of them, and we are on it,” Ogundele said.

Maiduguri, the capital of Borno state and the spiritual
home of Boko Haram, had long lines Wednesday at ATMs,
and some stores were open. Mobile phone service
remains turned off in the region, as security officials have
told the AP that the government shut down the networks
in hopes of disrupting extremists. A military convoy carry-
ing journalists sped past lines of waiting cars at numerous
checkpoints, led and followed by armored personnel car-
riers with gunners who constantly swiveled their machine
guns.—AP

ABU DHABI: Al-Qaeda leader Ayman Al-Zawahri urged Syrians
to unite to bring down President Bashar Al-Assad and thwart
what he said were US plans to set up a client state in Syria to
safeguard Israel’s security. In a 22-minute recording, posted on
Islamist websites on Thursday to mark 65 years since Israel’s
founding, Zawahri also said the only way to solve the Palestinian
problem was through Jihad (Islamic holy war). “Lions of the
Levant, unite around this honorable goal and rise above party
affiliations,” Zawahri said.

“America, its agents and allies want you to shed your blood
and the blood of your children and women to bring down the
criminal Baathist regime, and then set up a government loyal to
them and to safeguard Israel’s security,” he added. The recording
came one day after Syrian government forces, backed by
Lebanese Hezbollah fighters, captured the border town of
Qusair from rebels. It appeared on the Mujahideen Al-Ansar
website, which carries statements from Al-Qaeda leaders.

It was not immediately possible to verify the authenticity of
the recording, which made no reference to Qusair, suggesting it
was recorded before the campaign to retake the town began
more than two weeks ago. Zawahri, an Egyptian-born preacher
who became Al-Qaeda’s chief after Osama bin Laden was killed

in a US operation in 2011, also criticized Iran for supporting
Assad, saying the conflict in Syria had “revealed the ugly face of
Iran.” 

The Iranian-backed group Hezbollah fought with Assad’s
forces which seized the strategically important border town of
Qusair from rebels on Wednesday. Influential Sunni Muslim cleric
Sheikh Youssef Al-Qaradawi last week called for Jihad (holy war)
against Assad after Hezbollah leader Sheikh Hassan Nasrallah
acknowledged his forces had joined the fighting in Qusair.
Zawahri warned Syrians not to play into the hands of the United
States which, he said, wanted to turn their Jihad into a “Western
tool against Iran.”

He said that fighters seeking to topple Assad in Syria had
rekindled hope that one day that might happen. “There is no
solution for Palestine except Jihad,” Zawahri said. “Every free
Muslim in Palestine should unite with his Muslim brothers to
implement Sharia (Islamic law) and rule by it, and make it a refer-
ence above all references, and to liberate Palestine in order to set
up an Islamic state, even if the West hates that and calls it terror-
ism and extremism,” he added. Zawahri’s last audio message
dates to April, when he also urged Muslims to unite and support
Jihad to create a state governed by Islamic law.— Reuters

Three days in,

WikiLeaks trial 

comes into focus

FORT MEADE: US Army private Pfc Bradley Manning’s was
trained to guard classified information and knew it could easily
fall into enemy hands, yet broke promises to protect it, prosecu-
tors have shown three days into his court-martial for giving thou-
sands of classified documents to WikiLeaks. At the same time,
the defense has revealed that Manning and other intelligence
analysts worked in a relaxed atmosphere in Iraq, watching
movies, playing computer games and listening to music when
they were supposed to be producing reports from secret gov-
ernment databases to help capture enemy combatants. 

Manning’s defense has also tried to show he meant no harm
to fellow soldiers, confidential sources or national security when
he released sensitive material to the secret-spilling website
WikiLeaks. The soldier is charged under federal espionage and
computer fraud laws, but the most serious offense the military
has accused him of is aiding the enemy, which carries a life sen-
tence. To convict him of that, prosecutors must prove Manning
knew the material he leaked would be seen by Al-Qaeda. 

On Wednesday, Jihrleah Showman, who worked with
Manning in Baghdad, testified that during the first three months
of their deployment in late 2009 and early 2010, soldiers often
spent working hours watching movies they brought in or listen-
ing to music they found on a shared hard drive reserved for clas-
sified material. She said the brigade commander banned such
entertainment in February 2010. Defense attorney David
Coombs asked one of Manning’s supervisors, Chief Warrant
Officer 2 Kyle Balonek, if music was allowed on the secure net-
work. Balonek became evasive. “It was there, sir,” he said. “I don’t
know if it was authorized or not.” Balonek testified he was repri-
manded for failing to supervise Manning in Baghdad. He testi-
fied under immunity from prosecution for military criminal con-
duct, such as dereliction of duty.  

Manning, 25, has acknowledged downloading hundreds of
thousands of battlefield reports and video and State Department
diplomatic cables to compact disks at work, and then using his
personal computer to send the files to WikiLeaks. Balonek
acknowledged there were no restrictions on the type of informa-
tion intelligence analysts could download. He also said he wit-
nessed Manning signing an agreement not to disclose classified
information without authorization, one of at least two that
Manning signed as part of his training. Showman said analysts
had access to many kinds of information, but that didn’t mean
they were supposed to look at all of it. “It was your responsibility
to look at things you needed,” she said. “Just because you had a
secret clearance doesn’t mean you have legal access to see
everything that has secret classification over it.” —AP

Qaeda urges Syrians to 

unite against Assad, US 
Zawahri criticizes Iranian support for Assad

A handout shows an image of Al-Qaeda leader Ayman Al-Zawahri used to illustrate his latest audio message in which he calls
on jihadists fighting in Syria’s civil war to unite and fight for the establishment of an anti-US government in Damascus. — AFP 

Challenges at frontline of Nigeria extremist fight
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WASHINGTON: A Pentagon investigation has found
ex-CIA director Leon Panetta spilled some secret
details to a Hollywood screenwriter behind the film
“Zero Dark Thirty,” a watchdog group reported
Wednesday. The findings of the Pentagon’s inspector
general are contained in a draft report that has not
been publicly released but was obtained by the inde-
pendent watchdog group, the Project on
Government Oversight (POGO). 

The probe throws a potentially embarrassing light
on President Barack Obama’s administration, sug-
gesting the White House was keen to help filmmak-
ers tell a flattering story even as it aggressively inves-
tigated government officials and journalists over
possible leaks of sensitive information. The Pentagon
inspector general’s report appears to have been
completed months ago but the release has been
repeatedly delayed, raising concerns the timing has
been subject to political considerations, POGO said,
quoting an unnamed official inside the inspector
general’s office. 

The inspector general (IG) found that Panetta,
then CIA director, had disclosed the “top secret”
information two years ago at a ceremony at the spy
agency’s headquarters honoring those who took part
in the raid that killed Bin Laden, according to the
draft report posted online by POGO. The event was
attended by a “Hollywood executive” and screen-
writer Mark Boal, who was working on the movie
“Zero Dark Thirty,” which recounts the Bin Laden
manhunt, it said. 

“During this awards ceremony, Director Panetta
specifically recognized the unit that conducted the
raid and identified the ground commander by
name,” the draft IG report said. “According to the
DoD (Department of Defense) Office of Security
Review, the individual’s name is protected from pub-
lic release-under federal law.”

The inspector general report adds: “Director
Panetta also provided DoD information, identified by
relevant Original Classification Authorities as TOP
SECRET...” The probe had been requested by the
Republican chairman of the House Homeland
Security Committee, Peter King of New York, who
was concerned the administration may have
revealed classified information and secret tactics to
Hollywood filmmakers. Panetta worked as CIA direc-
tor from 2009 to mid-2011 and then as defense sec-
retary until stepping down in February of this year.

The Pentagon declined to comment on the POGO
article. It was unclear why the Pentagon inspector
general’s office, which is supposed to hold the
Defense Department accountable, has not released
its findings on the cooperation given the filmmakers,
according to POGO. The inspector general’s office
said it was working to finish the report but declined
to comment further. “While we do not have a pro-
jected date of completion for the referenced report,
we are working diligently to complete the project as
quickly as possible,” the inspector general office’s
spokeswoman, Bridget Ann Serchak, said in an email.

However, POGO quoted an unnamed official
inside the inspector general’s office expressing dis-
may over alleged foot-dragging on the release of the
findings. “There is a version ready to hit the street,
been long time ready to hit the street-but we will see
if that happens anytime soon,” the official says in an
email to a congressional aide, according to POGO.
“Highly unusual tight controls and tactical involve-
ment from senior leadership on this project,” the offi-
cial wrote.— AFP

CIA chief spills

secret details

to filmmakers

WASHINGTON: A day before Chinese
President Xi Jinping visits the United
State, three US lawmakers plan to pro-
pose a new law that would punish hack-
ers backed by China, Russia or other for-
eign governments for cyber spying and
theft. The new bill, to be introduced yes-
terday, would freeze US assets of indi-
vidual foreign hackers and revoke visas
for them and their families, according to
a spokeswoman for Representative Mike
Rogers, one of the authors of the meas-
ure.

Rogers, a Michigan Republican who
chairs the House Intelligence
Committee and leads cybersecurity
efforts in Congress, is introducing the
bill  together with Democratic
Representative Tim Ryan of Ohio and
Republican Senator Ron Johnson of
Wisconsin. President Barack Obama will
meet with Xi in California this week and
plans to tell him that Washington con-
siders Beijing responsible for any cyber

attacks launched from Chinese soil and
that China must abide by international
“rules of the road” on cybersecurity.
China has consistently denied US accu-
sations of cyber hacking and has insist-
ed it is more a victim than a perpetrator.

The White House declined to specify
what, if any, punitive measures the
United States might take if Xi refuses to
cooperate and the cyber threats persist.
“Cyber hackers from nation-states like
China and Russia have been aggressive-
ly targeting US markets, stealing valu-
able intellectual property, and then
repurposing it and selling it as their
own,” Rogers’ office said. The new bill,
the text of which has not yet been
released, will be the second such legisla-
tion taken up by Congress after a group
of senators introduced the Deter Cyber
Theft Act last month.

That Senate bill focuses on tracking
nations that engage in economic or
industrial cyber espionage and blocking

imports of products containing stolen
US technology, among other things.  It
was introduced by Democrats Carl Levin
of Michigan and Jay Rockefeller of West
Virginia, and Republicans John McCain
of Arizona and Tom Coburn of
Oklahoma. The House bill will focus on
identifying individual hackers instead of
companies or products, to make their
names public and force them to face
consequences, said Kelsey Knight,
spokeswoman for Rogers.

Both bills are expected to face a chal-
lenge in Congress this year. A divided
Congress has not approved much legis-
lation in recent years, while it has been
consumed by partisan fiscal battles. The
House earlier this year passed another
cybersecurity bill  co-authored by
Rogers, which is meant to ease sharing
of cyber threat data between companies
and the government. Senators are work-
ing on their own version of information-
sharing legislation.  — Reuters 

US bill targets 

cyber thieves
New law would punish hackers

PHILADELPHIA: Six people were killed
and 14 were injured on Wednesday
when a four-storey building under dem-
olition collapsed in downtown
Philadelphia, burying a neighboring
thrift store in concrete and debris, offi-
cials said. Search and rescue efforts con-
tinued into the night for more victims of
the collapse, which occurred around
10:45 am, and Mayor Michael Nutter sug-
gested at a late night news conference
that the number of casualties could rise. 

“We still do not know how many peo-
ple were inside the thrift store or possi-
bly on the sidewalk” at the time of the
collapse, Nutter said. “If someone else is
in that building, they will find them.”
Shortly after the mayor concluded his
press briefing a 61-year-old woman was
pulled from the rubble alive, more than
12 hours after the collapse, and taken to
a hospital in critical condition. “They
were digging they felt her, and then she
was able to respond and squeeze their
hand,” Michael Resnick, Philadelphia’s
public safety director, told Reuters. 

“She was talking to the firefighters
who were pulling her out,” Resnick said.
“It feels outstanding to pull out some-
body who is alive.” Dozens of police and
firefighters were still sifting through the
chunks of concrete and splintered wood-
en boards past midnight, the scene lit by
large spotlights as residents stood by
watching. Several streets remained
blocked off. Authorities declined to iden-
tify the dead other than to say that they
included one man and five women who
had all been inside the Salvation Army
thrift store when the building next door
came down.

Most of the injured were also thought

to have been inside the store or on the
sidewalk in front of it at the time. Aside
from the woman rescued last, most were
said to be in stable condition. Authorities
say the cause of the sudden collapse,
which occurred at 22nd and Market
streets in the heart of Philadelphia’s busy
Center City district, was still under inves-
tigation. 

One witness, 31-year-old Dan Gillis of
Cinnaminson, New Jersey, a construction
worker on a job across the street, said he
saw a crane remove a supporting beam
from the front of the building and then
the wall next to the thrift store started
swaying. Jeffrey Fehnel, 48, of
Philadelphia, said a backhoe hit the rear
side of the building at about the same
time. “The building came down. It was

like a big blast,” Fehnel said.
A witness told Reuters the building

collapse shook the ground and knocked
a man off his feet on the sidewalk out-
side the thrift store. “It was ground-shak-
ing. The shaking of the ground made the
man fall down,” said Jordan McLaughlin,
18, of Philadelphia.  Authorities said the
building that was being demolished had
housed an X-rated book and video store.
They said it was owned by Richard
Basciano, a well-known owner of adult
entertainment properties including
Philadelphia’s last X-rated movie house,
which closed in 2012, and a New York
Times Square pornography emporium
known as Show World, which closed in
2004. Basciano could not be reached for
comment.—Reuters

6 die as building collapses 

in Philadelphia; 14 injured

PHILADELPHIA: Firefighters view the aftermath of a building collapse yester-
day in Philadelphia.— AP 
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FBI and Microsoft take 
aim at cyber crime ring

Citadel Botnets steals $500 million
BOSTON: Microsoft Corp and the FBI, aided by
authorities in more than 80 countries, have
launched a major assault on one of the world’s
biggest cyber crime rings, believed to have
stolen more than $500 million from bank
accounts over the past 18 months. Microsoft
said its Digital Crimes Unit on Wednesday suc-
cessfully took down at least 1,000 of an esti-
mated 1,400 malicious computer networks
known as the Citadel Botnets.

Citadel infected as many as 5 million PCs
around the world and, according to Microsoft,
was used to steal from dozens of financial
institutions, including: American Express, Bank
of America, Citigroup, Credit Suisse, eBay’s
PayPal, HSBC, JPMorgan Chase, Royal Bank of
Canada and Wells Fargo. While the criminals
remain at large and the authorities do not
know the identities of any ringleaders, the
internationally coordinated take-down dealt a
significant blow to their cyber capabilities.

“The bad guys will feel the punch in the
gut,” said Richard Domingues Boscovich, assis-
tant general counsel with Microsoft’s Digital
Crimes Unit. Botnets are armies of infected
personal computers, or bots, which run soft-
ware forcing them to regularly check in with
and obey “command and control” servers
operated by hackers. Botnets are typically
used to commit financial crimes, send spam,
distribute computer viruses and attack com-
puter networks.  

Citadel is one of the biggest botnets in
operation today.  Microsoft said its creator
bundled the software with pirated versions of
the Windows operating system, and used it to
control PCs in the United States, Western
Europe, Hong Kong, India and Australia. The
US Federal Bureau of Investigation told
Reuters it is working closely with Europol and
other overseas authorities to try to capture the
unknown criminals. The FBI has obtained
search warrants as part of what it character-
ized as a “fairly advanced” criminal probe.

“We are upping the game in our level of
commitment in going after botnet creators
and distributors,” FBI Assistant Executive
Director Richard McFeely said in an interview.
“This is a more concerted effort to engage our
foreign partners to assist us in identifying,
locating and - if we can - get US criminal
process on these botnet creators and distribu-
tors.” Microsoft has filed a civil lawsuit in the
US District Court in Charlotte, North Carolina
against the unknown hackers and obtained a
court order to shut down the botnets. The
complaint, unsealed on Wednesday, identifies
the ringleader as John Doe No 1, who goes by
the alias Aquabox and is accused of creating
and maintaining the botnet.

Boscovich said investigators are trying to
determine Aquabox’s identity and suspect he
lives in eastern Europe and works with at least
81 “herders,” who run the bots from anywhere
in the world. The Citadel software is pro-
grammed so it will not attack PCs or financial
institutions in Ukraine or Russia, likely because
the creators operate in those countries and
want to avoid provoking law enforcement
officials there, Microsoft said.

FINDING ‘JOHN DOE’
According to Microsoft, Citadel was used

to steal more than $500 million from banks in
the United States and abroad, but the compa-
ny did not specify losses at individual accounts
or firms. The American Bankers Association,

one of three financial industry groups that
worked with Microsoft, said any success in
reducing the number of active Citadel Botnets
will reduce future losses incurred by banks
and their customers. “I am hopeful we have a
model that will allow us to get closer and clos-
er to those who are the ultimate perpetrators
of these crimes,” said ABA Vice President Doug
Johnson.

In the United States, banks typically reim-
burse consumers when they are victims of
cyber crime, but they may require business
customers to absorb those losses, the ABA
said. Microsoft’s team of digital detectives,
who are based at corporate headquarters in
Redmond, Washington, have been involved in
seven efforts to attack botnets since 2010.
Wednesday’s marked its first collaboration

with the FBI.  The software maker sought help
from the FBI about 10 days ago. At that time
the agency told Microsoft that it had already
done significant work on a criminal probe into
the Citadel Botnets, the FBI’s McFeely said.

Microsoft said it and the FBI are working
with law enforcement and other organizations
in countries including: Australia, Brazil,
Ecuador, Germany, Holland, Hong Kong,
Iceland, India, Indonesia, Spain and the United
Kingdom. Of the more than 1,000 botnets that
were shut down on Wednesday, Microsoft
said 455 were hosted in 40 data centers in the
United States. The rest were located in dozens
of countries overseas.

Technicians from Microsoft, accompanied
by US Marshals, visited two US data centers in
Scranton, Pennsylvania and Absecon, New
Jersey to collect forensic evidence. Boscovich
said the data center operators typically are not
aware that their servers are being used to run
botnets. “There is no responsibility on their
part to see what is in the pipes,” he said.

DEJA ZEUS
It was the second time Microsoft’s Digital

Crimes Unit sought to bring down a large

number of botnets at once. In March 2012 it
targeted hundreds of Zeus botnets, which
use similar software and infrastructure as
Citadel, though they were not as sophisticat-
ed.  That effort succeeded in shutting just a
quarter of the approximately 800 targeted
Zeus command and control servers, accord-
ing to Microsoft. Zeus is not controlled by a
single developer like Citadel, which made it
harder for investigators to track and knock
out herders. 

Cyber criminals typically infect machines
by sending spam emails containing mali-
cious links and attachments, and by infecting
legitimate websites with computer viruses
that attack unsuspecting visitors. Some bot
herders rent or sell infected machines on
underground markets to other cyber crimi-

nals looking to engage in a wide variety of
activities. 

The Citadel software disables anti-virus
programs on infected PCs so they cannot
detect malicious software. It surfaced in early
2012 and is sold over the Internet in kits that
cost $2,400 or more. Boscovich said he
believes that Aquabox also gets a percentage
of money stolen by his customers using
Citadel. These kits allow herders to easily set
up and run botnets on pirated versions of
Microsoft’s Windows XP operating system,
according to court documents. The kits
include modules for infecting PCs, as well as
stealing from online banking sites, sending
spam and engaging in other types of cyber
crime. 

Some Citadel Botnet operators have used
infected machines to disrupt bank websites
in so-called distributed denial of service
attacks, hoping to distract those firms from
thefts that are occurring or have occurred,
according to the complaint. Aquabox provid-
ed herders a secret forum where they could
suggest new features for the Citadel kits, as
well as exchange ideas on best practices in
botnet herding, Microsoft said. —Reuters

WASHINGTON: File photo shows Deputy Attorney General James Comey
(left) and FBI Director Robert Mueller. US President Barack Obama plans to
nominate Comey, a Republican who served under George W Bush in the
Justice Department, as the new director of the FBI to replace Mueller. —AFP

Anti-Putin protesters 
caged in ‘aquarium’ 

as trial begins 
MOSCOW: Twelve Russians went on trial in Moscow yesterday
accused of violence at a rally on the eve of President Vladimir Putin’s
inauguration last year, in a process condemned by critics as a show tri-
al aimed at suffocating dissent. Ten defendants-all men-participated
in the hearing from inside a glass-walled cage known as an “aquari-
um” while two more women, who are not under arrest, were seated
on a bench. The case is being heard at the Moscow’s top city court
because a district court does not have a cage large enough to accom-
modate all the suspects, a court spokeswoman said.

Most of the 12 defendants had languished in pre-trial detention
for nearly a year and a few hours into yesterday’s hearing the prosecu-
tion asked the judge to extend their detention for another six months,
the defense said. The accused are being tried over what the Kremlin
calls “mass riots” on Bolotnaya Square in central Moscow during a rally
on May 6, 2012 which suddenly descended into violence and scuffles
with police one day before Putin was inaugurated for his presidential
term. Yesterday’s hearing kicked off what activists have described as
the first mass political show trial in Putin’s Russia aimed against ordi-
nary citizens rather than prominent opposition figures. “It’s a land-
mark on the path to re-Stalinisation,” prominent rights activist
Alexander Podrabinek said. “The trial brings us back to the time of
systemic repression against peaceful opponents of the regime.”
“The authorities are trying to thwart mass rallies and intimidate its
rank-and-file participants and not only the organizers.” “It is a show
trial,” added Maria Arkhipova. “The case is political but the accusa-
tions are criminal.” The opposition and supporters say the scuffles at
the rally came as a result of a provocation and the Kremlin is perse-
cuting innocent people.  Authorities however has said protesters
deliberately attacked police and vowed that attacks against law-
enforcement agencies will not be tolerated. “Man-handling of repre-
sentatives of the authorities is absolutely unacceptable,” Putin said in
December. Top rights group Memorial says the main evidence is
based on police testimony which is “extremely contradictory” and
cannot be considered impartial. —AFP

Far left activist ‘brain
dead’ after skinhead

fight in Paris
PARIS: A young far left activist has been left brain dead after a fight with skin-
heads in central Paris, sending shockwaves through the French capital amid
concern over the rise of small extreme-right groups. Politicians from either
side of the spectrum condemned the incident, with some calling for the gov-
ernment to ban groups they say are becoming increasingly violent and
brazen in their actions. Far-right groups have been blamed for violent clashes
that marred a number of recent protests over France’s legalization of gay mar-
riage. The country’s interior minister Manuel Valls said the tragedy “bears the
marks of the far-right”, while President Francois Hollande sent his “support
and solidarity” to the family of the 18-year-old victim Clement Meric. Reports
diverge on what sparked the fight Wednesday outside a shop that sold
clothes popular with far-right activists and skinheads near the St Lazare train
station.

Police said a group of young “skinhead types” found themselves in the
shop with another group that included Meric, sparking a wave of insults and
jostling. The skinheads then left the shop and waited for the group outside
with other people, and the victim “was hit by one of the skinheads who wore
a knuckleduster and fell on the pavement, hitting a bollard.” A police source
said the victim was involved in the “extreme left anti-fascist movement.” One
witness who wished to remain anonymous told AFP she was leaving work
when she saw the tail-end of the fight. “Lots of people were running in every
direction and as the young people with shaved heads looked like they were
leaving, they came back and suddenly a punch was thrown and the young
man fell against the bollard,” she said. “Afterwards, I looked after the victim
who had blood flowing from his ear and nose.” Left wing activists said the
skinheads were part of the extreme right Revolutionary Nationalist Youth
(JNR) group. But Serge Ayoub, the leader of the JNR nicknamed “Batskin”, said
his group was not involved in the incident, adding that the far left activists
were the ones who left the shop first and waited for the skinheads, sparking
the fight. Naema, a 22-year-old student, said she saw the “aggressors running
away after the aggression. When they saw they were not being followed, they
stopped running. They then shook hands like you shake the hand of a friend...
They were smiling.” The violence in the heart of the popular shopping district
of Paris has shocked the city. Marine Le Pen, head of the far right National
Front, said her party had “no link” with the “horrendous” incident. Anne
Hidalgo, the Socialist candidate in next year’s Paris mayoral race, condemned
a “despicable act”, while France’s upper house Senate called it a “horrendous
assassination.” —AFP
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WASHINGTON: The White House yes-
terday defended the government’s
need to collect telephone records of
American citizens, calling such informa-
tion “a critical tool in protecting the
nation from terrorist threats,” after a
British newspaper reported that the
United States has been collecting the
telephone records of  mil l ions of
Americans under a top secret court
order. While defending the practice, a
senior Obama administration official did
not confirm the report Wednesday in
Britain’s Guardian newspaper.

The order was granted by the secret
Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court
on April 25 and is good until July 19, the
newspaper reported. The order requires
Verizon,  one of America’s  largest
telecommunications companies, on an
“ongoing,  dai ly basis”  to give the

National Security Agency information
on all telephone calls in its systems,
both within the US and between the US
and other countries.

The newspaper said the document, a
copy of which it had obtained, shows
for the first time that under the Obama
administration the communication
records of millions of US citizens were
being collected indiscriminately and in
bulk, regardless of whether they were
suspected of any wrongdoing.  The
Associated Press could not authenticate
the order because documents from the
court are classified. The administration
official spoke on condition of anonymity
because the official was not authorized
to publicly discuss classified matters.

Verizon spokesman Ed McFadden
said Wednesday the company had no
comment. The NSA had no immediate

comment. Verizon Communications Inc.
listed 121 million customers in its first-
quarter earnings report this April - 98.9
million wireless customers, 11.7 million
residential phone lines and about 10
million commercial l ines. The court
order didn’t  specify which type of
phone customers’ records were being
tracked. Under the terms of the order,
the phone numbers of both parties on a
call are handed over, as are location
data, call duration, unique identifiers,
and the time and duration of all calls.
The contents of the conversation itself
are not covered, The Guardian said. The
administration official said, “On its face,
the order reprinted in the article does
not allow the government to listen in on
anyone’s telephone calls.” The broad,
unlimited nature of the records being
handed over to the NSA is unusual. 

Court orders typically direct the pro-
duction of records pertaining to a spe-
cific named target suspected of being
an agent of a terrorist group or foreign
state,  or a f inite set of individually
named targets. NSA warrantless wire-
tapping during the George W Bush
administration after the Sept 11, 2001,
attacks was very controversial .  The
secret court order, signed by Judge
Roger Vinson, compelled Verizon to pro-
vide the NSA with electronic copies of
“all call detail records or telephony
metadata created by Verizon for com-
munications between the United States
and abroad” or “wholly within the
United States, including local telephone
calls,” The Guardian said. The law on
which the order explicitly relies is the
“business records” provision of the USA
Patriot Act.—AP 

White House defends collecting phone info

WASHINGTON: The US House of
Representatives “Gang of Eight” capped
four years of on-again, off-again talks by
reaching a tentative bipartisan agree-
ment on Wednesday on a comprehen-
sive deal to overhaul US immigration
laws. But Republican Gang member Raul
Labrador of Idaho, a former immigration
attorney, dropped out, saying he could-
n’t go along with the accord’s health-
care provisions. “I could not sign on to
it,” Labrador told reporters. “I’m now on
my own. We will see what happens.”

So the Gang of Eight, four Democrats
and four Republicans, instantly became
the Gang of Seven. Remaining Gang
members emerged from a meeting, say-
ing they had found “a way forward” but
that no details would be released until
they had time to put their agreement in
legislative language and go over it, line
by line. Labrador and other Gang mem-
bers have long differed on whether US
taxpayers should be shielded from pick-
ing up the healthcare tab for newly
legalized immigrants.

Democratic Representative Luis
Gutierrez of Illinois, a member of the
group, said: “We have agreed on a way
forward . . . .   We hope to make an
announcement soon.” Other members
of the group, asking not to be identified
by name, said it may be at least a few
weeks before they are in position to
present a finalized bill  to their col-
leagues. Even then, the way forward is
uncertain. On the other side of the
Capitol, the Senate’s Gang of Eight - four
Democrats and four Republicans - has
crafted its own immigration bill that the
Senate is to begin considering next
week.

The House bill  is expected to be
tougher on border security than the
Senate version, while the Senate bill is
expected to have a shorter pathway to
citizenship. A number of influential
House members have predicted that the
House would not approve the Senate
version. In addition Republicans in both
chambers are pressing for tougher bor-
der security provisions that some
Democrats oppose. In addition there

have been lingering doubts about the
House Gang’s ability to deliver after
another tentative agreement earlier this
year fell apart.

The Senate bill outlines the most
sweeping overhaul of the US immigra-
tion system in a generation. It would
authorize billions in new spending for
enhanced border security and would
create new visa programs for high- and
low-skilled workers. Two leading Senate
Republicans on Wednesday unveiled
proposals that would require much
tighter security on the US-Mexico bor-
der before undocumented immigrants
could gain legal status under the White
House-backed bill.

The two separate amendments, by
Assistant Senate Republican Leader
John Cornyn and Senator Rand Paul, a
potential 2016 presidential contender,
are likely to draw fire from Democrats
who have said such provisions would
erode a proposed path to citizenship at
the heart of the bipartisan bill. Both sen-
ators would create strict benchmarks for

border security that would need to be
met as a condition of granting legal sta-
tus and a path to citizenship for some 11
million undocumented immigrants.

“My idea takes border security a step
further than anybody else in Congress,”
said Paul of Kentucky. His proposal
would require Congress to write a bor-
der security plan and take votes each
year on whether it achieved its goals.
Cornyn of Texas would require the gov-
ernment to be able to monitor all por-
tions of the southern border and stop at
least 90 percent of those trying unlaw-
fully to cross it. Both Republican and
Democratic senators are likely to offer a
crush of amendments to bolster border
security, considered by critics to be a
weak link in broad immigration reform.

Skeptics want to avoid a repeat of
1986 when President Ronald Reagan
signed legislation that offered amnesty
to 3 million undocumented immigrants
but failed to obtain the level of border
security that backers of the measure had
anticipated.— Reuters

US House ‘Gang of Eight’ 

reaches immigration deal
One member drops out, leaving a Gang of Seven

WASHINGTON: An unusual sense of anticipation is building
ahead of US President Barack Obama’s first summit with new
Chinese President Xi Jinping, at a secluded and storied
California retreat. Now that the anti-China fury of the US cam-
paign season has stilled, and Xi has completed the complicated
power dance involved in taking China’s top state positions, the
talks represent a new beginning of sorts in Sino-US statecraft.
Ditching the crushing formality of US-China summits, Xi and
Obama will meet today and tomorrow at the Annenberg
retreat on Bob Hope Drive in Rancho Mirage, California, a play-
ground of past presidents and the powerful.

The meeting in the desert oasis will focus on testy issues
between Washington and Beijing-great power rivalry, claims of
cyber spying, trade and currency disputes and North Korea’s
dangerous nuclear poker. Both sides appear to hope that Xi
and Obama will, amid the estate’s olive trees and monarch but-
terflies, forge a personal bond of trust. China watchers in
Washington have been impressed that Xi, so soon after taking
power, is eschewing the pageantry of a state visit, taking it as a
sign of confidence from both the new Chinese leader and his
nation.

“Part of the big story here is that (Xi) was willing to have a
meeting in Washington, not a state visit, no 21-gun salute, no
White House welcoming ceremony, no state dinner,” said Jeff
Bader, Obama’s former top East Asia aide. Chinese leaders pre-
viously felt that such protocol was important to showing they
were respected abroad, said Bader, now with the Brookings
Institution. Had Obama and Xi not met now, they likely would
have waited until September’s G20 summit in Russia to cross
paths-a delay both sides appeared to worry would leave uncer-
tainty festering too long.

Obama aides have privately confessed their boss’s frustra-
tion with the scripted encounters he suffered with former
Chinese president Hu Jintao. They hope Xi, who one described
as “fast on his feet,” will relish a more unscripted exchange, and
believe his familiarity with America, after a visit to Iowa 30
years ago with a Chinese farming delegation, could help. It is
unclear, though, whether the summit will feature an iconic
moment to rival former Chinese leader Deng Xiaoping grinning
out from under a cowboy hat or Jiang Zemin at George W
Bush’s ranch. Despite the high hopes, and partly due to the
swiftly organized program, the White House is predicting no
breakthroughs. But Elizabeth Economy, a China scholar at the
Council on Foreign Relations, said the summit could still score.
“President Obama and President Xi could discover some per-
sonal chemistry. They could find themselves personally in
sync,” she said. US officials want to know more about Xi’s vision
for “great power” relations, as China’s rise brings the risk of a
clash with the American superpower.— AFP

Obama and Xi

stir intrigue 

with desert

oasis summit

NEW YORK: A US Border Patrol agent checks a video immigration station
where boaters can present passport documents at a Lake Erie marina along the
US-Canada border in Buffalo, New York. US Customs and Border Protection,
which includes the Border Patrol, monitors the 5,525 mile long border, includ-
ing Alaska, forming the longest international border between two countries in
the world. — AFP 
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Abenomics ‘the only
way’, insists Japan PM
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ATHENS: An elderly woman chants anti-austerity slogans during a protest by hundreds of pensioners in central Athens yesterday. —AP

Reliance plans $26bn investment over 3 years
PAGE 22

WASHINGTON: The International Monetary
Fund yesterday admitted to significant failures
in the first Greek rescue that forced a second,
larger bailout and left the country in a deep
recession. However, the global lender placed
much of the blame on its Greek and European
partners, saying they were unprepared for the
crisis and the harsh choices - including a deep
debt restructuring - that may have made the
first bailout work better. The IMF said in a review
of the 2010 rescue that it overestimated both
Greece’s debt sustainability and Athens’s ability
to implement structural reforms.

It said there were some problems coordinat-
ing with the European Commission and the
European Central Bank, its troika partners in the
euro 110 billion ($144 billion) program, and that
they lacked expertise. The European
Commission was more focused on European
issues than the Greek situation alone, it said.
“The Fund’s program experience and ability to
move rapidly in formulating policy recommen-
dations were skills that the European institu-
tions lacked,” it added.

In Greece, while not officially responding to

the IMF, Finance Minister Yannis Stournaras said:
“It is very positive to learn from our mistakes.” In
an interview with Ta Nea daily, Stournaras
added that he had said as much to the country’s
international creditors three years ago in his pre-
vious capacity as the head of a Greek think tank.
“I had told them so,” he said. The IMF, which has
been assailed by member countries for commit-
ting huge funds to what some fear is an open-
ended rescue, defended its actions as necessary
to keep the Greek crisis from spreading through
Europe and elsewhere. “Given the danger of
contagion, the report judges the program to
have been a necessity, even though the Fund
had misgivings about debt sustainability,” it
said.

At the time there was “a tension between
the need to support Greece and the concern
that debt was not sustainable with high proba-
bility”. That forced the Fund to lower its own
standards to approve the bailout, but even
then, it admitted, it used data that was too opti-
mistic. The result was the much more drastic
second rescue last year, which included the
sweeping debt restructuring rejected the first

time around. “There were also notable failures.
Market confidence was not restored, the bank-
ing system lost 30 percent of its deposits, and
the economy encountered a much deeper-
than-expected recession with exceptionally
high unemployment,” the review said. “Public
debt remained too high and eventually had to
be restructured...Competitiveness improved
somewhat on the back of falling wages, but
structural reforms stalled and productivity gains
proved elusive.”

The IMF’s mea culpa came in the wake of an
earlier admission that the troika’s push for tough
austerity to radically reduce Athens’ deficit was
based on poor assumptions that have left the
country in a protracted recession. In the past
several months the IMF has urged the European
Commission and the European Central Bank to
ease some of the austerity conditions of the sec-
ond bailout to try and turn the Greek economy
around.

In a remarkable admission, the Fund said the
troika members had significant problems har-
monizing their aims and roles, in part due to the
Europeans’ lack of experience in sovereign res-

cues. “The Greek program was also subject to
considerable uncertainty as the euro area policy
response evolved,” it said. “For example, the ini-
tial euro area position that debt restructuring
was off the table was eventually reversed,
although this took a considerable length of
time.”

There was no clarity over which troika mem-
ber was responsible for what, and the European
Commission was more focused on ensuring
compliance with EU standards than on figuring
out how to revive Greek growth, the review said.
But the two sides were also understandably split
on their focus, as the IMF traditionally deals only
with single country economies in its rescues. 

Meanwhile the European authorities, with
Greece a member of the single currency union,
“emphasized the extent of possible spillover
effects within Europe”. The IMF also pointed to
the European Union’s bureaucratic approach.
“The EC tended to draw up policy positions by
consensus, had enjoyed limited success with
implementing conditionality under the Stability
and Growth Pact, and had no experience with
crisis management,” it said. —AFP 

IMF admits ‘failures’ over Greece
Fund should have pushed harder on Greek debt restructuring
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ATHENS: Greeks reacted with a mix of
vindication and outrage at the
International Monetary Fund’s admis-
sion it erred in its handling of the
country’s bailout, berating an apology
that comes too late to salvage an
economy and countless lives in ruins.
Anger was palpable on the streets of
Athens, where the EU-IMF austerity
recipe that the Washington-based
fund says it sharply misjudged has left
rows of shuttered stores and many
scrounging for scraps of food in trash
cans.  “Really? Thanks for letting us
know but we can’t forgive you,” said
Apostolos Trikalinos, a 59-year old
garbage collector and a father of two.
“Let’s not fool ourselves. They’ll never
give us anything back. I’m sorry for all
the people who killed themselves
because of austerity? How are we
going to bring them back? How?”

The IMF acknowledged on
Wednesday that it underestimated the
damage done to Greece’s economy
from spending cuts and tax hikes
imposed in a bailout, which was
accompanied by one of the worst eco-
nomic collapses ever experienced by a
country in peacetime. A report looking

back on the bailout said the Fund
veered from its own standards to over-
estimate how much debt Greece could
bear, and should have pushed harder
and sooner for private lenders to take
a “haircut” to reduce Greece’s debt
burden. Greeks said it was about time.

They have seen their incomes
plunge by about a third since the debt
crisis erupted in 2009 and prompted
Greece to seek two bailouts from the
EU and the IMF. The unemployment
rate has hit nearly 27 percent and sui-
cide rates have soared. Worst hit have
been the youth, nearly 60 percent of
whom are unemployed. “The IMF
admits to the crime,” the leftist Avgi
newspaper declared on its front page.
Top selling newspaper Ta Nea branded
it an “admission of failure”.

In the corridors of power, some offi-
cials suggested the admission could
strengthen their hand in future talks
with the IMF, European Union and
European Central Bank, collectively
known as the troika, on debt relief or
new austerity measures. “It is positive
that the report recognizes that there
were mistakes in Greece’s programme
in the past and we hope that they will

not be repeated in the future and then
create the need for corrective action,”
a senior government official told
Reuters. Greece’s conservative-led
government has not commented on
the IMF report ahead of a statement
expected later yesterday by Prime
Minister Antonis Samaras.

For many Greek politicians who
complained for years that they were
forced to sign off on the bailouts
under the threat of a chaotic default
and euro zone exit,  it  was also a
moment of vindication. “The IMF
report confirms and records the posi-
tions that we have repeatedly present-
ed in public, which formed the basis of
our arguments during tough negotia-
tions with the IMF and the other two
parties of the troika,” former Finance
Minister Evangelos Venizelos told
Reuters. “There are many choices that
we would have never made on our
own, but we were obliged to take in
order to avoid the worst.” 

Venizelos, who now leads the
Socialist PASOK party in the ruling
coalition, negotiated Greece’s second
bailout in 2012 after reluctantly back-
ing the first bailout. His predecessor,

George Papaconstantinou, who nego-
tiated the first bailout in 2010,
declined to comment. Other former
officials felt the Greek position was
finally being given its due. “I feel vindi-
cated like most of the Greeks who felt
that they have been punished more
than they deserved by the troika”, said
Pantelis Kapsis,  the government
spokesman under the former techno-
crat Prime Minister Lucas Papademos’s
government.

All political parties - especially the
leftist, anti-bailout front - are likely to
claim victory from the IMF admitting it
misjudged the impact of austerity on
Greece’s economy, but Samaras, in
particular, could leverage it into a bar-
gaining chip in future talks with EU
and IMF, say analysts. “It makes it easi-
er for the Greek government to say
‘slow down all on these measures’ that
have led to six years of recession and
record high unemployment,” said
Theodore Couloumbis from the
ELIAMEP foreign policy think-tank. “It’s
like going to a doctor who’s been
treating you for cancer when you fun-
damentally had Parkinson’s and the
doctor says, ‘I’m sorry.’” — Reuters

For Greeks, IMF mea culpa comes too late

ATHENS: Greece’s jobless rate rose again in
March, reflecting the pain of a crippling reces-
sion after years of austerity under the country’s
international bailout. Record joblessness is a
major angst for Greece’s coalition government
as it scrambles to hit fiscal targets and show
there is light at the end of the tunnel after
years of unpopular tax rises and cuts to wages
and pensions. Unemployment rose to 26.8 per-
cent from a downwardly revised 26.7 percent
reading in February, according to statistics
service data released on Thursday, and is more
than twice the average rate in the euro zone
which hit 12.2 percent in April.

“It’s long-term unemployment that is the
most worrisome as the percentage is higher
than 60 percent,” said economist Angelos
Tsakanikas at think tank IOBE, adding that the
proportion of jobless people out of work for
more than a year had been around 45 percent
in 2008. Those aged 15 to 24 remain the hard-
est-hit, even though the jobless rate for that
age group eased to 58.3 percent in March from
64.2 percent in February. 

As the economy shrinks for a sixth straight
year and with 1.3 million people officially with-
out jobs - more than the population of neigh-
bouring Cyprus - the pain is felt across the
board. Borrowers have fallen behind on loans
and fewer workers are paying into pension
funds.

Since the crisis erupted in 2009, Greece’s
jobless rate has tripled as hundreds of thou-
sands lost their jobs or businesses and about
700 to 1,000 Greeks have been losing their jobs
daily, according to ELSTAT estimates. Once rare
in a country where family ties are strong, rising
numbers of homeless people, some of them
old and sick, have also become a common

sight across Athens. Six out of 10 people on the
street lost their home in the past two years and
47 percent of those have children, according to
a study by Klimaka, a nongovernmental organi-
sation. In the capital’s most rundown areas,
ordinary Greeks who lost their jobs as a result
of the country’s economic crisis sleep outdoors
side by side with AIDS patients, drug addicts
and others on the fringes of society. “I had
many dreams. 

The only dream I have now is to survive the
day and eventually find a home,” said

Marialena, 41, a homeless AIDS patient who
declined to give her last name. Scrambling for
ways to ease the pain for Greeks, Athens wants
to tap about 170 million euros of EU regional
development funds to launch job programs
and has asked the European Commission to
approve the move. 

A turnaround will take time to be felt in the
labour market even if recovery sets in next year
as authorities project. The central bank projects
unemployment will peak at 28 percent before
it starts to decline in 2015. — Reuters 

FRANKFURT: German industrial orders, a key
measure of demand for German-made goods
both at home and abroad, fell sharply in April,
underlining the still fragile state of the coun-
try’s key manufacturing sector, data showed
yesterday. Following two months of consecu-
tive increases, industrial orders suffered a set-
back in April, dragged down by falling
domestic demand and a below-average num-
ber of big-ticket orders, the economy ministry
said in a statement. Industrial orders dropped
by 2.3 percent in April compared with March,
after rising by the same magnitude the previ-
ous month. 

Analysts had been projecting a more
modest decline. The ministry said that
domestic orders fell by 3.2 percent, while
export orders declined by 1.5 percent. By sec-
tor, orders for capital goods were down 3.6
percent and orders for semi-finished goods
fell by 1.9 percent. By contrast however,
orders for consumer goods leapt by 7.5 per-
cent. “All in all, German factory orders suggest
that manufacturing activity has started the
second quarter on a soft tone after the sur-
prising resilience registered in the first quar-
ter,” said Newedge Strategy analyst Annalisa
Piazza.  UniCredit economist Alexander Koch
said that “after the jump in orders in the pre-
ceding two months ... a breather at the begin-
ning of the second quarter is no surprise at all.
“The strong up and down over the last two
months was predominantly caused by bulk
orders in the transport equipment sector,” he
said. “Looking through monthly volatility,
business conditions have clearly improved
compared to summer/autumn last year. This
bodes well for an ongoing gradual manufac-
turing recovery in the coming months,” Koch
added. Postbank economist Heinrich Bayer
said that “overall, the orders data remain on a
modestly upwards trend. The setback in April
suggests that the recovery could be a tough
process, but there is no reason to abandon
expectations of a moderate upturn.” — AFP 

German industrial 

orders disappoint
Greek unemployment 

up, youth hardest hit 
Jobless rate reflects pain of recession

ATHENS: Unemployed people inside an office of the Labor Force Employment
Organization (OAED) in central Athens yesterday. — AP
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PHNOM PENH: As investment in
Cambodia’s textile industry surges, so is
labour unrest, putting pressure on sup-
pliers to the world’s big garment brands
to raise wages and improve sometimes
grim conditions in one of the last bas-
tions of low-cost factories. Hundreds of
angry workers rampaged this week
through a textile plant in Cambodia that
supplies US sportswear company Nike
Inc, clashing with police over their
demands for a pay hike. The violence
came just weeks after over 1,100 work-
ers were killed in the collapse of a build-
ing housing garment factories in
Bangladesh, another impoverished
Asian nation where mass-produced tex-
tiles are the biggest export earner. 

Cambodia is considered one of the
better locations in the world for low-
cost garment manufacturing with the
International Labour Organisation (ILO)
monitoring pay and working conditions

at many factories. But strikes and some-
times violent protests have been on the
rise as unions emboldened by a short-
age of skilled workers press complaints
that companies have failed to raise
wages enough or improve safety. Strikes
by the country’s more than 300,000 gar-
ment workers nearly quadrupled last
year to 134, according to the Garment
Manufacturers Association of Cambodia,
the main industry body.  The 48 strikes
so far this year are already more than in
the whole of 2010 or 2011.

“Supply of skilled workers is a prob-
lem,” said Kaing Monika, a business
development manager at the Garment
Manufacturers Association of Cambodia
(GMAC), the main industry body. “Most
existing factories are running at full
capacity.” Nike was the latest big brand
to face protest action at its Cambodia-
based suppliers in recent months, join-
ing H&M Hennes and Mauritz AB, Wal-

Mart Stores Inc, Gap Inc and Puma SE
among others.

The international brands buy gar-
ments from local manufacturers and do
not have direct control over pay or
working conditions. But the major com-
panies have signed to the ILO scheme
aimed at ensuring suppliers meet legal
requirements on wages and work condi-
tions. The garments industry has
become by far the country’s biggest
export earner, with shipments up 10
percent in 2012 to $4.44 billion. 

Until this year, the minimum wage in
the textile sector was $61 a month, com-
pared to $38 in Bangladesh and more
than $150 in China. The government
raised it in March to $80, including a
health care subsidy, but strikers at the
Nike factory and other workers com-
plain that wage rises have not kept up
with costs. “Life is hard, we have a lot of
expenses with a low wage.  Sometimes,

we just borrow money from other work-
ers,” said 28-year-old Mao Pov, one of
those on strike at the Sabrina Garment
Manufacturing plant that supplies Nike
as well as privately held Wilson Sporting
Goods Co.

Inflation in Cambodia was 3 percent
in 2012, which is low for developing
nations in Asia, although many workers
complain the price of basic items has
risen faster. Sweden’s H&M, the world’s
second-largest fashion retailer, said a
general election scheduled to be held in
July had caused some instability among
workers at plants run by its Cambodian
suppliers. “This being an election year,
the situation in the country was general-
ly more disorderly than usual during
early spring,” said spokeswoman Andrea
Roos. After minimum wages were
increased, “the situation on the labour
market in Cambodia has been more sta-
ble”, she said.— Reuters

Garment makers pressured in Cambodia

TOKYO: Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe said yesterday his
economic policies were “the only way” to rein in Japan’s huge
public debts and spur growth in the world’s third-biggest econo-
my. His comments came in an exclusive interview with AFP in his
office, after the International Monetary Fund welcomed his plans
but warned of “considerable downside risks” over Tokyo’s bal-
looning national debt. Since coming to power in December, Abe
has launched an array of pro-business, big-spending measures,
mixed with aggressive monetary policy by the Bank of Japan, in a
package touted as “Abenomics”.

The measures are designed to end more than a decade of
deflation that has smothered sustained growth in Japan, where
national debt stands at more than twice the size of its economy,
the worst among industrialised nations. That debt is increasing
because the government has to borrow to fund normal expendi-
ture. “Japan has a problem of accumulated debt. Unless we end
deflation, in any case, this accumulated debt problem will not be
solved,” Abe told AFP. “I think this is the only way. Now, the
Japanese economy is generally recovering smoothly,” he said.

Abe was speaking shortly before French President Francois
Hollande touched down in Tokyo for a three-day visit expected to
feature talks on business ties that both sides hope will spur their
economies. “The Japanese economy has been stagnant and has
suffered from deflation over the last 15 years,” the premier said.
“Our GNI (Gross National Income) has diminished some 50 trillion
yen ($505 billion). Under these circumstances, Japan was losing
its position in the world. “To counter this, I will push through dras-
tic monetary policy, fiscal measures and a growth strategy that
will stimulate private sector investment, so that the economy can
be rid of deflation.”

Abe has touted the “three arrows” of his growth strategy. The
first two - government spending and monetary easing - were
fired earlier in the year, sending the stock market racing as the
once sky-high yen plunged. The third “arrow” - structural reforms
of Japan’s regulation-bound economy remain to be fully fleshed
out, but in a speech on Wednesday, Abe began outlining his
broad aims. These included the creation of special business zones
in Tokyo and other big cities, boosting the participation of
women in the workforce, doubling inward investment and restor-
ing domestic firms’ capital spending to pre-financial crisis levels.

But it has been the plunging yen and the burgeoning borrow-
ing that has raised eyebrows outside Japan, with complaints that
Tokyo is deliberately pushing down the value of its currency to
gain a trade advantage over rival nations. Abe yesterday hit back,
insisting a lower yen was a by-product, not the end result.
“Sceptics say Japan is intentionally manipulating the yen. That is
wrong,” he said. “Japan’s economic recovery will contribute to the
growth of the global economy and the future of developing
countries a great deal.”

The Washington-based IMF, which expects Japan’s economy
to grow 1.6 percent this year, said Abenomics “provides a unique
opportunity to end decades-long deflation and sluggish growth,
and reverse the rise of public debt. The rewards are potentially
large”. But the Fund, in a report issued on May 31, also warned
that “there are considerable downside risks to the outlook”.
Coming amid convulsions in the Japanese stock market, which
has seen precipitous drops in recent weeks as it rows back from a
five year high, the report echoed concerns of some investors that
Abenomics is all style and no substance. “Lack of concrete fiscal
measures to bring down public debt, or a delay in the consump-
tion tax increase, could elevate risks of a rise in government bond
yields, which would undermine fiscal and financial sector stabili-
ty,” it said. —AFP 

Abenomics ‘the only

way’, insists Japan PM
Measures designed to end deflation

TOKYO: Japanese Prime Minister Shinzo Abe answers a
question during an interview at his official residence yes-
terday. — AFP 

JOHANNESBURG: South Africa’s central bank gover-
nor called yesterday for strong government leader-
ship to steer Africa’s largest economy from a pro-
longed growth slump. “Much more important than
the precise elements of a strategy is for government
to be decisive, act coherently and exhibit strong and
focused leadership from the top,” said South African
Reserve Bank Governor Gill Marcus. The continent’s
largest economy has seen its growth rate slow far
behind other emerging economies, registering a
modest expansion of 2.5 percent in 2012. Growth
tumbled even further to 0.9 percent in the first three
months of this year, shocking analysts.

President Jacob Zuma’s call  last Thursday to
restore investor confidence backfired, sending the
currency’s exchange rate plummeting against the
dollar. Zuma urged stability in the strike-riven mining
sector, but critics slammed his words as too much
talk and too little action. The vital mining sector,
which rakes in around 60 percent of export earnings,
has seen a rash of wildcat strikes sparked by wage
demands and union rivalry. The industry was hit by a
crippling wave of unrest last year, sparked by police
shooting dead 34 protesters at platinum giant
Lonmin during an illegal wage strike.

This year, as the wage bargaining season begins,
one union has demanded pay hikes of up to 60 per-
cent for some workers. The rand has depreciated by
about 12 percent against the dollar since the begin-
ning of the year, according to the central bank.
“Domestically, we are facing challenges of crisis pro-
portions that require a coordinated and coherent
range of policy responses,” said Marcus yesterday.
The problems were “beyond the scope of monetary
and macroprudential policies,” she added.

The bank may now lower its 2.4-percent growth
forecast for 2013, after the worst first quarter growth
since a 2009 recession. Strong leadership might
address the country’s economic challenges, she said.
“This will go a long way to restoring confidence, cred-
ibility and trust.” Marcus said deep-rooted structural
problems underpinned weak growth, especially high
jobless levels and social inequalities. “Weak competi-
tiveness, poor skills and an educational system that,
in parts, is dysfunctional” were key problems, she
said. — AFP 

S Africa banker 

urges leadership 

to restore growth
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MUMBAI: Reliance Industries, India’s biggest private firm,
plans to invest 1.5 trillion rupees ($26 billion) in its businesses
over the next three years, chairman Mukesh Ambani told
shareholders yesterday. “We will be embarking on this invest-
ment, the largest we have ever undertaken, in all our five
businesses simultaneously,” Ambani said at the energy
giant’s annual general meeting in Mumbai. Reliance, con-
trolled by India’s wealthiest man Ambani, has expanded into
the fast-growing broadband and retail segments in recent
years.

But analysts have grown concerned about the ability of
Reliance, India’s largest private oil explorer, to raise gas pro-
duction from its blocks off the nation’s east coast. Ambani did
not reveal funding plans for the investments. The company
has built up a war chest for acquisitions, with cash reserves of
more than 829 billion rupees ($15.3 billion) as of the March-
end quarter. Ambani’s announcement comes at a time when
India’s economy has slowed sharply to a decade-low of 5.0
percent in the fiscal year to March. “New projects will come
on stream when the global economy recovers,” he said. In
2011, British energy giant BP paid $7.2 billion to acquire a 30
percent stake in 21 of Reliance’s oil and gas fields. — AFP 

Reliance plans 

$26bn investment 

over 3 years

PORT TALBOT/NEW DELHI: In the shad-
ow of Britain’s largest steel works, the
town of Port Talbot braces itself after Tata
Steel’s $1.6 billion writedown. The worry is
that its Indian parent company is tiring of
pouring gains from lucrative operations
into European units struggling to turn
profits. “It’s just the kind of a business you
don’t want to be in, especially their UK
assets, they are higher costs,” said Willem
Schramade, materials equity analyst for
the Ä7 billion ($9.12 billion) Global Equity
fund at Robeco. “The most obvious thing
is to sell the UK assets, but to who?”

Dutch Robeco has already sold its
stake in Tata. In the Welsh valleys the
financial calculations could be more bru-
tal. Steven Garvey used to work at the
Port Talbot plant, like his parents, grandfa-
ther and seven uncles before him, before
being made redundant in the 1980s, with
10,000 others. “I would be absolutely terri-
fied to see Tata even catch a cold,” he
said. “If the steelworks closed we would
certainly see a lot of houses and shops
repossessed.”

The management in India has said a
sale of some European assets - which
include another British plant in
Scunthorpe - is possible, if the right
opportunity came up. But buyers will be
hard to find given Europe’s flailing steel
industry, struck by shrinking demand -
down 30 percent since 2008 - over capaci-
ty and tight financing conditions. Tata’s
European operation is the region’s second
largest steel producer, so other options
could be production cuts or even moth-
balling of some plants, sources said.

Since it bought Anglo Dutch producer
Corus for $13 billion in 2007, Tata has
already cut EU output from 23 million
tonnes to less than 15 million currently.
Cutting capacity further would be another
blow for Europe’s manufacturing sector
after the shutdown of the ArcelorMittal
plants at Florange in France. “I think (Tata
Steel Europe CEO Karl-Ulrich) Kohler
knows that the only chance to survive is
to close everything except Ijmuiden, the
Dutch plant, which is still in a good
shape...the UK assets are all in very bad

shape,” an industry veteran said.
Kohler told Reuters he would continue

responding to market weakness. Asked
whether this could include mothballing
some plants he said: “I wouldn’t say moth-
balling of plants, but I would say we will
certainly, as in the past, continue to adapt
as fast as necessary,” adding that often
this includes production cuts. EBITDA
margin for Tata Steel Europe was 1 per-
cent for the financial year ended on Mar
31.  It was 31 percent for India.

In Port Talbot, known for its local
actors made good - Richard Burton,
Anthony Hopkins and Michael Sheen -
hopes are based on a recently completed
$280 million investment to rebuild one of
the two blast furnaces. Producing steel
profitably in Britain has become difficult
given shrinking demand plus higher pro-
duction, labour and logistic costs, com-
pared with mainland Europe. “If you move
the steel industry out of the UK what hap-
pens to the downstream activity like car
production for instance?” General
Secretary of trade union Community,

Michael Leahy, said. “If one of the major
dominos falls over that doesn’t bode well
to the rest of the economy.”

Port Talbot furnaces produce up to 4.5
million tonnes of steel a year, used to
make cars and domestic appliances
including washing machines and dish-
washers. Among the plant’s largest cus-
tomers are Caterpillar, Honda and Nissan.
Scunthorpe produces steel mainly for
construction and infrastructure, sectors
crimped by the current economic climate.
That could put the plant in a more deli-
cate position, should cutbacks come, ana-
lysts said. Scunthorpe has supplied
Network Rail but the contract comes up
for renewal in 2014. The outcome could
affect the plant’s future.

Nic Dakin, a member of parliament
representing Scunthorpe, said the rail reg-
ulator should be mindful of any impact of
its decision on Britain’s economy. “Any UK
government worth its salt would want us
to have the capacity to produce our own
steel,” Dakin said. “Manufacturing ought
to be part of our future.”— Reuters 

Welsh steel town waits for word from India

FRANKFURT: The European Central Bank
kept its main interest rate on hold at a
record low 0.5 percent yesterday, saying
that improved economic data in May con-
firmed its forecast of a gradual recovery
from prolonged recession later this year.
ECB President Mario Draghi told a news
conference the bank’s easy monetary poli-
cy “should continue to support prospects
for an economic recovery later in the year”
and it would remain “accommodative” for
as long as necessary. He also said the bank
was still looking at ways to boost lending to
small and medium-sized enterprises (SMEs)
and revitalising the market for asset-backed
securities but any action was “not for the
short-term”. 

The ECB slightly lowered its economic
outlook for the euro area this year, saying
output would decline by 0.6 percent in
2013 but grow by 1.1 percent next year.
ECB staff forecast inflation of 1.4 percent
this year and 1.3 percent in 2014 — below
the bank’s target of below but close to 2.0
percent. Draghi said the rate-setting gov-
erning council discussed at its monthly
meeting the possibility of cutting the rate
at which banks deposit money with the
central bank to below zero. The ECB was
technically ready to do so but would keep
this and other unconventional options “on
the shelf” for now, he said.

Asked if the decision was unanimous,
Draghi said there was a consensus that
“there wasn’t any direction change that
would grant immediate action”. In the past,
he has used the term consensus to signal a
large majority rather than unanimity. “This
can be seen as a reaction to the slight
improvement in the purchasing managers
indices (PMIs), which seem to signal that
the worst is over in the euro zone,” said
David Kohl, chief economist for Germany at

Julius Baer. A firm majority of 81 econo-
mists polled by Reuters before yesterday’s
rate decision did not expect the ECB to cut
its main refinancing rate or its deposit rate
this month or in the near future. Draghi did
not rule out further policy action if needed. 

Purchasing managers index surveys on
Wednesday showed euro zone business
activity shrank in May, but at a slightly slow-
er pace. Downturns have eased in France,

Italy and Spain, and Germany is stabilising,
the data showed. Inflation, which fell to 1.2
percent in April, rose back to 1.4 percent in
May, while Eurostat confirmed the bloc’s
economy contracted by 0.2 percent in the
first quarter of the year. “If data were to dis-
appoint going forward, then a refi rate cut

becomes an option,” ABN Amro economist
Nick Kounis said. European shares extend-
ed falls and peripheral bond yields rose as
Draghi spoke, after he cautioned against
getting too optimistic about current market
conditions.  

Draghi kept up pressure on euro zone
governments to maintain the pace of
deficit and debt reduction, saying that
countries should be given more time to

correct excessive deficits only in exception-
al circumstances. His comments sounded
critical of the European Commission’s deci-
sion last week to propose more time for five
countries to cut their budget shortfall to
the EU limit of 3 percent of GDP, including a
two-year extension for France. —Reuters 

ECB sees gradual 

recovery this year
Bank holds main refi rate, deposit rate at zero

FRANKFURT: Graffiti depicting German Chancellor Angela Merkel and
European Central Bank (ECB) president Mario Draghi is seen on the fence
around the site of ECB’s new building under construction yesterday. — AFP

MUMBAI: Reliance Industries Chairman Mukesh
Ambani poses on his arrival at the company’s annual
general meeting yesterday. — AFP 
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Despite some recent trouble using his power, Hafiz is asked to go on 
a mission by Dr. Ramzi...
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99 Mystical Noor Stones carry all that is left of the wisdom and knowledge of the 
lost civilization of Baghdad.  But the Noor Stones lie scattered across the globe - 
now little more than a legend. One man has made it his life’s mission to seek out 
what was lost. His name is Dr. Ramzi Razem and he has searched fruitlessly for the Noor 
Stones all his life.  Now, his luck is about to change - the first of the stones have been 
rediscovered and with them a special type of human who can unlock the gem’s 
mystical power. Ramzi brings these gem - bearers together to form a new force  
for good in the world. A force known as ... the 99!
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By Ralph Boulton

Tayyip Erdogan has walked Turkey’s political
stage unchallenged for a decade, bringing
powerful generals to heel and driving eco-

nomic success that has changed the face of the
country, spreading its influence across the region.
But unprecedented protests and riots may now set
limits to the power of a prime minister widely seen
as victim of the same uncompromising and emo-
tional manner that has helped him to three succes-
sive election victories. They may also bury his hopes
of assuming a new more powerful executive presi-
dency next year.

“There are deputies and officials in the party
who are unhappy about recent developments,”
said a source close to the AKP party Erdogan led to
power in 2002, crushing established parties mired
in accusations of incompetence and corruption.
“This is an unprecedented situation for Erdogan.
Some people in the AKP think that his policies have
to soften, but they remain loyal to party discipline
and to Erdogan himself.” Supporters on Twitter,
echoing the emotional drama of recent days,
declare they would not abandon Erdogan to the
same fate as his two political heroes, a prime minis-
ter hanged after a 1960 military coup and a presi-
dent some say was poisoned.

Police use of tear gas and water cannon against
a small demonstration over an Istanbul building
project on Friday ignited protests across Turkey,
drawing in social groups including professionals,
unionists and a large proportion of young people
who had known no other prime minister. Erdogan
only swelled their ranks by dismissing protesters as
“looters” and promising with familiar candour: “If
this is about holding meetings, if this is a social
movement, where they gather 20,000, I will get up
and gather 200,000 people. Where they gather
100,000, I will bring together one million.”

Olive Branch
The more measured comments of

President Abdullah Gul and deputy prime
minister Bulent Arinc, AKP cofounders
along with Erdogan, seemed to sit ill with
Erdogan’s bluster. Gul and Arinc met after
Erdogan’s departure on a North Africa
visit. After the meeting, Arinc offered an
olive branch by apologising to demon-
strators for police excesses. Erdogan, pre-
sumably with the accord of the two, is for
now holding his peace. “Erdogan takes
things very personally,” said Cengiz
Candar, a journalists who has closely fol-
lowed Erdogan from his days in a small
Islamist party and his imprisonment for
reciting a poem about religion to his rise
to the pinnacle of power. “He has
developed a very authoritarian style.”

Erdogan’s early reforming zeal
brought tangible human rights
reforms, including Kurdish
minority rights, the opening
of European Union entry
talks and abolition of a mili-
tary-dominated National
Security Council with
broad control of state
affairs. More recently
he has been criticised
at home and abroad
over a wide-ranging
coup investigation,
heavy pressure on the
media and restrictions
on alcohol retail that
critics attribute to reli-
gious motives rather
than health concerns.
Those familiar with
Erdogan say he does not

take well to personal challenges. Excoriation on the
streets and Western criticism over police action, will
have been still more galling. Syrian advice to its citi-
zens to avoid travel to neighbouring Turkey “for
their own safety” would only have added an extra
twist to the screw. Erdogan’s mistake may have
been to fundamentally misjudge the nature of the
protests as they developed last weekend. In a
speech, he compared them to past Istanbul
“Republic” protests organised by militant secular-
ists accusing Erdogan of trying to replace Turkey’s
secular republic with an Islamist order. At one rally,
banners urged army intervention against Erdogan.
That meeting was later cited in treason trials as part
of a plot to destabilise Turkey and trigger a military
coup.

Erdogan denies accusations of secret Islamist
ambitions. Perhaps Erdogan’s greatest service to
democracy in Turkey - though some critics view it
as a campaign intended only to safeguard his own
power - has been the breaking of the power of the
military, which toppled four governments in the
second half of the 20th century. Hundreds of offi-
cers have been jailed after coup trials that have
inflicted deep wounds on the military.

The speech held another insight into Erdogan’s
frame of mind. Tellingly, he also likened Taksim
protests to incidents leading up to a 1960 coup
against prime minister Adnan Menderes. “This atti-
tude is...(that) of those who cannot tolerate govern-
ments who come to power through elections,” he
said. “It’s the attitude of those who call the people
‘blockheads’ and ‘belly scratchers’.” Erdogan identi-
fies zealously with Menderes, who has gone down
in Turkish history as something of a tragic figure.
Menderes ended decades of unchallenged rule by
the party of secular state founder Mustafa Kemal

Ataturk, the CHP, and introduced liberal
reforms; but he later fell prey to

the same uncompromising and
authoritarian style that won
him election. His career ended
on a military gallows in 1961.

Erdogan, underlining his

legitimacy as leader, points to the 50 percent vote
he received in the last election and his clear majori-
ty in parliament. He still has no credible rival, nor is
there any significant opposition in parliament. The
“Republic” protests of the past if anything increased
his support, especially in the conservative heartland
of central Anatolia. But this favour is by no means
assured after Taksim.

Healing Wounds
“I don’t think Erdogan has the 51 percent any

more ... He has 25 percent confirmed that are loy-
al to him,” said Koray Caliskan, associate professor
at Bogazici University. “I was at parliament ... and
met many AKP MPs. One of them said ‘The prime
minister says one thing, while the President says
another. We can’t speak freely in the Group.
There’s no democracy. This needs to be discussed
but it can’t be.’”

The lesson for Erdogan, according to critics and
some allies, is that he must take account of the 49
percent who did not vote for him, and those of
that number who never will trust him. Among
them are influential parts of business and the mid-
dle classes, who may have benefited from AKP
economic stewardship that has tripled per capita
income, but view his long-term plans and his per-
sonality with deep suspicion. The protests could
yet build from the motley gathering of very dis-
parate activists on Taksim Square. What may be
emerging is an irreverent civil society garnered,
ironically, by Erdogan.

For now, he remains unchallenged
leader of the AKP, whatever the fears
haunting some parts of the party. The
triumvirate of Erdogan, Gul and
Arinc remains intact. If they were
driven apart it would not be by
questions of strategy - they are
‘old comrades’ bonded by
years in the political wilder-
ness of political Islam in the
1980s and 1990s.  What
could conceivably divide
them are tactics and person-
ality.

Frictions between
Erdogan and Gul, the power
axis of the party, have broken
into the open on occasion.
When Gul complained about
the long detention of sus-
pects in a coup plot inves-
tigation,

Erdogan responded in minutes with a public
rebuke for the president. When Gul met officials of
Kurdish party the BDP last year over a flare-up in
the Kurdish rebellion in the southeast, he was
again publicly slapped down. 

Everything here would appear to hinge on
Erdogan’s continued ability to patch up spats with
Gul and maintain mutual respect, however pres-
sure mounts. “Mr President and Mr Prime Minister
can have different characters, styles, they can have
different views on specific issues, but to reflect that
as a general difference of views is incorrect. There
is no problem between Mr President and Mr Prime
Minister,” said AKP MP Professor Mustafa Sentop.

Erdogan was believed to be planning to stand
for a powerful new executive presidency next year,
perhaps with Gul moving to a subordinate prime
minister’s role. But moves to create that presidency
appear to have foundered in parliament. This
would leave Erdogan either to stand for the non-
executive presidency in 2014, with Gul heading to
the prime ministry as the guiding force, or to serve
out what under the constitution would be a final
term as premier ending in 2015.

Erdogan has already set his stamp on Turkish
history as the most significant leader since Ataturk;
but he will have to show consummate skill to
establish himself yet as the man who united a
country still uneasy in its skin 90 years after Ataturk
ended an Asian theocracy and imposed a western-
style secular state. — Reuters 

Erdogan wounded, not felled 
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A model presents a creation made of plastic
bags and straws during Trash Fashion Show
in Macedonia's capital Skopje, on
Wednesday, June 5, 2013. Teams from 47
high schools from Macedonia participated in
the show with creations made of redesigned
materials from waste such as plastic bags,
newspapers, cardboard, plastic bottles, cans,
used paper, etc. — AP
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By Lauren Chattman

When my daughter, who is off to college in August, asked me for a
panini press for her dorm room, my first thought was that she
might burn the building down trying to make a grilled cheese

sandwich while pulling an all-nighter. But she has made many such sand-
wiches in my kitchen, and our house still stands. And I am all for gifts that
inspire young people to prepare their own food.

I started to think about other items that might help high school gradu-
ates to satisfy midnight cravings, and help college graduates feed them-
selves without the help of a cafeteria staff. There’s the crockpot. But beef
stew probably isn’t what a young person craves at midnight. Then there’s
the blender. But that would limit her to smoothies and margaritas. A cof-
fee pot is a necessity, but does coffee qualify as food? I don’t think so. A
toaster oven might be useful, but it’s not like you can bake a batch of
cookies in one.

While I was brainstorming, “No Bake Makery: More Than 80 Two-Bite
Treats Made with Lovin’, Not an Oven” (Grand Central Life & Style) by
Cristina Suarez Krumsick, landed on my desk. Paging through the upbeat

and pretty book, I thought that instead of giving my favorite graduate a
popcorn maker, I could give her a book filled with simple recipes that
require little in the way of equipment or experience. Most college dorms
and studio apartments have a microwave oven. Your degree recipient will
be the toast of the hallway or break room when she uses it to make “truf-
fles” from crushed oreos, cream cheese and melted chocolate.

This book is perfect for today’s graduates, if they are anything like my
daughter, who hasn’t shown much interest in cooking but has 16-plus
years of experience with arts and crafts. The recipes are more like instruc-
tions for making a holiday ornament or a wallet. Instead of glue, there is
Marshmallow Fluff. Instead of glitter, sprinkles. Krumsick’s take on
tiramisu involves layering crushed cookies with mascarpone in little glass-
es, with a result that looks like sand art.

When health-conscious acquaintances demand to know why it is a
good idea to encourage our youth to make sweets, I say that sweets are
the gateway to meat and vegetables. Hook a kid on making a pan of
chocolate bark with Cap’n Crunch and walnuts (you know you want to try
this) and someday he or she will want to roast a chicken or grill some zuc-
chini. I know this from my own experience. When I was 8 years old, the
cook at my sleepaway camp spread leftover chocolate frosting from my
birthday cake on saltine crackers and gave them to me as a snack. I
thought my head would explode from the deliciousness. After that, I
hung around her kitchen and campfire, learning how to make mess hall
favorites like American chop suey.

“No Bake Makery” provides just this kind of culinary inspiration to
today’s graduates. In addition, Krumsick herself is a model of 20-some-
thing creativity and career ambition. While many of her peers are strug-
gling to figure out what they want to do with their lives, the 27-year-old
author is devoted to her full-time job as a cookbook publicist while run-
ning a sweets business out of her Brooklyn kitchen. Juggling all of this
isn’t easy. “Some days I’ll go to work, get home, get into my pajamas,
make a pot of coffee, and then start all over again making desserts for my
clients.” But when she found herself “obsessed” with making no-bake,
two-bite treats, there was no choice. “When you are taking a hobby so
seriously, and enjoy it so much, that means you should take it to the next
level.” These are encouraging words, along with cute recipes, for a new
generation of cooks and job seekers.

THE NANI
Adapted from “No Bake Makery,” by Cristina Suarez Krumsick.
60 Saltine crackers
1 cup Nutella or other chocolate-hazelnut spread
1cup milk chocolate-flavored Wilton
Candy Melts (available at craft stores)
1 cup sprinkles or nonpareils

1. Line a baking sheet with wax paper. Place 20 saltine crackers flat side
up on prepared sheet. Spread some Nutella on each cracker and top
with another cracker to make sandwiches. Repeat, adding another lay-
er of Nutella and crackers. Each cookie will have 3 saltines and 2 layers
of Nutella.

2. Place the Candy Melts in a microwave-safe bowl and microwave on
medium until almost but not quite melted. Whisk until smooth. Pour
the sprinkles into a shallow bowl.

3. Dip the sides of a cookie into the melted candy, letting any excess drip
back into the bowl. Then dip the sides in the sprinkles. Place cookie,
flat side down, on the prepared baking sheet. Repeat with remaining
sandwich cookies. Refrigerate until candy coating is set, about 30 min-
utes. Makes 20 cookies. — MCT
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By Linda Gassenheimer

Mango chutney spices up fresh snapper in this easy, ethnic
dish. I use a prepared mango chutney for this quick, 10-
minute, recipe. Ground cardamom gives this snapper an

Indian flavor. It is called the queen of spices in India and has a mild,
aromatic flavor. It is used in both sweet and savory dishes. Ground
cinnamon mixed with a little ground cumin can be substituted for
the cardamom. The flavor will be different, but still very tasty.
Peanuts with a little cayenne pepper add zing to the rice and com-
plete this quick dinner filled with exotic flavors.

This meal contains 597 calories per serving with 25 percent of
calories from fat.

Helpful Hints
• Peanuts can be chopped by hand or in a mini-chopper or food

processor.
• To save time, use a quick-cooking rice and toss with a little oil

and peanuts sprinkled with a little cayenne pepper.
• Any type of fish fillet can be used. Cook the fish 8 to 10 minutes

for a 1-inch fillet.
Countdown
Prepare rice.
Make snapper.

SAUTEED INDIAN SNAPPER
1\2 cup flour
1 teaspoon ground cardamom
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
1 pound snapper fillet
2 teaspoons canola oil
1\2 cup prepared mango chutney

Mix flour, cardamom and a little salt and pepper together. Dip
snapper fillets in flour mixture and shake off excess flour. Heat oil in
a nonstick skillet large enough to hold fillets in one layer. Saute on
one side for 4 minutes. Turn and saute another 4 minutes. Serve
with mango chutney spooned on top. Makes 2 servings.

Per serving: 318 calories (20 percent from fat), 7.1 g fat (0.9 g sat-
urated, 3.3 g monounsaturated), 60 mg cholesterol, 37.0 g protein,
25.5 g carbohydrates, 1.4 g fiber, 190 mg sodium.

HOT PEANUT RICE
1 cup fat-free, low-salt chicken broth
1 cup long-grain, white rice
2 teaspoons canola oil
2 tablespoons chopped roasted, unsalted peanuts
1 teaspoon cayenne pepper
1 scallion, washed and sliced
Salt and freshly ground black pepper
Place chicken broth in a saucepan. Bring to a boil and add rice.

Cover, lower heat to medium and simmer 15 minutes or until rice is
cooked through and liquid is absorbed. Add oil. Toss well.

Mix peanuts with cayenne pepper. When rice is cooked, stir in
peanuts and scallion pieces. Add salt and pepper to taste. Makes 2
servings.

Per serving: 279 calories (30 percent from fat), 9.4 g fat (1.1 g sat-
urated, 5.2 g monounsaturated), no cholesterol, 8.0 g protein, 41.0 g
carbohydrates, 1.8 g fiber, 433 mg sodium.

Shopping List
Here are the ingredients you’ll need for tonight’s Dinner in

Minutes.
To buy: 1 small jar roasted, unsalted peanuts, 1 small bottle

ground cardamom, 1 small jar mango chutney, 1 pound snapper fil-
let and 1 small bunch scallions.

Staples: Fat-free, low-salt chicken broth, long-grain, white rice,
canola oil, cayenne pepper, flour, salt and black peppercorns. 

— MCT
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By An Amlotte

It was just after 6 am when the sound of a ship’s
horn awakened us. My husband, Jeff, and I
looked at each other sleepily, then scrambled

to our knees so we could look out the window
above our bed. There it was in all its glory: a mas-
sive cruise liner that overwhelmed Bora Bora’s
western lagoon. I felt sorry for the passengers. If
the cruise ship that visited the previous day was
any indication, the passengers would have only
one day here, and that wouldn’t be enough. To
see the island in all its splendor, you need time
and you need to get out of Vaitape, the very spot
they were about to encounter. I could only imag-
ine their confusion when the reality didn’t match
the travel brochures’ depiction of a tropical Eden.

Vaitape is a collection of tourist shops, low-key
eateries and disheveled private residences along
Bora Bora’s main drag, a pothole-riddled road that
circles the not-very-picturesque main island.
Because French Polynesia is expensive, Jeff and I
had decided to spend the first half of our April
honeymoon in an affordable studio in Vaitape.
That way, for the second half, we could splurge on
a five-star resort on one of the motus, or islets, on
the barrier reef that surrounds the turquoise
lagoon at the heart of Bora Bora.

On the day of the cruise liner’s visit, we took
the advice of our host, a friendly Frenchman
named Gerard who owns the Sunset Hill Lodge,
and stayed away from the crowds. We set out to
kayak across the lagoon to one of the motus near
the airport. It was just a 20-minute paddle across
the deep part, “and then you can walk,” Gerard
said. He was right, technically, but I soon discov-
ered that walking in waist-deep water was much
more tiring than hitching my kayak to Jeff’s and
leaning back to enjoy the views.

We didn’t have the best weather that day, but
here, away from the crowing roosters and barking
dogs, Bora Bora is at its best. Even on a gray day
the lagoon reveals its many shades of blue and
the rich marine life just below the surface. We
returned to this area just a few days later on a
lagoon tour. Simon, our guide, took the time to
educate our group of seven about the lagoon’s
ecosystem, warning us not to disturb the marine

life and to keep an eye on our fins so we wouldn’t
damage the coral around us.

The first stop on the tour was also going to be
the highlight, if all went well. We stopped near an
area frequented by manta rays on the eastern side
of the main island. If we were lucky, we might
spot one or two of the elusive creatures.

As we left the boat and swam to deeper water,
Simon said: “Look straight down. Keep looking.” A
few minutes went by as we all peered into the
deep blue. Then he came up and yelled in a thick
French accent, “Mohn-TA! Right below!” I still did-
n’t see anything. “Three manta!” Simon yelled
again. Then “four,” and ultimately “five! Woooooo-
hoooo!” I started to panic. “This is what I came
for,” flashed through my head, “and I’m going to
miss it.”

Then I saw them. Two manta rays, gracefully
circling below us, and three more deeper down.
Just then, the group’s matriarch decided to take a
closer look at all these funny-looking creatures
clad in bright colors. Mouth wide open, she slowly
rose to about 10 feet below us, then dived back
down. We all watched in silence, bobbing at the
surface and taking in the show. It was magical.

On Sunday morning, while people in the
church next door were singing hymns, Jeff and I
were packing. The time had come to cross the
lagoon to Motu Piti Aau and move into a fancy
over-water bungalow at the InterContinental Bora
Bora Resort & Thalasso Spa. As I sat on the passen-
ger seat of Gerard’s creaky Land Rover, his dog
Rapunzel firmly planted between us (Jeff had
been relegated to the bench seat in the back), I
realized I was sad to leave. Our cozy studio had
felt like a home away from home, with Gerard in
the role of old friend rather than lodge owner.

He dropped us off at the entrance to the
InterContinental Le Moana, where we would take
a shuttle boat to its sister resort, which locals call
the Thalasso. The walk through the lobby and out
onto the resort’s private beach was like walking
from one world into another. On one side, the less
photogenic reality of Bora Bora’s main island; on
the other side, the fairy tale world of postcards
and brochures come to life.

The Thalasso met all of our expectations and
even exceeded some. They got it right from the

A jet skier is seen in front of the overwater bungalows of the Intercontinental Le Moana
Resort Bora Bora in Bora Bora, French Polynesia. — MCT photos 
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minute we set foot on the dock. We were picked
up by golf cart and driven to reception, where we
were offered a seat with a view of Mt. Otemanu as
well as a chilled fruity beverage and a cold garde-
nia-scented washcloth. “Aaaaaah,” we both
sighed, grinning from ear to ear. “We have
arrived.”

The over-water bungalows, 1,010 square feet
each, have identical layouts: a separate living
room, bedroom, walk-in closet and large bath-
room with tub and shower. Room prices increase
as the view improves. Each bungalow has its own
spacious shaded patio and a private pontoon with
ladder for direct access to the lagoon.

At midday, the azure water looks its brightest,
so we had arrived just in time for that visual treat.
It couldn’t have taken more than two minutes for
us to find our swimsuits and jump in. In general,
Polynesians are friendly, so smiles greeted us
everywhere we went. But if I had to choose one
face that represented the warmth and friendliness
extended to us, it would be Moana’s, one of our
therapists at the hotel’s famed 43,000-square-foot
Deep Ocean Spa.

Jeff had gone parasailing that morning, so he
didn’t think the day could get any better, but it
was about to. Moana gave us a quick overview of
the spa, then took me to one of three over-water
couples treatment rooms. Jeff, who had booked a
shorter treatment, was to follow a bit later.

For the next 90 minutes, I was in spa heaven,
peering at the tropical fish through the window in
the floor while Moana performed the Bora Bora
Deep Blue massage, the spa’s signature treat-
ment. Afterward, Jeff and I enjoyed the spa’s out-
door water features, including a deep-sea-water
cold plunge pool that gave me a rush that’s hard
to describe. We went to bed that night with a pro-
found sense of well-being. I was sad when we left
Gerard. But I was in tears when we had to leave
the Thalasso. “Don’t cry, baby,” Jeff said on the
boat to the airport. “We’ll come back. I promise.”

Consider using a certified Tahiti specialist
to book your trip, especially if you plan to
visit more than one island. French

Polynesia is expensive, and a travel agent who
can create a package that includes airfare,
accommodations and transfers will save you
money and time.

WHERE TO EAT
Snack Matira, a beach shack with great

views and picnic-style bench seating near
Point Matira.

Mai Kai, 603-800, www.maikaimarina.com.
Try the mashed potatoes and fresh fruit sorbet.

WHAT TO DO
Pure Snorkeling, 764-343,

reefdiscovery@gmail.com. Avoid the full-day
tours that include pareo-tying demonstrations,
shark feeding and a mediocre lunch, and opt
for this half-day tour with an emphasis on
observing wildlife. $110 per person, a maxi-
mum of eight people per group.

Bora Bora Parasail, 705-662,
parasail@mail.pf. Flights for one or two people
start at $290 for 15 minutes (about 110 yards of
rope), $388 for 25 minutes (about 330 yards of
rope). — MCT 

A couple
parasail in
Bora Bora,
French
Polynesia.

The living room and
kitchen of Studio 2 at
the Sunset Hill Lodge

in Vaitape in French
Polynesia. 

Sweetie, a
stingray,
is seen. 

Butterfly fish come in for some food (dis-
pensed to guests by the pool boys at no

charge) in the snorkeling area by the wed-
ding chapel of the Intercontinental Bora

Bora Resort and Thalasso Spa.
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Make friends
with your

digestive tract

Consuming too many rich and indulgent foods
and compromising our digestive health by
flooding our bodies with large amounts of fat

and sugar is so 2012. Here are some tips to help keep
your digestive flow on track this year:

Incorporate healthy bacteria in your diet
Factors such as stress, lack of sleep, antibiotics, ill-

ness, aging and poor diet choices can often lead to
an imbalance of your digestive tract bacteria. Certain
probiotics, mostly found in dairy products and some
fortified cereals, can help to maintain the balance of
“good” bacteria in the digestive tract. Try a daily
helping of yogurt with probiotics, such as Activia.

Keep the fiber on deck
Consistently eating the right amount of fiber can

help promote bowel function. High-fiber foods such
as fruit, vegetables and whole grains also help you
feel full, which can help lower your chance of
overeating throughout the day. Keeping a running
tab on the fiber you consume can help give you
more energy.

Hydrate
Water is one of those essential elements for a

healthy digestive system. Adequate hydration gives
your digestive system the moisture it needs to prop-
erly function. Also, sometimes our bodies mistake
hunger for thirst, so stay hydrated to prevent unnec-
essary overeating. Try keeping water with lemon
slices around to help boost your intake.

Become a frequent flyer
Eat small, frequent meals throughout the day to

keep your metabolism revved up, your blood sugar
balanced and your energy up. This can also help you
avoid feeling ravenous at your next meal, which in
turn can lead to eating larger portions of high-fat
foods that can slow your digestion. Try ruining your
appetite before going to a party or out to dinner
with a nutrient-dense snack like a handful of nuts or
a plain yogurt.

Work it out
Exercise can help create a healthy digestive envi-

ronment by allowing food to move through the
large intestine much quicker, which also decreases
the amount of water lost in the stool. Intestinal mus-
cles that contract during exercise also contribute to
more efficient movement of stools.

Slow and steady wins the race
Some researchers claim that the more you chew

your food, the less you eat. Chewing foods slowly
also increases the digestive enzymes in your mouth,
which allow for better overall digestion as the food
moves through your digestive tract. Besides, who
wants to feel like the elephant in the room by
expelling gas caused from eating too fast?

Don’t pull the trigger!
Holiday festive foods, such as holiday citrus

punch, spicy shrimp appetizers or tomato bisque
soup, are all examples of foods that may irritate the
digestive system. By avoiding “trigger” foods such as
these, your digestive system will operate more
smoothly, which will help you be more relaxed in the
New Year.

Think saucer (but
not flying saucer)

Having a smaller plate means that a smaller
amount of food can fit on it. With less food, of
course, the less you will end up eating. Portion con-
trol is important not only for weight management
but for reducing the stress on the digestive system
that comes from overeating.

If it’s fried and dyed, lay it to the side
Heavy foods, such as duck confit, and apple pie

not only stay in the digestive system longer, but they
cause more stomach acid to be produced, which can
also lead to gastric reflux. Processed comfort foods
such as instant mashed potatoes, canned gravy and
cranberry sauce may be challenging for your diges-
tive system; avoid these and your stomach will thank
you!

Indulge consciously
For those who must have dishes that just can’t be

trimmed of fat and calories, go ahead and go for it-
but in a conscious manner. Avoid the post-meal slug-
gish feeling by cutting the portion in half and feel
empowered having a controlled portion. Always try
to have a cup of tea on hand-try mint or cinnamon
tea. This will help slow down your eating, allowing
you to listen to your body and be more mindful.

www.sheknows.com 
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Late pop icon Michael Jackson’s daughter
Paris was rushed to a California hospital
Wednesday after trying to commit suicide,

a family source said, as her relatives appealed for
privacy. The 15-year-old tried to cut her right
wrist with a meat cleaver and wrote a suicide
note, according to celebrity website TMZ. The
teenager, whose father died in 2009, was put on
a 72-hour psychiatric hold in hospital, the family
source said, adding that Paris suffered from
depression and had previously reported suicidal
thoughts.

“She tried to cut herself,” said the source,
requesting anonymity, adding:  “She really feels
like she needs her father... she had been in treat-
ment once before for depression, so this is kind
of like a real cry for help.” “She’s in good condi-
tion, she’s not in critical condition.” A sheriff’s
spokesman said officers had responded to a
home in Calabasas near Los Angeles, where
Jackson lives, over a “medical situation,” but
refused to confirm the identity of the person tak-
en to hospital.

The teenager tweeted a few times late
Tuesday, including: “yesterday, all my troubles
seemed so far away now it looks as though
they’re here to stay” and “i wonder why tears are
salty?” Her grandmother Katherine-who is cur-

rently suing the promoters of Jackson’s doomed
last tour-said: “Being a sensitive 15-year-old is
difficult no matter who you are. “It is especially
difficult when you lose the person closest to you.
Paris is physically fine and is getting appropriate
medical attention. Please respect her privacy and
the family’s privacy,” she added in a statement.

Debbie Rowe, Paris’s mother and the self-
styled King of Pop’s former wife, said: “We appre-
ciate everyone’s thoughts for Paris at this time
and their respect for the family’s privacy.” The
teenager had “a lot going on,” Entertainment
Tonight quoted her as saying. TMZ reported that
Jackson had called a suicide hotline, and the per-
son she spoke to alerted emergency services. It
posted an audio clip of the 911 call, in which a
dispatcher is heard saying, “Overdose. Sheriffs
responding.”

She was taken out of her Calabasas family
house on a stretcher, it reported, adding that the
teenager cut her right arm, and had also taken a
large number of Motrin (ibuprofen) pills. The
family source downplayed media reports that
Jackson was angry because she could not go to a
concert by goth rocker Marilyn Manson in Los
Angeles on Thursday-although she admitted
that may have been a factor.  “It wasn’t because
of that. It was just because of her depression.

Probably the last straw she was told that she
couldn’t go. ..It’s like a teenager, ‘I want what I
want, I want to do what I want,” she said.

Paris-Jackson’s middle child, along with older
sibling Prince and younger brother “Blanket”-has
made a start in the entertainment industry, star-
ring in “Lundon’s Bridge and the Three Keys,” a
film in development. The film’s writer/producer,
Dennis Christen, told AFP in an email that they
had not yet begun shooting the movie. “Paris
has been prepping her acting skills over the last
two years and is getting very accomplished as a
young vital actress. We have great hopes for her
in this role,” he said.

Katherine Jackson is currently suing the pro-
moters of Jackson’s last doomed tour, AEG Live,
for negligently hiring doctor Conrad Murray,
who was convicted in 2011 of involuntary
manslaughter over his death. The 83-year-old
has been in court for much of the last five weeks,
but was not there on Wednesday. Paris has been
listed as a witness in the trial, which is expected
to last several months, and which so far has
heard a lot of the same evidence recounted at
the Murray trial. — AFP 

British comic novelist Tom Sharpe, known for his “Wilt”
series about a harassed and hen-pecked university lec-
turer, has died aged 85, his publisher said yesterday. The

London-born author, whose last and 16th novel “The Wilt
Inheritance” was published in 2010, died in Spain where he
had a home in the northeastern coastal town of Llafranc. “Tom
Sharpe was one of our greatest satirists and a brilliant writer:
witty, often outrageous, always acutely funny about the
absurdities of life,” Susan Sandon, Sharpe’s editor at Random
House, said in a statement.

Sharpe, the son of a preacher from the northeastern
English county of Northumberland, was educated at
Cambridge University’s Pembroke College and spent his
national service during World War Two in the Royal Marines.
He said at a writing festival in 2010 that he did not set out to
be a comic writer but wanted his first novel to attack the
apartheid regime in South Africa, where he lived for 10 years
before being expelled for sedition in 1961. In South Africa he
did social work before teaching in Natal. “It just happened.
Before that I’d been reading Thomas Mann, and Sartre, and
Kafka and Kirkegaard,” he said. The result was his first novel in
1971, “Riotous Assembly,” which lampoons South Africa’s
apartheid system and the police followed by a 1973 sequel,
“Indecent Exposure”. In 1974 he wrote “Porterhouse Blue”
which sent up the inner workings of an ancient university
loosely based on Cambridge which was made into a televi-
sion mini-series with David Jason. Sharpe’s 1975 novel “Blott
on the Landscape”, about the construction of a motorway in
rural England, was made into a BBC television series in 1985
starring David Suchet as Blott.—Reuters

Late singer Michael’s Jackson’s daughter,
Paris Jackson

The first Pakistani woman to climb Mount Everest says
she wants her achievement to stand as an inspiration to
all the women of her troubled country that they can

achieve their dreams. Samina Baig last month became the
first woman from the South Asian country to reach the 8,848
meter summit of the world’s tallest mountain, after a gruel-
ing expedition in rough weather. 

As she unfurled the green and white Pakistani flag on the
peak, tears of joy and pride rolled down her cheeks, she said
in an interview at her Islamabad home. The 22-year-old said
that as she stood with the world at her feet, her mind turned
to the millions of women back home denied opportunities
because of their gender in Pakistan’s conservative, patriar-
chal society.

“I was thinking about the women of Pakistan, those who
are not allowed to get education, those who are not allowed
to do whatever they want to do in their life,” she said. “I hope
that the families will understand that the contribution of
women is important and can be more powerful for building a
greater country.” Human rights groups say Pakistani women
suffer severe discrimination, domestic violence and so-called
“honor” killings-when a victim is murdered for allegedly
bringing dishonor upon her family.

They say women have borne the brunt of rising Islamist
extremism in Pakistan, where the Taliban threaten parts of
the northwest. In October the Taleban tried to murder
schoolgirl Malala Yousafzai in the northwestern area of Swat
for the “crime” of campaigning for the right of young women
to get an education. Baig, from the small town of Shimshal in
the Hunza valley in Pakistan’s mountainous north said she
hoped to empower the women of Pakistan through her
achievements.

“Mountain climbing is my passion and to empower
women through my expeditions is the reason. I am doing the
mountain climbing to empower women,” she said. “The rea-
son behind this expedition was to convey a message that if
Samina can climb a mountain other girls can do anything
they want in their life.” The Everest climb was not Baig’s first
significant achievement-after taking up climbing just three
years ago she became the first person to reach the summit of
the 6,400-metre Chashkin Sar peak in northern Pakistan in
2010.

“Chashkin Sar was virgin and we climbed it for the first
time and afterwards the people renamed it as Samina Baig,”
she said. Training for the Everest expedition, which she

accomplished with her brother Mirza Ali with financial help
from New Zealand, began 12 months ago in the frozen
wastes of her home district. “It took us one year. Me and my
brother were planning for last one year. We went for training
in winter on glaciers. We went to Shimshal pass in the winter
to prepare, stamina building and technical training,” she said.

Northern Pakistan is home to some of the world’s most
impressive mountains and glaciers and challenging climbs,
and Baig urged the government to relax the rigid visa regime
which she said was holding it back as a destination for moun-
taineers. “The problem is the visa issue. People want to come
to Pakistan but are not given visas. We wish for visas to be giv-
en to those people who want to come to Pakistan,” she said.
With Everest in the bag, Baig’s next target is to summit the
highest peaks in each of the world’s seven continents-all while
studying for a degree in tourism management. — AFP 

MOUNT EVEREST: Pakistani female climber Samina
Baig holds her national flag on the peak of Mount
Everest, Nepal. — AFP 
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Miss World has axed the famed bikinis from this year’s pag-
eant in Indonesia, replacing the skimpy swimsuits with
conservative beach sarongs amid mounting protests

from hardline Muslim groups, organizers said yesterday. All of the
more than 130 contestants will be required to wear Bali’s tradi-
tional long sarongs instead of the sexy bikinis that are historically
part of the competition, said Adjie S Soeratmadjie from the RCTI,
the official broadcaster and local organizer.

The pageant will be held Sept. 28 on the resort island of Bali
and in Sentul, an area near the capital, Jakarta. Indonesia is the
world’s most populous Muslim country. “There will no bikini in
this year’s Miss World pageant to respect our traditional customs
and values,” Soeratmadjie said, adding that the London-based
Miss World Organization is on board with the decision. “This is a
sensitive issue in Indonesia. We have discussed it since last year
and they have agreed,” he said.

The Miss World Organization did not immediately respond to
a written query. The pageant began in the 1950s, and the first
winner was crowned in a two-piece bathing suit. Soeratmadjie
said the sarong would be made creatively and designed specifi-
cally for the event. Controversy over the pageant has been
mounting in Indonesia, which has a reputation as a tolerant, plu-

ralist society that respects freedom of expression. Clerics of the
Indonesian Council of Ulema, or MUI, said they would send a let-
ter to President Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono to demand that the
beauty pageant be canceled.

“That contest is just an excuse to show women’s body parts
that should remain covered,” said Mukri Aji, a prominent cleric
from West Java province’s MUI branch. “It’s against Islamic teach-
ings.” Hizbut Tahrir Indonesia, a hardline Islamic group, said it
planned to stage a protest and called for the competition to be
moved elsewhere. Most Muslims in Indonesia, a secular country
of 240 million people, are moderate, but a small extremist fringe
has become more vocal in recent years.

They have pushed through controversial laws - including an
anti-pornography bill - and have been known to attack anything
perceived as blasphemous, from transvestites and bars to
“deviant” religious sects. Lady Gaga was forced to cancel her sold-
out concert in Indonesia in May following threats by Islamic hard-
liners, who called her a “devil worshipper.” Jennifer Lopez toned
down her sexy outfits and dance moves during a show in Jakarta
last December. — AP 

In this file photograph, (front left to right) Miss Thailand Vanessa Herrmann, second place Miss Wales Sophie Moulds, Miss
World 2012 winner Yu Wenxia of China, Miss Australia Jessica Kahawaty, Miss Brazil Mariana Notarangelo and Miss India
Vanya Mishra celebrate following the Miss World 2012 ceremony in Ordos, China. Contestants at this year’s Miss World beauty
pageant will not wear bikinis in the parade in a bid to avoid causing offence in Muslim-majority Indonesia, organizers con-
firmed on June 5, 2013. — AFP 

Islamic hardliners vowed yesterday to stop the “immoral”
Miss World beauty pageant taking place in Indonesia even
after organizers agreed this year’s contestants would not

wear bikinis. The Hizb ut-Tahrir group slammed the show as
like “selling women’s bodies” and threatened to hold demon-
strations against it, while a group in the province where the
final is due to take place also voiced strong opposition.

More than 130 women will compete in the September
event, with some rounds on the resort island of Bali and the
final in Bogor outside Jakarta. Bogor is in West Java province,
parts of which are considered a stronghold for radicals.
Organizers confirmed on Wednesday the contestants would
not wear bikinis during the beach fashion section, to be held
in Bali, and would instead wear more conservative attire such
as traditional sarongs.

However, the concession was not enough for hardline
groups in Indonesia, where some 90 percent of the 240 mil-
lion population are Muslims. “Supporting this event is the
same as supporting the selling of women’s bodies,” said Ismail
Yusanto, spokesman for Hizb ut-Tahrir Indonesia, who also
warned the group may organize protests. “Women are lower-
ing themselves by allowing themselves to be turned into
objects, to be stared at and have their bodies measured.”

Hardline group the Islam Reformist Movement (Garis),
which is affiliated with prominent radicals the Islamic
Defenders Front, also said the bikini ban was not enough.
“They will still wear outfits that will encourage sex and
immoral acts,” said Chep Hernawan, the head of Garis which
has its base in West Java province. The organizers have insist-
ed the decision not to have bikinis was taken when the deal
was struck last year to host the show, and not after pressure
from radicals.

Vocal protesters have succeeded in getting events can-
celled in the past in Indonesia. Last year, pop sensation Lady
Gaga axed a concert after hardliners threatened to burn down
the venue and criticized her for wearing only “a bra and
panties”. Most Indonesians practice a moderate form of Islam.
Rights group the National Commission on Violence Against
Women urged people to take a more measured view of Miss
World. People should consider whether “the contest really
looks at the women as humans and judges them based on
their talents”, said Andi Yentriyani, a commissioner with the
group. — AFP 

AUS filmmaker jailed for alleged espi-
onage in Venezuela was expelled from
the country and returned to the United

States in a gesture that could signal a thaw in
tense relations between the two countries. The
release of Timothy Tracy, 35, occurred just hours
before the top diplomats of both countries
agreed during a meeting in Guatemala to dis-
cuss restoring ambassador-level relations. It was
secured with the help of former US Rep William
Delahunt, who has long worked to improve
often strained US-Venezuelan ties and was hired
by Tracy’s family as an attorney in the case.

“He’s been informally advising us since pret-
ty much the onset and we retained him last
week,” Tracy’s sister, Tiffany Klaasen, said of
Delahunt, a member of the US delegation at the
March funeral of Venezuelan President Hugo
Chavez. Both she and Delahunt also credited
the US State Department. The US government

and friends had ridiculed the idea that Tracy was
spying in Venezuela. His family said he had been
making a documentary about the human costs
of Venezuela’s deeply polarized society.

Following the early morning expulsion,
Secretary of State John Kerry met with
Venezuelan Foreign Minister Elias Jaua on the
sidelines of a regional gathering in Guatemala
and agreed, said Kerry, to “begin to change the
dialogue between our countries and hopefully
quickly move” to appoint ambassadors, which
they have lacked in each other’s capitals since
2010. Delahunt acknowledged the coincidence
of Tracy’s release but said “no conditions” were
set by Kerry for the meeting with Jaua.—AP

Handout picture shows
American filmmaker

Timothy Tracy Hallet (right)
during his expulsion from

Venezuela to the USA, in
Caracas yesterday. — AFP 
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British fashion chain Topshop opened its first Hong Kong
outlet yesterday, becoming the latest Western brand to
brave the city’s high rents in a bid to crack the lucrative

China market. The retailer opened the doors yesterday after-
noon to a 1,300 square meter shop in the city’s central busi-
ness district. Topshop boss Philip Green said he wants to use
the store as a “stepping stone” to mainland China. He’s look-
ing for possible locations in Beijing and Shanghai to open
“flagship” stores. Other foreign retailers that have launched
recently in the Asian finance center include US brands
Abercrombie & Fitch, Tommy Bahama and Forever 21.

Foreign brands have been lining up to open up showcase

boutiques in Hong Kong as they try to get a share of the
spending by the increasingly affluent consumers visiting from
mainland China, the world’s second biggest economy. The
demand has helped drive up shop rents in Hong Kong, a for-
mer British colony that’s now a special administrative region of
China. Hong Kong is a popular shopping destination for main-
land Chinese because of low taxes and a reputation for
authentic goods. Green would not say how much the compa-
ny is paying for its new location but said the company had
spent years looking for a spot.

“It’s been hard as most retailers will tell you, finding the
right location in Hong Kong, at a sort of sensible price. It’s very,

very tough. So this just came up, and fortunately we were able
to put it together very quickly,” he said. He said that he’s start-
ing his search for mainland locations this week, with Chinese
real estate agents visiting him while he’s in Hong Kong. “I’d
like to have a flagship in Beijing and a flagship in Shanghai,”
Green said a day before the store opening. “If we can find
2,000 to 3,000 square meters - we’d like to have a Topman as
well - if we can find 2 locations, off we go.”— AP

Sweden’s Princess Madeleine is set to marry
US-British businessman Chris O’Neill tomor-
row in a ceremony likely to be more low-key

than Crown Princess Victoria’s lavish wedding
three years ago. The 30-year-old princess, the
youngest child of King Carl XVI Gustaf and Queen
Silvia, met New York financier O’Neill while work-
ing in the United States with the World Childhood
Foundation, a charity for marginalized children set
up in 1999 by her mother.

The two will tie the knot in an afternoon cere-
mony at Stockholm’s Royal Chapel before a horse
and carriage procession through the city centre.
The 350-metre long royal cortege will take a
shorter route than it did three years ago, focusing
on the capital’s medieval old town, Gamla Stan. “It

won’t be anything like Victoria’s wedding. Firstly,
because Madeleine is not a successor to the
throne,” said Roger Lundgren, the editor of
Kungliga Magasinet, a Swedish magazine about
royalty.

“Secondly, this is a private wedding-the king is
paying for it himself,” he said. Still, thousands of
people are expected to line the streets of central
Stockholm to catch a glimpse of the newlyweds
before they travel by boat from the island of
Riddarholmen to a wedding banquet at
Drottningholm Palace, where Princess Madeleine
was born in 1982. The Swedish capital will provide
a picturesque backdrop with its 14 main islands
and a Baltic Sea archipelago of some 24,000
islands.—AFP

Topshop boss Philip Green (left) and Taiwanese actress Gwei Lun-mei attend the opening cer-
emony of the first Topshop store in Hong Kong yesterday. — AP  photos

People line up to enter the first Topshop store in Hong Kong yesterday. 

The world’s press will train their lenses on
Britain’s new royal baby next month, but
after a career spent snapping the family in

the most unflattering light, Ray Bellisario will hap-
pily leave them to it. “When there’s a royal wed-
ding, or like now there’s going to be a royal baby, I
bugger off,” the photographer says. “I’ve never
had an interest in them. It was just bread and but-
ter for me.”

Dubbed London’s first paparazzo-a term he
hates-Bellisario was a constant presence at royal
events in the 1960s and 70s, taking candid and
often embarrassing shots of Queen Elizabeth II
and her family. The royals tried just about every-
thing to get rid of him short of sending him to the
Tower of London. The palace blocked his access
to royal engagements, complained to the press
watchdog, successfully instructed editors not to
use his pictures and even took him to court.

Now aged 77, Bellisario says he has few regrets
about his work on the royals, which paved the
way for the kind of off-guard, up-close shots
beloved of today’s celebrity magazines. “Let’s get
real-they love it. Without it, where the hell would

they be?” he said. These days Bellisario, a lifelong
socialist, makes frequent trips to Cuba to teach
journalism at the University of Havana and, since a
spinal condition put him in a wheelchair 27 years
ago, campaigns for disability rights.

But, resplendent in a cerise suit, pink shirt and
peach tie, he shared some of his exploits with AFP
over coffee in London ahead of an auction of his
work in September. Among the estimated 20,000
transparencies is one looking up the queen’s
dress as she sat by the lake at Sunninghill Park in
Windsor with her sister, Princess Margaret, who
was wearing a bathing suit. He had gone search-
ing for Margaret, but was quite surprised when
the picture of the queen was exposed in the dark
room. “That was purely accidental I was absolutely
amazed,” he says, laughing.

The shots of Margaret prompted the monarch
to complain to the Press Council, the then-media
watchdog, which in 1964 strongly condemned
Bellisario for taking pictures in a private area.
Buckingham Palace had previously taken
Bellisario to court for shooting pictures of Princess
Anne, the queen’s daughter, and he was fined for
breaching a local by-law. Although he was subse-
quently blacklisted by most British newspapers,
Bellisario refused to give up and says he knew for-
eign publications would always want his work.

The royals’ actions were like a red rag to a bull.
“It was the worst thing they could have done,” he
recalls. He makes no secret of his dislike of the roy-
al family, describing the queen as “that damn
woman”. “They irritated me first by their pres-
ence,” he says. From Princess Anne falling off her
horse to the Nigerian civil war-But he had realized
that the new monarch-Elizabeth II took the throne
in 1952, around the time Bellisario started work-
ing-was an opportunity to forge a career. —AFPPhotographer Ray Bellisario seen during

an interview with AFP in London. 

This undated handout picture shows Sweden’s Princess Madeleine and her fiance
Christopher O’ Neill. — AFP 
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Iran is again cracking down on people
with pet dogs, viewed as unclean in
Islam, but Soroush Mobaraki says sales

are booming despite fears the pooches
might be “arrested” and their owners fined.
This veterinary pharmacologist, sitting in
the small Tehran pet shop he owns, said
“there has been a sharp increase in demand
for dogs in recent years.

“We sell 15 to 20 dogs a month, but I
know some other traders who sell many
more,” said Mobaraki, aged 34. For decades,
keeping dogs as pets was a rarity and thus
tolerated in Iran, where the Islamic beliefs
cherished by the vast majority of traditional
Iranians consider dogs as “najis”, or unclean.
Guard dogs, sheep dogs and hounds have
always been acceptable, but the soaring
number of pets acquired by a middle class
keen to imitate Western culture has alarmed
the authorities in recent years.

They have now criminalized walking
dogs in public, or driving them around the
city. “You see, for me, she is not only a pet
but a family member,” 28-year-old Nahal,
who declined to give her full name, said of
her two-year-old Pomeranian.  Mobaraki
says many Iranians today boast about their
pets, and some even show off in style. “They
want to have a dog (to brag), like they want
to have an expensive luxury car.” Reports of
lap dogs dressed in Western designer
clothes and accessories being driven in fan-
cy cars, or walked in parks in affluent Tehran
neighborhoods has drawn the ire of hard-
line clerics.

FIGHTING WESTERN INFLUENCE
In June 2010 Grand Ayatollah Naser

Makarem Shirzi labeled dog companionship
as “a blind imitation” of Western culture,
warning that such behaviour would lead to
family corruption and damage societal val-
ues. “Many people in the West love their
dogs more than their wives and children,”
the ayatollah was quoted in the media as
saying. Those remarks, and a decree issued
by Shirzi, gave ground to the ministry of cul-
ture and Islamic guidance forbidding all
media from publishing any advertisements
about pets.

The restrictions, implemented in 2010,
forced many breeders to keep their dogs
out of sight. “We are not allowed to keep
them in pet shops,” said Mobaraki, who
spoke of his safe haven in a garden outside
Tehran. “I only bring them here when I have
struck a deal in advance with the buyer.”
The popularity of this un-Islamic trend has
also forced the police to reinforce its spo-
radic crackdown on dogs. Police “will con-
front those who walk their dogs in the
streets. Cars carrying dogs will also be
impounded,” deputy police chief Ahmad
Reza Radan said in April, according to the
Fars news agency.

Animal rights activists question the legal-
ity of this. “There are no laws that forbid dog
ownership, or their transportation,” said the
Iranian Society for the Prevention of Cruelty
to Animals in an open letter to Radan’s boss,
police Chief Esmail Ahmadi Moqadam. The
society’s complaint against what it called “a

face backlash as Iran challenges thriving pet trade

Iranian Golnaz poses
for a picture with her
pomeranian dog
Tiffany on the roof
garden of her family
building in Tehran. 

Iranian Shohreh poses for a picture with her Spitz dog Shiny in her house in
Tehran. 
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widespread arrest of dogs”, in which dozens had been taken
to “undisclosed locations”, never received a police
response. Bahman Keshavarz, ex-head of the National Union
of Iranian Court Attorneys, said pets can only be legally tak-
en away if the owner fails to observe hygiene standards.

“Confiscating pets without a judicial verdict is unaccept-
able,” Keshavarz said in remarks reported by Bahar daily on
May 4, arguing that owners can file for losses under the civil
liability law if their pooch is taken away illegally. Previous
crackdowns had seen dogs returned home after their own-
ers paid a fine and signed a pledge to observe the moral
code. But some say that is no longer the case. “Owners are
being told that their dogs will be killed, and no paper (con-
firming the confiscation) is given to them,” a Tehran pet
hospital chief, Payam Mohebi, was quoted as saying by
Bahar.

For now, the police warning seems to have effectively
scared off dog lovers, forcing some to walk their dogs in
secluded areas and ask for home calls by vets. Nahal said
she walks her pooch at night to avoid confiscation, but
some others are left with little choice. “I don’t dare to take
my dog out with me anymore,” said a middle-aged woman,
who asked not to be named, at a family picnic in a park in
western Tehran. “So we left her home today.”

ONLINE ALTERNATIVE
The 2010 ban on pet-related advertisement, including

pet food, has redirected some animal enthusiasts to the
Internet. “Most of our customers go on our web site to pick
the dog they want,” said Mobaraki, who refused to share the
Internet address for fear of retribution. “There they can even
find useful information on different breeds, and on how to
take good care of pets.” The online practice picked up after
lawmakers in 2011 proposed a law to ban dogs from public
places and even private flats, saying pet ownership posed “a
cultural problem” as well as “a danger to public health”.

The bill, addressing a “growing number of dog owners”,
specified that violators would be fined and “their animal
confiscated”. But it was never put to a vote as some law-
makers, as well as animal rights activists, persuasively
opposed the motion. Today Iranians can go online to find
professional dog training schools, private trainers and even
“dog hotels”, most of which boast international certificates
and even experienced foreign trainers.

Dedicated pages on popular social networking sites,
including Facebook, are also common. But there can be a
downside to the market. Breeder Amirhossein, 42, from the
central city of Isfahan, said some of his competitors keep
their animals in cramped, dirty conditions without sufficient
veterinary care. And then there are instances of false adver-
tising. “The web sites attract dog buyers with irresistible pic-
tures and phony promises,” he said. “But the dog you get
may not be the one you picked.”—AFP

Iranian business woman Nahal poses with her pomeranian dog Toranj in her office in Tehran. 

Iranian mechanic engineer Azar poses with her Terrier dog Pony in her bedroom. 

Iranian information and technology engineer Sevak poses for a picture with her
Husky dog, Vova in her house in Tehran. 

Iranian Media poses for a picture with her Terrier dog, Shiny in her bedroom in
Tehran. 
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Hospitals
Sabah Hospital                                                 24812000
Amiri Hospital                                                  22450005
Maternity Hospital                                         24843100
Mubarak Al-Kabir Hospital                        25312700
Chest Hospital                                               24849400
Farwaniya Hospital                                    24892010
Adan Hospital                                               23940620
Ibn Sina Hospital                                         24840300
Al-Razi Hospital                                            24846000

Physiotherapy Hospital                            24874330/9

Clinics
Rabiya 24732263
Rawdha 22517733
Adailiya 22517144
Khaldiya 24848075
Khaifan 24849807
Shamiya 24848913
Shuwaikh 24814507
Abdullah Salim 22549134
Al-Nuzha 22526804
Industrial Shuwaikh 24814764
Al-Qadisiya 22515088
Dasmah 22532265
Bneid Al-Ghar 22531908
Al-Shaab 22518752
Al-Kibla 22459381
Ayoun Al-Kibla 22451082
Mirqab 22456536
Sharq 22465401
Salmiya 25746401
Jabriya 25316254
Maidan Hawally 25623444
Bayan 25388462

SHARQIA-1
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 1:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 1:00 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 3:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 5:45 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 8:15 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 10:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 12:45 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

SHARQIA-2
EPIC (DIG-3D) 12:30 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 2:45 PM
EPIC (DIG-3D) 5:00 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 7:15 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 9:45 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 12:15 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

SHARQIA-3
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 1:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 3:45 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 6:00 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 8:00 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 10:00 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 12:30 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

MUHALAB-1
EPIC (DIG) 1:30 PM
EPIC (DIG) 3:45 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 6:00 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 8:15 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 10:15 PM

MUHALAB-2
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 12:45 PM

THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 3:00 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 5:00 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 7:15 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 9:45 PM

MUHALAB-3
TATTAH (DIG) 12:30 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 2:45 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 5:15 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 7:45 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 10:00 PM

FANAR-1
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 12:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 2:45 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 5:15 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 7:30 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 10:00 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 12:30 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

FANAR-2
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 1:30 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 3:45 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 5:45 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 7:45 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 10:15 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 12:15 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

FANAR-3
YEH JAWANI HAI DEEWANI12:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 3:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 5:30 PM
YAMLA PAGLA DEEWANA 2 (HINDI) (DIG) 7:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 10:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 12:45 AM

NO SUN+ TUE+WED

MARINA-1
DISCONNECT (DIG) 12:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 2:30 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 4:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 6:45 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 8:45 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 11:00 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 1:00 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

MARINA-2
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 12:45 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 3:00 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 5:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 8:00 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 10:30 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 12:45 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

MARINA-3
TATTAH (DIG) 1:00 PM
EPIC (DIG-3D) 3:30 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 5:45 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 7:45 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 10:00 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 12:30 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

AVENUES-1
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 1:45 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 4:00 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 6:15 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 8:30 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 10:45 PM
NOW YOU SEE ME (DIG) 1:00 AM

NO SUN+ TUE+WED

AVENUES-2
TATTAH (DIG) 1:30 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 4:00 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 6:30 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 9:00 PM
TATTAH (DIG) 11:30 PM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

AVENUES-3
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 1:45 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 4:30 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 7:15 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 10:00 PM
FAST & FURIOUS 6 (DIG) 12:45 AM
NO SUN+ TUE+WED

360º 1
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 1:00 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 3:15 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 5:30 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 7:45 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 10:00 PM
AFTER EARTH (DIG) 12:15 AM

360º 2
DISCONNECT (DIG) 2:15 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 4:30 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 6:45 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 9:00 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 11:15 PM
DISCONNECT (DIG) 1:15 AM

360º 3
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 1:45 PM
THE HANGOVER PART III (DIG) 4:00 PM

Kuwait KNCC PROGRAMME FROM THURSDAY TO WEDNESDAY
(06/06/2013 TO 12/06/2013)

CHANGE OF NAME

FOR SALE

I, Milagrina Vales resident of
H.No. 281, Baixo de Igreja,
Agassaim Ilhas Goa has
changed my name from
Milagrina Gracias to
Malagrina Vales. Hereafter in
all my dealings and docu-
ments I  will  be known as
Milagrina Vales. (C 4434)

5-6-2013

I,  Murtaza Rehmat Ali
Tamatiya, have changed my
name from Murtaza to
Murtaza Rehmat Ali Tamatiya.
(C 4431)

1-6-2013

Fully furnished flat for sale in
Burj Behbehani building
opposite to Salmiya Garden.
Big hall, 2 bedroom, 2 bath-
room, big kitchen. Swimming
pool,  Gym facility, under-
ground parking and round
the clock security available.
Contact: 50701181. 

(C 4432)
1-6-2013

Fajr: 03:14

Shorook 04:48

Duhr: 11:47

Asr: 15:21

Maghrib: 18:46

Isha: 20:17

Prayer timings

No: 15832
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So you think purebred, AKC-
registered dogs are only
those el ite canines that

prance around the ring at the
Westminster Kennel Club Dog
Show? You doubt that those of
us who love a common cocker or
a lovable Labrador can relate to
the aristocracy of dogdom? You
couldn’t be more wrong, said
Bath Township, Ohio, resident
Rhonda Hovan,  who breeds
champion golden retrievers and
believes other American Kennel
Club breeders of registered ani-
mals are the watchdogs for all
breeds.

“People who say they are just
looking for a pet do care that the
dog they buy has the character-
istics they buy the breed for,”
Hovan said. So you and your pet
Pekinese can and should relate,
she said. Breeders of AKC-quality
dogs will go to great lengths to

make sure their dogs are good-
tempered and healthy - the very
things pet owners want in their
pets, she said.

“These are the things that set
the dedicated breeder apart
from your neighbors,” she said.
Hovan l ives with pet golden
retrievers Pi, 5, and Pivot, 2, who
are true champions. The dogs
have won more than the neces-
sary number of points at AKC-
member dog shows to qualify for
the title. They have earned their
pedigrees through good breed-
ing practices and carefully guid-
ed genetics.

“In the old days, I had one of
the top sires in history. Thunder
sired more than 120 champions.
That’s ‘rare air’ for dogs,” Hovan
said.  Only three goldens in
recorded history can make that
claim, she said. And although
Thunder died in 2000, his legacy

lives on. “Pi and Pivot are his
kids,”  she said,  bred with
Thunder’s frozen sperm, which
has been used to sire puppies as
far away at Thailand and Brazil.

Aside from being a breeder
and an AKC-registered judge,
Hovan has devoted her life to
helping establish the Orthopedic
Foundation for Animals, a non-
profit health registry that pro-
vides screening tests to produce
dogs without aliments common
to their breeds. Hovan currently
holds the title of emeritus direc-
tor of  the registry located in
Columbia, Mo.

The registry website may be
used by anyone who wants to
make sure a breeding animal
(over the age of 2) doesn’t have
a genetic disposition for prob-
lems inherent to specific breeds.
Hovan is also a research facilita-
tor for Golden Retriever Club of

America,  helping provide
research materials for the breed.

Hovan got interested in the
breed when she was still in high
school and her parents told her
she could get a pet of her choos-
ing. “I was the youngest of four
sisters and knew from family his-
tory that it would have to be well
trained. Goldens have the repu-
tation of being easily trained,”
she said. Three years later, Hovan
entered her first dog show in
1973.

Considering the years she has
devoted to the breed since then,
it seems strange she still consid-
ers  her  l i fe ’s  work a hobby.
“Hobby breeders don’t try to
make money on their dogs. We
do it because we have a passion
for the breed. I see us as the true
guardians of  the breed,”  she
said. A guardian tries to maintain
the integrity of the breed for

health, temperament, structure
and aptitude.

“Almost every breed has a
purpose whether it is a hunting
dog,  a  retr iever  of  things or
meant to be a lap dog,” she said.
Hovan, who has bred more than
60 champion show dogs in her
career ,  is  a  member of  the
President’s  Club of  the AKC
Canine Health Foundation, the
world’s largest research organi-
zation dedicated to funding
sound scientific research to pre-
vent, treat, and cure canine dis-
ease. The group has raised more
than $30 mil l ion in research
funds in the past 17 years. She
has been a volunteer since 1997.
It’s only puppy mills and large-
scale backyard breeders that can
make a profit breeding dogs. “If
it ’s done right,  you just can’t
make any money doing this,” she
said. — MCT

Rhonda Hovan with one of her female golden retrievers Ch. Faera’s Pivotal Moment “Pivot” at her home in Bath, Ohio.— MCT

Canine aristocracy at its best 
Woman dedicates life to keeping breeds pure, raising funds to help dogs
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Afghanistan 0093
Albania 00355
Algeria 00213
Andorra 00376
Angola 00244
Anguilla 001264
Antiga 001268
Argentina 0054
Armenia 00374
Australia 0061
Austria 0043
Bahamas 001242
Bahrain 00973
Bangladesh 00880
Barbados 001246
Belarus 00375
Belgium 0032
Belize 00501
Benin 00229
Bermuda 001441
Bhutan 00975
Bolivia 00591
Bosnia 00387
Botswana 00267
Brazil 0055
Brunei 00673
Bulgaria 00359
Burkina 00226
Burundi 00257
Cambodia 00855
Cameroon 00237
Canada 001
Cape Verde 00238
Cayman Islands 001345
Central African Republic 00236
Chad 00235
Chile 0056
China 0086
Colombia 0057
Comoros 00269
Congo 00242
Cook Islands 00682
Costa Rica 00506
Croatia 00385
Cuba 0053
Cyprus 00357
Cyprus (Northern) 0090392
Czech Republic 00420
Denmark 0045
Diego Garcia 00246
Djibouti 00253
Dominica 001767
Dominican Republic 001809
Ecuador 00593
Egypt 0020
El Salvador 00503
England (UK) 0044
Equatorial Guinea 00240
Eritrea 00291
Estonia 00372
Ethiopia 00251
Falkland Islands 00500
Faroe Islands 00298
Fiji 00679
Finland 00358
France 0033
French Guiana 00594
French Polynesia 00689
Gabon 00241
Gambia 00220
Georgia 00995
Germany 0049
Ghana 00233
Gibraltar 00350
Greece 0030
Greenland 00299
Grenada 001473
Guadeloupe 00590
Guam 001671
Guatemala 00502
Guinea 00224
Guyana 00592
Haiti 00509
Holland (Netherlands)0031
Honduras 00504
Hong Kong 00852
Hungary 0036
Ibiza (Spain) 0034
Iceland 00354
India 0091
Indian Ocean 00873
Indonesia 0062
Iran 0098
Iraq 00964
Ireland 00353
Italy 0039
Ivory Coast 00225
Jamaica 001876
Japan 0081
Jordan 00962
Kazakhstan 007
Kenya 00254
Kiribati 00686

Kuwait 00965
Kyrgyzstan 00996
Laos 00856
Latvia 00371
Lebanon 00961
Liberia 00231
Libya 00218
Lithuania 00370
Luxembourg 00352
Macau 00853
Macedonia 00389
Madagascar 00261
Majorca 0034
Malawi 00265
Malaysia 0060
Maldives 00960
Mali 00223
Malta 00356
Marshall Islands 00692
Martinique 00596
Mauritania 00222
Mauritius 00230
Mayotte 00269
Mexico 0052
Micronesia 00691
Moldova 00373
Monaco 00377
Mongolia 00976
Montserrat 001664
Morocco 00212
Mozambique 00258
Myanmar (Burma) 0095
Namibia 00264
Nepal 00977
Netherlands (Holland)0031
Netherlands Antilles 00599
New Caledonia 00687
New Zealand 0064
Nicaragua 00505
Nigar 00227
Nigeria 00234
Niue 00683
Norfolk Island 00672
Northern Ireland (UK)0044
North Korea 00850
Norway 0047
Oman 00968
Pakistan 0092
Palau 00680
Panama 00507
Papua New Guinea 00675
Paraguay 00595
Peru 0051
Philippines 0063
Poland 0048
Portugal 00351
Puerto Rico 001787
Qatar 00974
Romania 0040
Russian Federation 007
Rwanda 00250
Saint Helena 00290
Saint Kitts 001869
Saint Lucia 001758
Saint Pierre 00508
Saint Vincent 001784
Samoa US 00684
Samoa West 00685
San Marino 00378
Sao Tone 00239
Saudi Arabia 00966
Scotland (UK) 0044
Senegal 00221
Seychelles 00284
Sierra Leone 00232
Singapore 0065
Slovakia 00421
Slovenia 00386
Solomon Islands 00677
Somalia 00252
South Africa 0027
South Korea 0082
Spain 0034
Sri Lanka 0094
Sudan 00249
Suriname 00597
Swaziland 00268
Sweden 0046
Switzerland 0041
Syria 00963
Taiwan 00886
Tanzania 00255
Thailand 0066
Toga 00228
Tonga 00676
Tokelau 00690
Trinidad 001868
Tunisia 00216
Turkey 0090
Tuvalu 00688
Uganda 00256
Ukraine 00380
United Arab Emirates00976

You begin this day with the attitude of progress. You may
feel that there is so much to do and so little time. You are very commu-
nicative, flexible, mental and other-oriented today. Perhaps you can be
all things to all people, giving them what they require but guess what,
nobody is perfect; you must not push yourself so hard. You are a
smooth talker with a quick wit and ready tongue--there are many who
listen to your ideas and advice today. There is an interest in civic affairs
or recycling techniques. You are coming into a time of experimenting
with new concepts and putting the old ideas behind you. You may
wonder at people who spend much time making money and attending
to necessities. You are thrilled by some new opportunities.

Aries (March 21-April 19)

Easy does it--this is one of those busy days. Excessive emo-
tional energy could produce flare-ups, harsh words and arguments. Your
mind is very aware of others and other people's remarks. Be sure to take
your breaks and get away from work, school or whatever you are doing
today and enjoy the noon hour out-of-doors. The new ideas you want to
express should really be tried out on paper first. You always manage to
bring the searing truth to group situations; today is no exception. You
could point out several points for others to consider. You will want to be
discrete with your suggestions. Others may feel that nothing is a secret
from you. You may have a political influence or handle other people's
money soon.

Taurus (April 20-May 20)

Career choices may require that you take a chance and
neglect the home front for a while. This is a tough call and some compro-
mise is perhaps the best way to a workable solution. You may be able to
bring a group together with words or ideas that transport others.
Someone may inspire you to write poetry or involve yourself in some cre-
ative effort now. An adult continuing education class in something like
performing or creativity could be quite enjoyable. Having and appreciat-
ing things of beauty is something you enjoy. You respect having beauti-
ful possessions. Provided you do not spend it all on the fancy things that
catch your eye, this can be a financially favorable period. Circumstances
may increase your appreciation of your life situation.

Gemini (May 21-June 20)

You are not bound by relationships just now and can be a
bit lazy with your housekeeping. Your concentration and fun really seem
to be in how you enjoy learning all the avenues of your profession. This
may be a good time to ask for a raise. Believe in yourself. You find it easy
to work with other people and will pour a lot of energy into those around
you. Foreign affairs may catch your attention. Perhaps an investment you
are thinking about is beginning to show quite an upswing in income.
You will find support from others when you turn your attention to health,
food, nutrition and areas where service or attention to detail is in high
focus. You may enjoy working with a group of people where you can
exercise your differences.

Cancer (June 21-July 22)

Good practical job-related thoughts and ideas are available
for you this thursday. The ability to communicate with superiors or
describe what you see clearly is of the foremost importance. You are
coming into a time of experimenting with new concepts and putting the
old ways aside. Your optimum job is just being you, which often indicates
a career in front of the public with politics or perhaps sales. You are your
own vocation and the best way for you to get ahead in the world is just
to be yourself. A majority of planets in the past suggest that you are com-
fortable with established values. You know and understand more than
you let on and life changes seldom take you by surprise. Don't be afraid
of serving in a volunteer position, you can make a difference.

Leo (July 23-August 22)

Take your break seriously and do whatever is needed to
relax and breakaway. This seems to be a difficult workday . . . One that
takes a lot of concentration and few interruptions. One pause for reflec-
tion is a joy as you see someone you knew some time ago. It is amazing
what this sort of pause can create and after exchanging phone numbers
you are back at the concentration game with a smile on your face.
Attending this social gathering could be of benefit to your professional
life later this evening and you are all prepared. Networking is possible
and new business is probable. Things you say mean a lot. Ideas, words
and books may be the subjects tonight. Important people or people that
listen to you may connect with you regarding an author. 

Virgo (August 23-September 22)

Ideas of group cooperation and communion could further
your career at this time. Teamwork is very important in your place of
business. You are well organized and have a clever mind to lead others in
successful directions for your company. Your career could assume a more
solid form--a firm foundation. The current flow of events may dictate a
time of research and planning. Your talents and abilities are up to any
challenge that you may find. Keep moving; full steam ahead. You are
popular in your community and might want to consider a little work in
city politics. This can be quite successful for you. You will enjoy long con-
versations with a loved one this evening, writing a letter or making a spe-
cial phone call. Let peace follow you wherever you go.

Libra (September 23-October 22)

You are a real guide or pathfinder for others and your
sense of truth and direction is very clear. You already know the way to
accomplish things and solve problems and you need no further educa-
tion to succeed. Your analytical powers are superb--you enjoy finding
new avenues of inner growth. Career choices, decisions that should be
made, may appear to go against or challenge your current sense of secu-
rity and home environment. The easy way out may not be beneficial to
your health and general well-being. Weigh alternatives with care.
Relationships, whether they are business, personal or social in nature, are
very important to you in many surprising ways. An emotional challenge
is manageable today.

Scorpio (October 23-November 21)

You might notice that the closer you come to a particular
goal the more nervous you become. For now, forget about yesterday and
tomorrow and just concentrate on today . . . You will complete your task
quickly. You are coming into a time of experimenting with new concepts
and putting aside the old tried and true. You work well in a team situa-
tion and today is a good day for many challenges to be overcome. Any
slowdowns are just temporary and are great opportunities to read anoth-
er chapter in a book. You appreciate tradition and regularity in your
home life and this evening you appreciate knowing the routine. A chat
with a relative that lives at a distance can make you feel close. Is it warm
enough for a swimrelax and enjoy the evening.

Sagittarius (November 22-December 21)

Everything points to your taking the initiative today. You
could feel great support from those around you now. You will find that
today is packed full of communications with higher-ups, co-workers and
sister companies. You learn new ways of working that will bring quick
and lucrative results. The good life and all that is fine and luxurious may
be what you value just now. You could enjoy making your own way and
finding solutions to whatever problems you have. Communicating and
getting your message across to others is at a high just now. Your timing
should be perfect and those around you should find you most sponta-
neous and alive. Good feelings and a sense of support and harmony
make this a happy time.

Capricorn (December 22-January 19)

You are good at relations, politics, diplomacy and sales, not
to mention considerate, helpful and courteous. Be calm. This is a good
day for you to deal in sales or to make presentations. You may have an
inner urge to be all things to all people; you enjoy helping others. You are
a natural diplomat, always courteous and concerned with the comfort
and welfare of others. You stay in the background, but are able to manip-
ulate and bring out cooperation in others every time. Not content with
appearances, you are driven to reduce everything to the essentials: the
practical details. This compelling urge for integrity and contempt for the
superficial may offend some. Your strong drive and urge to do and
accomplish will get you rewards for your efforts. 

Pisces (February 19-March 20)

Work seems intense today but you possess a powerful,
persistent drive and are a hard, steady worker. You are ambitious and
driven to win in some competition this month. Others may find you
deep, with a sense of mission and mystery. Your own needs may appear
to limit and separate you from where the rest of the gang is headed. This
is of short duration. This afternoon would be a good time to teach others
how to do some of the work you do, in order to free up some of your
time. You take pride in people who have good management abilities and
you want that diplomacy and honor for yourself as well. A loved one is on
your side this evening and together you might discuss some of your
future plans for the profession you enjoy.

Aquarius (January 20- February 18)

COUNTRY CODES
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ACROSS
1. The bill in a restaurant.
4. An open clash between two opposing groups (or individuals).
12. Any of various units of capacity.
15. A sweetened beverage of diluted fruit juice.
16. A member of a North American people formerly living in the Colorado river valley in
Arizona.
17. A constellation in the southern hemisphere near Telescopium and Norma.
18. A workplace for the conduct of scientific research.
19. Take to be the case or to be true.
20. State in northeastern India.
22. One of the cross braces that support the rails on a railway track.
24. A heavy odorless colorless gas formed during respiration and by the decomposition of
organic substances.
26. An officer who acts as military assistant to a more senior officer.
27. A path set aside for walking.
30. A small pellet fired from an air rifle or BB gun.
32. The capital of Switzerland.
33. (archaic) Of persons.
36. The United Nations agency concerned with atomic energy.
39. Lower in esteem.
41. A member of a Caddo people formerly living in north central Texas.
44. Offering fun and gaiety.
47. A town and port in northwestern Israel in the eastern Mediterranean.
48. An extension at the end and at right angles to the main building.
49. A doctor's degree in dental surgery.
51. The railing around the stern of a ship.
53. Adapt anew.
55. A woman hired to suckle a child of someone else.
56. The compass point that is midway between north and northeast.
57. United States religious leader who was the first person born in the United States to be
canonized (1774-1821).
58. A radioactive element of the actinide series.
60. Agency of the United States government charged with mediating disputes between
management and labor.
62. A ductile silvery-white ductile ferromagnetic trivalent metallic element of the rare earth
group.
63. (astronomy) The angular distance of a celestial point measured westward along the
celestial equator from the zenith crossing.
64. A Hindu theistic philosophy.
66. A diagrammatic representation of the earth's surface (or part of it).
68. A small cake leavened with yeast.
75. A loose sleeveless outer garment made from aba cloth.
78. An Arabic speaking person who lives in Arabia or North Africa.
79. A digital display that uses liquid crystal cells that change reflectivity in an applied elec-
tric field.
80. Of or relating to or characteristic of Asia or the peoples of Asia or their languages or cul-
ture.
81. Someone who works (or provides workers) during a strike.
82. The compass point midway between east and southeast.
83. Payment due by the recipient on delivery.
84. A river in north central Switzerland that runs northeast into the Rhine.

C R O S S W O R D 2 1 3
DOWN

1. A fine grained mineral having a soft soapy feel and consisting of hydrated magnesium sil-
icate.
2. The sixth month of the civil year.
3. An early form of modern jazz (originating around 1940).
4. (ballet) Quick gliding steps with one foot always leading.
5. A wrongful dispossession.
6. The craniometric point at the bridge of the nose where the frontal and nasal bones of the
skull meet.
7. Flat blade-like projection on the arm of an anchor.
8. A rapid escape (as by criminals).
9. A medicinal drug used to evoke vomiting (especially in cases of drug overdose or poison-
ing).
10. A white metallic element that burns with a brilliant light.
11. Brief episode in which the brain gets insufficient blood supply.
12. An oil port in southern Iraq.
13. A small nail.
14. Pathetically lacking in force or effectiveness.
21. A bar of sand.
23. A region of Malaysia in northeastern Borneo.
25. United States musician (born in Japan) who married John Lennon and collaborated with
him on recordings (born in 1933).
28. When dried yields a hard substance used e.g. in golf balls.
29. A flat wing-shaped process or winglike part of an organism.
31. The agent to whom property involved in a bailment is delivered.
34. Relating to the use of or having the nature of an interrogation.
35. Established irrevocably.
37. Enthusiastic approval.
38. A soft white precious univalent metallic element having the highest electrical and ther-
mal conductivity of any metal.
40. A Kwa language spoken in Ghana and the Ivory Coast.
42. A city in southern Turkey on the Seyhan River.
43. Automatic data processing in which data acquisition and other stages or processing are
integrated into a coherent system.
45. A genus of Lamnidae.
46. (old-fashioned) At or from or to a great distance.
50. A fore-and-aft sail set on a stay (as between two masts).
52. A corporation authorized by Congress to provide a secondary market for residential
mortgages.
54. The capital and chief port of Qatar.
59. Old World ground-living cuckoo having a long dagger-like hind claw.
61. The dialect of Malay used as the national language of the Republic of Indonesia or of
Malaysia.
65. A frame of iron bars to hold a fire.
67. Type genus of the Percidae.
69. The elementary stages of any subject (usually plural).
70. A Chadic language spoken in northern Nigeria.
71. In addition.
72. A subdivision of a larger religious group.
73. A flat-bottomed volcanic crater that was formed by an explosion.
74. A French abbot.
76. Committee formed by a special-interest group to raise money for their favorite political
candidates.
77. A local and habitual twitching especially in the face.

Yesterdayʼs Solution

Yesterdayʼs Solution

Word Search

Yesterday’s SolutionDaily SuDoku
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Rockies power past Reds
CINCINNATI: Carlos Gonzalez tied his career high
with three of Colorado’s six homers, and Troy
Tulowitzki went 5 for 5 with a pair of homers
Wednesday night, powering the Rockies to a 12-4
victory over the Cincinnati Reds.

The Rockies hadn’t hit six homers in a game
since they had that many against the Marlins on
July 4, 2008, according to STATS LLC.

Gonzalez got Colorado’s splurge going with a
solo shot and a three-run drive off Pedro Villarreal
(0-1), who was roughed up by one of the NL’s top
offenses in his first big league start. Tulowitzki tied
his career high with five hits, including a two-run
homer and a solo shot.

Todd Helton also homered as the Rockies piled
up a season-high 20 hits, the most allowed by
Cincinnati since 2009. The Reds came in with the
second-best earned run average in the NL.

Jon Garland (4-6) gave up four runs - all in the
first - and lasted six innings. The Rockies took the
last two games of their series, ending a streak of
six straight losses against Cincinnati.

DIAMONDBACKS 10, CARDINALS 3
In St. Louis, Paul Goldschmidt hit his second

grand slam in five days for Arizona, and Wade
Miley bounced back from his two worst outings of
the season. Arizona has won four of five. St. Louis,
with the best record in the majors, dropped back-
to-back games for the first time since April 28-29.
Goldschmidt became the first Arizona player with
two slams on the same road trip. He hit one in a
12-4 win at the Chicago Cubs on Saturday. Miley
(4-5) gave up three runs and 11 hits over 6 2-3
innings. He had given up seven earned runs in
each of his previous two starts. St. Louis’ Joe Kelly
(0-3), making his first start of the season, gave up
one earned run in 5 2-3 innings. Matt Carpenter
had four hits for the Cardinals and pushed his
career-best hitting streak to 14 games.

BRAVES 5, PIRATES 0
In Atlanta, Julio Teheran carried a no-hitter

into the eighth inning, leading Atlanta to the win.
Pinch hitter Brandon Inge singled to left with two
outs in the eighth for Pittsburgh’s only hit of the
game. Teheran then received an ovation from
Braves fans, who also cheered after the inning
ended on Starling Marte’s popup. Teheran (4-2)
set a career high with 11 strikeouts in eight
innings in the Braves’ fifth straight win, including
a sweep of the three-game series. David
Carpenter pitched a perfect ninth. Evan Gattis and
Gerald Laird hit back-to-back homers in the sixth.
Pittsburgh’s Wandy Rodriguez (6-4) left with tight-
ness in his left forearm after recording only one
out in the first inning. He gave up two hits and a
run and hit Freddie Freeman with his 14th and
final pitch. The Pirates have lost three straight and
five of six.

PADRES 6, DODGERS 2
In Los Angeles,  Jason Marquis took a no-hitter

into the sixth inning and the Padres rebounded
after dropping the first two games of the series.
Marquis (7-2) had his no-hitter broken up when
Skip Schumaker doubled to deep center field with
two outs in the sixth. Adrian Gonzalez followed
with a RBI single that trimmed San Diego’s lead to
3-1. Earlier in the inning, Padres right fielder Kyle
Blanks temporarily preserved Marquis’ no-hit bid
with a diving catch and slide on his belly that
robbed pinch-hitter Jerry Hairston Jr. Marquis left
after Scott Van Slyke homered with one out in the
seventh. The right-hander allowed three hits,
struck out six and walked two while improving to
6-0 with a 3.28 ERA in his last eight starts. Dodgers
ace Clayton Kershaw (5-4) struck out nine over six
innings and was charged with three runs and sev-
en hits. The left-hander gave up at least one hit in
each of his innings. Jedd Gyorko hit a solo homer
and a sacrifice fly for San Diego.

PHILLIES 6, MARLINS 1
In Philadelphia, Cole Hamels had a season-

high 11 strikeouts in seven dominant innings,
Domonic Brown hit another homer and the
Phillies completed a three-game series sweep.

Hamels (2-9) allowed one run and four hits to
snap a personal six-game losing streak. Jimmy
Rollins hit a go-ahead RBI single with two outs in
the seventh off AJ Ramos (0-2). Ryan Howard fol-
lowed with a two-run triple, diving headfirst into
third. Then Brown went downtown to make it 6-1.
Brown has 10 homers in the last 12 games and
leads the NL with 18. The Phillies (30-30) have
their first four-game winning streak and will try to
go above .500 for the first time when they open a
four-game series at Milwaukee on Thursday night.
Marlins starter Jacob Turner allowed one run and
four hits in six innings.

METS 10, NATIONALS 1
In Washington, Marlon Byrd maintained his

mastery of Dan Haren with a pair of home runs,
and the Mets snapped a four-game losing streak.
The win put the Mets above .400 and the
Nationals below .500 - a succinct reflection of the
mixed fortunes of both clubs - and also dropped
preseason favorite Washington to third place
behind Philadelphia in the NL East. The Nationals
trail division-leading Atlanta by eight games. Byrd
hit a two-run homer in the second and a solo shot
in the third, making him 10 for 18 in his career
against Haren (4-7). New York’s Dillon Gee (4-6)
allowed one run and nine hits over seven innings
in his second consecutive solid start after his spot
in the rotation had been put in doubt by a series
of short outings. David Wright, in a 1-for-18 slump

entering the game, also homered for the Mets in
the third inning.

INTERLEAGUE
ATHLETICS 6, BREWERS 1

In Milwaukee, Bartolo Colon won his fourth
straight start and Brandon Moss hit a three-run
homer to power the Athletics to the victory.

Oakland has won 16 of its last 19 games. Colon
(7-2) gave up a run and eight hits in seven innings.
Colon is among more than a dozen players whose
names have been tied to a now-closed Miami
anti-aging clinic under investigation by Major
League Baseball. The right-hander missed the end
of last season when he was suspended 50 games
after testing positive for synthetic testosterone.

Milwaukee left fielder Ryan Braun, who has
also been linked to the clinic, did not play because
of a lingering thumb problem. Yovani Gallardo (4-
6) allowed five runs and six hits in six-plus innings
to lose for the fifth time in his last six starts.

BLUE JAYS 4, GIANTS 0
In San Francisco, RA Dickey allowed two hits in

8 1-3 innings and sparked a four-run fifth inning
with an RBI double, helping Toronto to a split of
the two-game series. Mark DeRosa added a two-
run single and Adam Lind had three hits for his
eighth multihit performance in the past 12
games. Barry Zito (4-4) was done in by the one
big inning and lost at home for the first time
since last August. 

The defending World Series  champion
Giants have lost 11 of 18 games heading into a
nine-game road trip. Dickey (5-7) bounced back
from a pair of rough starts in which he allowed
six runs each to Baltimore and Atlanta. He shut
down the Giants thanks to his dancing knuckle-
ball that helped him record five strikeouts. Zito
allowed four runs, seven hits and three walks in
six innings to lose at home for the first time
since Aug. 2, 2012, against the Mets.—AP

SEATTLE: After each team scored five runs in the
14th inning to break open a scoreless tie,
Alejandro De Aza and Alex Rios hit RBI singles in
the 16th and the Chicago White Sox stopped an
eight-game losing streak by beating Seattle 7-5
Wednesday. According to the Mariners, with
information from Elias Sports Bureau, it was the
first game in major league history when each
team scored five or more runs in the game when
it was 0-0 through the ninth.  Addison Reed (2-0)
got the win despite allowing Kyle Seager’s tying
grand slam with two outs in the 14th. Seager
became the first player to hit a tying slam in
extra innings. Hector Noesi (0-1) took the loss.

ASTROS 11, ORIOLES 7
In Houston, the Houston Astros hit six home

runs and won for the seventh time in eight
games, beating Baltimore. Jason Castro, Carlos
Pena and J.D. Martinez each had two-run
homers, and Jose Altuve, Matt Dominguez and
Marwin Gonzalez added solo shots as the Astros
came one home run shy of a single-game fran-
chise record for home runs. The Astros tagged
Freddy Garcia (2-3) for four homers and reached
reliever Steve Johnson for two in the fourth
inning. Dallas Keuchel (3-2) got the win. JJ Hardy
and Matt Wieters homered for the Orioles.

ROYALS 4, TWINS 1
In Kansas, Jeremy Guthrie lasted six shaky

innings and the Kansas City bullpen held off
Minnesota Twins the rest of the way, wrapping

up a victory that ended the Royals’ franchise-
record 11-game home losing streak. The Twins
jumped out to a first-inning lead off Guthrie (6-
3), but the right-hander escaped a bases-loaded
jam with the help of a nice catch by first base-
man Eric Hosmer to prevent any additional dam-
age. Greg Holland put the first two runners
aboard in the ninth before striking out Justin
Morneau, Ryan Doumit and Chris Parmelee for
his 10th save of the season. PJ Walters (2-1) took
the loss.

CUBS 8, ANGELS 6
In Anaheim, Anthony Rizzo hit a three-run

double in the 10th inning and the Chicago Cubs
overcame a pair of homers by Mark Trumbo to
beat the Los Angeles Angels. Cody Ransom
added a three-run homer for the Cubs. Rookie
Robert Coello (3-2) walked Dioner Navarro with
one out in the Cubs’ 10th and Darwin Barney sin-
gled with two outs. Luis Valbuena walked before
Rizzo doubled into the right-field corner, increas-
ing his team-high RBIs total to 39. Former Angels
right-hander Kevin Gregg (2-0) pitched the final
1 1-3 innings for the victory.

YANKEES 6, INDIANS 4
In New York,  CC Sabathia retired the first 14

batters and pitched his first complete game of
the season, leading the New York Yankees over
Cleveland for a three-game sweep. Travis Hafner
and Brett Gardner homered for the Yankees.
Sabathia (6-4) gave up seven hits and struck out

nine. Hafner, who was Sabathia’s teammate in
Cleveland when the Indians beat the Yankees in
the 2007 AL division series, hit a two-run homer
in the first inning off Corey Kluber (3-4).

RANGERS 3, RED SOX 2
In Boston, Elvis Andrus hit a tiebreaking, two-

run double in the seventh inning after earlier
ending a 1-for-18 slump and the Texas Rangers
beat Boston. Neal Cotts (1-0) got the win despite
walking three of the four batters he faced. Joe
Nathan pitched the ninth for his 18th save in 19
chances. Craig Breslow (2-1) took the loss. The
victory gave the Rangers their best record
through the first 58 games at 36-22 - their previ-
ous best was 35-23 three times in the 1990s.
They also broke a four-game road losing streak.
Texas has the best record in the AL, while Boston
is second at 36-24 after its three-game winning
streak was stopped.

RAYS 3, TIGERS 0
In Detriot, Matt Joyce hit a sacrifice fly to

break a scoreless tie in the ninth inning, lifting
the Tampa Bay Rays over Detroit. Evan Longoria
added an RBI single later in the ninth off Doug
Fister (5-3), who pitched well again for the Tigers
but got no offensive support. Alex Cobb allowed
five hits in 7 2-3 scoreless innings for Tampa Bay,
and Joel Peralta (1-2) struck out Prince Fielder
with two on to end the eighth. Fernando Rodney
pitched the ninth for his 12th save in 17
chances.—AP

CINCINNATI: Zack Cozart No. 2 of the Cincinnati Reds turns a double over Jonathan Herrera
No. 18 of the Colorado Rockies during the game at Great American Ball Park. —AFP

White Sox stop Mariners
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MIAMI: Before reaching the pinnacle of pro-
fessional basketball, LeBron James was run
over by the San Antonio Spurs. The Spurs
swept James’ Cleveland Cavaliers in the
2007 NBA Finals, so long ago that the win-
ning game plan focused on exploiting
James’ weaknesses. Those are nearly impos-
sible to find now, and James essentially
warned the Spurs that they shouldn’t bother
looking.

The Spurs already know. “He’ll be a lot
more of a problem than he was in ‘07, that’s
for sure,” Spurs coach Gregg Popovich said
Wednesday.

Tim Duncan told the beaten James min-
utes after that series that the league would
someday belong to him, and he was right.
The NBA’s Most Valuable Player guided
Miami to last year’s championship and the
league’s best record this season. Now the
Spurs will try to take it back.

But James is now the best player in the
game, is surrounded by more talent in
Miami than he ever had in Cleveland, and
still carries the memory of the beating the
Spurs dealt him six years ago.

“I have something in me that they took
in ‘07. Beat us on our home floor, celebrated
on our home floor. I won’t forget that. You
shouldn’t as a competitor. You should never

forget that,” James said.
He joined the Heat in 2010, experienced

more finals failure a year later, then was
finals MVP last year when Miami beat
Oklahoma City in five games. Another title
now would put him halfway to the four that
Duncan and Popovich have won together.

“That’s what I’m here for,” James said.
“I’m here to win championships, and you’re
not always going to be on the successful
side. I’ve seen it twice, not being on the suc-
cessful side.”

He was just 22 at the end of his fourth
year in the league when he carried to the
Cavs to their first finals appearance. But
there were holes in his game, from an unreli-
able jump shot to an undeveloped post
game, and the Spurs took advantage of
every one of them.

James shot 36 percent in the series,
including a ghastly 10 for 30 in Game 4, and
committed 23 turnovers. “Well, LeBron is a
different player than he was in ‘07,”
Popovich said. “That was like ancient history.
He was basically a neophyte at the time,
wondering how all this stuff worked and
how it’s put together. We were very fortu-
nate at that time to get him so early. But at
this point he’s grown.”

James wasn’t interested in discussing

much of that series, but he recalled the
way the Spurs’ strategy kept him from get-
ting into the paint and dared him to shoot
jumpers.

There’s no blueprint now that would
encourage a guy who made 56.5 percent
of his shots this season to shoot the ball.

“If you go under my pick-and-roll now,
I’m going to shoot. And I’m confident I’m
going to make every last one of them,”
James said. “I’m just more confident in my
ability to shoot the ball.

“But at the same time, I also have a lot
more weapons this time around going
against this team, where in ‘07 they
loaded three guys to me a lot on the
strong side of the floor. So like I said, I’m
a better player, and you can’t dare me to
do anything I don’t want to do in 2013.”

Duncan and James probably wouldn’t
have thought it would take so long to
see each other in the finals again after
their meeting in the hallway of
Cleveland’s Quicken Loans Arena. San
Antonio had built a quiet dynasty, win-
ning four titles in nine years, and the core
of Duncan, Tony Parker and Manu
Ginobili would keep giving the Spurs
chances.

But they couldn’t get out of the West

even while finishing with the best record
in the conference the last two years, just
as Cleveland couldn’t in the East during
James’ last two seasons there.

“I hoped to be back here. Whether he
would he here or not, I couldn’t predict
that,” the 37-year-old Duncan said.
“Knowing the player that he was then
and the trajectory he was on, I had no
doubt he would be back here. I had no
doubt he would be tops in this league at
some point. And I’m glad and honored to
be back here playing against him.” 

The Spurs have been off since finish-
ing a sweep of Memphis on May 27. The
Heat were forced to overcome a rugged
Indiana team and the struggles of
Dwyane Wade and Chris Bosh in a seven-
game series that wrapped up Monday.

That set up a finals between teams
built in decidedly different ways but
with mutual respect.  While others
around the league seethed, Popovich
even called Pat Riley to offer congratula-
tions after the Heat architect signed
James and Bosh in 2010. It gives James a
chance to pay the Spurs back for their
2007 romp, when they forced the
Cavaliers into the worst offensive per-
formance in finals history. —AP

James can get back at Spurs in Finals

Shanshan Feng

BOSTON: Boston’s Patrice Bergeron
scored 15:19 into the second overtime to
give the Bruins a 2-1 victory over the
Pittsburgh Penguins on Wednesday and a
3-0 series lead in the NHL Eastern
Conference finals.

The victory put Boston in control of the
best-of-seven series and a chance to
advance to the Stanley Cup finals when it
hosts Game 4 on Friday.

“It was a battle. They played hard all
night,” Bergeron said. “It was a tough
game, we found a way.” David Krejci also
scored for Boston in the first period. He
leads the playoffs in scoring with nine
goals and 12 assists.

Chris Kunitz scored Pittsburgh’s only
goal in the second. That left it 1-1 after two
periods, and it stayed that way through
two more. But 4:41 before the second
overtime would expire, Brad Marchand
grabbed the puck along the left-wing
boards and centered it, where Bergeron
redirected it past Tomas Vokoun and into
the net.

“That was a great play by March,”
Bergeron said. “I just was trying to get
open going to the net, and he found my
stick.”

That set off a celebration in Boston -
the first for the Bruins at home this series
after they won the first two games of the
series in Pittsburgh 3-0 and 6-1. It is the
first time all season that Pittsburgh has
lost three consecutive games.

The good news for the Penguins: the
last of three teams to blow a 3-0 lead in an
NHL playoff series was Boston, which lost
four in a row to Philadelphia in the 2010
Eastern Conference semifinals.

After two Boston blowouts, the
Penguins matched the Bruins and even
outshot them 39-25 in regulation - includ-

ing a third period in which Pittsburgh held
a 14-4 advantage despite two Boston
power plays. The Bruins didn’t muster a
shot in the final 71/2 minutes of regula-
tion.

But the Bruins had the better chances

in overtime, including Nathan Horton’s
breakaway that Vokoun turned aside just
2:21 in, and another shot by Horton that
went off the right post with 12:25 on the
clock. Pittsburgh forced Boston goalie
Tuuka Rask to make a save with 5 minutes
left in the first OT, when Craig Adams tried

to poke home a rebound.
“That surprise me? No,” Bergeron said

of Rask’s play. “He is doing everything
now. He is awesome.”

The Bruins scored just 102 seconds into
the game when Krejci circled around the

net and took a slap shot that caromed in
off Pittsburgh defenseman Matt Niskanen.
But the Penguins tied it in the second
when Kunitz one-timed a pass from Paul
Martin over Rask’s right shoulder.
Pittsburgh went 0-for-6 on power plays.
Boston was 0-for-5. —AP

Bruins sink Penguins 
in double overtime

BOSTON: Tomas Vokoun No 92 of the Pittsburgh Penguins lets in a goal
by Patrice Bergeron No. 37 of the Boston Bruins in double overtime dur-
ing Game Three of the Eastern Conference Final of the 2013 NHL Stanley
Cup Playoffs. —AFP

Feng wins China’s
attention 

BEIJING: Shanshan Feng won accolades when she returned home
after becoming China’s first winner on the LPGA Tour, and now she
returns to Locust Hill to defend her LPGA Championship, the sec-
ond major of the season.

The 23-year-old Feng, coming off a runner-up finish in last
week’s ShopRite LPGA Classic in New Jersey, will be trying to extend
a streak of eight consecutive LPGA majors won by Asian players in
the tournament beginning late yesterday. Her LPGA Championship
triumph in Pittsford, New York, thrust Feng into the spotlight.

She held a news conference at the airport upon her return to
China, another one in Beijing and another in her hometown of
Guangzhou and topping her list of “coolest things about being a
major champion” came at a special awards ceremony in January.

“I was named best non-Olympic athlete in China,” Feng told
reporters ahead of Thursday’s opening round. “I was sitting with so
many of the Olympic players in China and I was the first golfer to be
nominated. I think the government is paying more attention to
golf.” Feng had seven other top-10 finishes in 2012. This year, she
has posted four top-10s from eight events and feels a switch to dif-
ferent clubs helped her to the runner-up finish last weekend and
boosted her confidence. “My iron shots were really accurate and my
short game was pretty good. So I would say the clubs helped a lot,”
the world number seven said.

Competition in the 144-player field will be keen, including a trio
of South Korean winners of the last three major titles.

World number one Inbee Park, winner of this season’s opening
grand slam, the Kraft Nabisco Championship, reigning U.S.
Women’s Open champion Choi Na-yeon, and British Women’s
Open winner Jiyai Shin are eager to add more hardware on the test-
ing Locust Hill layout. —Reuters
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MONTREAL: Sebastien Vettel has
been winning Formula One races all
over the world for the past three years
with ruthless efficiency.

In chalking up three successive
world drivers’ championship victories,
the German has added his name to the
honour roll of winners at almost every
track on the circuit.

Only a few races have eluded him,
most notably in his homeland
Germany, but also the Canadian Grand
Prix in Montreal.

The demanding street circuit, with
its long straights and slow, tight cor-
ners, does not suit Vettel’s Red Bull but
his failure to win there has had little to
do with his car.

In 2011, he seemingly had the race
at his mercy when he charged to the
lead after a long rain delay only to
make a mistake on the last lap, sliding
wide and allowing Jenson Button to
overtake him for the checkered flag.

“Obviously one of the craziest
moments was in 2011,” he recalled as
he looked ahead to Sunday’s Canadian
Grand Prix. “I made my first mistake of
the race which cost us the win. But
that’s racing.”

Determined to make amends,
Vettel started last year’s grand prix
from pole position and led the early
part of the 70 lap race. But he lost pace
over the final laps and was lucky to fin-
ish fourth after skimming the wall near
the end.

Although he leads the world stand-
ings with 107 points, a victory on
Sunday is anything but assured. There
have been four different winners from
the six races this season. Only Vettel
and Fernando Alonso have won twice.

Unlike Vettel, Alonso has tasted vic-
tory at the Gilles Villeneuve circuit
before, winning in 2006, en route to
his second world title with Renault.

Alonso is third in the title race, 29

points behind Vettel, and Ferrari have
not won at the track since 2004, when
Michael Schumacher was behind the
controls.

Kimi Raikkonen, the 2007 world
champion, is second on 86 points. He
won the season-opener in Australia for
Lotus and finished runner-up in three
successive races before fading to 10th
at the last race in Monaco.

The Finn won in Montreal in 2005
but said it remains one of the most
unpredictable events on the F1 calen-
dar. “Many times the race has been
quite a lottery as there seem to be dif-
ferent things which affect it.” he said.

“The weather can change a lot,
sometimes the tyres or the track aren’t
working very well, sometimes there
are a lot of safety cars, or sometimes
another driver runs into the back of
you when you’re waiting at a red
light.” If recent form is any guide,
Mercedes could be the team to beat
this weekend. Germany’s Nico Rosberg
has set the fastest times in qualifying

to snatch pole position at each of the
past three races and won in Monaco.

“Monaco was a fantastic weekend
for the team and I’m so proud of the
victory that we achieved there. We’ll
be hoping to maintain that momen-
tum in Canada this weekend,” Rosberg
said. Hamilton, who started on pole in
China and has two podium finishes
this season, is a Canadian Grand Prix
specialist, winning in 2007, 2010 and
last year. 

He is tied with Nelson Piquet for the
second most wins in Montreal, trailling
only Schumacher, who has won a
record seven times.

“The circuit itself is really special,”
the Englishman said. “It’s very high-
speed, great fun to drive and it’s defi-
nitely a track where late braking helps.
“It’s not too far off a Monaco-style cir-
cuit where you need a similar set-up to
bounce off the kerbs so we should be
quite competitive, although looking
after the tyres will be our main chal-
lenge.” —Reuters

VALMOREL: Chris Froome laid down a Tour de France
warning to his rivals as he climbed to victory and claimed
the leader’s yellow jersey on the fifth stage of the Criterium
du Dauphine yesterday.

The Briton timed his attack to perfection at the end of
the 139km ride from Gresy-sur-Aix to Valmorel to beat his
main Tour rival, Alberto Contador, into second with
American Matthew Busche third.

Perhaps even more ominous for Froome’s Tour rivals is
that the Kenya-born rider, who was second on the Grand
Boucle last year, claims he’s still trying to find his form.

“From now until the Tour I hope to improve my form,”
he said. “I’m not yet at 100 percent, I’m just where I want to
be.”

The Sky rider took over from Australian Rohan Dennis in
the leader’s jersey with team-mate and another Australian
Richie Porte moving into second overall. Overnight leader
Dennis slipped to third overall as he lost almost a minute
in the final 2km.

Froome’s victory was agony for Busche who was the last
man standing from a 15-strong breakaway group that
went clear within the first 10km.

Busche looked capable of holding on for the win as he
passed Belgian Tim Wellens, who had been the first break-
away rider to make a solo bid for home, in the final 5km.

Alejandro Valverde broke out of the peloton to try to
chase him down but made few inroads. Busche’s lead was
still hovering around the 20sec mark as he approached the
final kilometre but Contador, hoping to make up for a poor
time-trial showing the previous day, put in a devastating
burst.

That blew apart the remnants of the peloton, which by
then was only about a dozen strong, but Froome stayed
calm on Porte’s wheel.

And when the Sky leader finally counter-attacked, there
was no stopping him. He reeled in Contador, who then
tried to latch onto the Briton’s wheel, before kicking again
to overhaul Busche inside the final 200m.

Froome finished four seconds ahead of Contador and
now leads Porte by 52 seconds. Contador did look strong
on the uphill finish, even though he could not quite match
Froome. But the Briton believes it is too simple to assume
the Tour will boil down to a straight fight between the pair.

“I can’t say that, I don’t know. In my opinion there will
be more than two challengers for victory, I think more like
six or seven. “Sky is in a strong position, we have the
advantage of having two of those riders (himself and
Porte).”

Friday’s sixth stage takes the riders over 143km from La
Lechere to Grenoble before two mountain stages at the
weekend. — AFP

SYDNEY: British and Irish Lions coach Warren Gatland
called for tougher challenges after his side crushed the
Western Force in midweek and he may not have to wait
long to get one with the Queensland Reds lying in wait
in Brisbane on Saturday.

The Reds proved they were the southern hemi-
sphere’s best provincial side by winning the Super
Rugby title in 2011 and, although shorn of seven
Wallabies, will field a side boasting 87 test caps mar-
shalled, and possibly captained, by Quade Cooper.

Reds coach and former test prop Ewen McKenzie has,
in contrast to the Force, put out the best side available to
him and promised the tourists something a little bit dif-
ferent with flyhalf Cooper playing an integral role.

“You are not going to beat them playing an orthodox
game,” McKenzie told reporters this week. “And some-
one like Quade, you can’t get a better player to do that.”

For McKenzie, who has announced this will be his last
season with the Reds, it will be a chance of a prestigious
scalp to help press his claim to succeed Robbie Deans
when the Wallabies coach’s contract is up at the end of
the year. For Cooper, it is last chance to prove to Deans
that he should under no circumstances consider going
into the three-test series against the Lions without his

mercurial talent. Having recovered from a knee problem,
tour skipper Sam Warburton will make his Lions debut in
an imposing all-Welsh back row along with Toby Faletau
and Dan Lydiate. That will fully test Cooper’s defensive
skills which worry Deans so much even if Warburton was
more concerned about what is going to come the other
way. “(Cooper) is an outstanding player with great foot-
work and I’m sure he’ll pose a different threat at 10 than
what we’ve faced in the last two weeks,” Warburton said
in Brisbane on Thursday.

“He’ll definitely be an attacking threat and that’s what
you want to test your defence.”  Opposing Cooper will
be England’s Owen Farrell, who may not get that many
more chances to press his own claims for the Lions test
shirt. Ireland’s Jonny Sexton has looked slightly the bet-
ter of the two flyhalves so far and fullback Leigh
Halfpenny’s flawless kicking display in Perth makes the
Englishman’s own skill in that department a little less
valuable. Wallabies Ben Tapuai and tackling machine
Anthony Faingaa should have a busy evening against
the experimental Lions centres of Manu Tuilagi and
Jonathan Davies but the tourists should be wary of the
pace of Reds wingers “Rocket” Rod Davies and Luke
Morahan. — Reuters

Froome dons 

yellow jersey

FRANCE: Britain’s Christopher Froome celebrates his
overall leader yellow jersey on the podium at the end
of the 139 km fifth stage of the 65th edition of the
Dauphine Criterium cycling race. —AP

Vettel chasing elusive win

Canadian Grand Prix

Reds rise to challenge Lions

Sebastain Vettel in action in this file photo
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JOHANNESBURG: Egypt is closing in on a
World Cup place, an achievement that would
wipe away two years of pain for the country’s
game and put it back at football’s top tourna-
ment for the first time in over 20 years.

Unbeaten and leading Group G, Egypt
plays Zimbabwe on Sunday and a victory can
just about clinch the group and a place in the
final playoffs for former US coach Bob
Bradley’s team.

But Africa’s tricky and demanding qualify-
ing process for Brazil next year can still spell
trouble for the bigger teams.

The 10 group winners have to face off in
those decisive two-legged playoffs to be one
of Africa’s five countries at the World Cup, a
change that means the trip to Brazil will ulti-

mately hinge on one tie and not a prolonged
group competition like last time. A slip there
and a team loses everything.

“Qualification in Africa is difficult,” Bradley
said recently. “That home-and-away tie
against another group winner. There will be
no margin for error.”

Ivory Coast, Nigeria and Cameroon also
lead their groups, although none of them
convincingly, while Ghana trails Zambia and
is under pressure. Morocco’s hopes appear to
be over, and South Africa is in danger of
going from World Cup host to absentee.

The next two rounds of qualifiers feature
40 games packed into 11 days, leaving just
one more group date in September before
the playoffs.

Egypt has a perfect record and a five-
point lead over Guinea, a surprisingly smooth
ride so far after political upheaval at home
over the last few years led to the seven-time
African champion’s failure to qualify for suc-
cessive continental championships in 2012
and 2013.

Victory in Harare and Guinea’s failure to
beat Mozambique will send Egypt to the
playoffs, a step away from what would be a
second World Cup appearance and first since
1990.

Top-ranked in Africa, Ivory Coast will be at
Gambia on Saturday, Group C’s bottom-place
team, and hoping to extend its one-point
lead over Tanzania without striker Didier
Drogba. Coach Sabri Lamouchi decided to

rest Drogba from World Cup qualifying since
the African Cup at the start of the year to look
to Ivory Coast’s future.

“We need a dynamic and youthful selec-
tion,” Lamouchi said ahead of the Gambia
game, adding Drogba would be back in
August. “I remain convinced that Ivory Coast
holds many talents. My concern is to create a
balance between old and new.”

African champion Nigeria beat Kenya 1-0
through a late goal by Ahmed Musa on
Wednesday to open a two-point lead over
Malawi at the top of Group F. Those fixtures
were brought forward so Nigeria can travel to
the Confederations Cup this month - a possi-
ble distraction to its World Cup qualifying
effort. —AP

Egypt closing in on history, Africa still tricky

MONTEVIDEO: Substitute Luis Suarez scored
after less than five minutes on the pitch to give
Uruguay a 1-0 win over France in an interna-
tional friendly at the Centenario on
Wednesday. Suarez, who came on for the sec-
ond half in place of Diego Forlan, scored with a
diagonal shot into the bottom corner in the
49th minute after evading defender Eliaquim
Mangala to take a pass from Maxi Pereira.

The striker did not start with Uruguay using
the match as a warm-up for a critical World
Cup qualifier in Venezuela on Tuesday that
Suarez will miss through suspension.

Uruguay had the better of the opening
exchanges with striker Edinson Cavani danger-
ous in front of Steve Mandanda’s goal. France,
whose tour also includes a match against 2014
World Cup hosts Brazil on Sunday, then took
control of the ball and Uruguay goalkeeper
Fernando Muslera was forced to make several
saves. Play was evenly balanced in the second
half but Uruguay coach Oscar Tabarez will be
concerned that his most effective forward is
unavailable when he most needs him.

Uruguay need a victory in Venezuela to try
and climb into one of the South American
qualifying berths. They are sixth in the nine-
nation group with 13 points from 11 matches,
two points below Chile and Venezuela.  The

top four teams at the end of the qualifiers in
October will go through to the Brazil finals. The
fifth-placed team, at present Venezuela, will
enter a playoff against an Asian qualifier in
November for another berth. —Reuters

Suarez seals Uruguay win
MONTEVIDEO: France’s midfielder Yohan Cabaye (left) vies with Uruguay’s defender Walter Gargano during the
friendly football match. —AFP

TEL AVIV: England’s forward Connor Wickham (right)
challenges Italy’s defender Giulio Donati during the 2013
UEFA U-21 Championship Group A football match. —AFP

Italy beat England 
1-0 in Euro U-21

TEL AVIV: England conceded their first goal in 889 minutes of play
when they went down 1-0 to Italy on the opening day of the Euro
Under-21 championships in Israel on Wednesday.

A goal in injury time for 10-man Norway dampened the festive
atmosphere for the hosts who were forced to settle for a 2-2 draw in
the other Group A game.

Israel began staging its most important international sporting
event in 45 years amid tight security following a politically-charged
build-up. European soccer’s governing body UEFA had held firm
against calls from pro-Palestinian activists to move the tournament
away from Israel, who are the weakest of the eight teams competing,
because of restrictions on the movement of its athletes.

Italy displayed plenty of skill against England’s powerful lineup
and came away with the win thanks to Napoli’s Lorenzo Insigne who
scored with a curling free kick in the 79th minute to leave goalkeeper
Jack Butland stranded.

England, who had won their previous nine matches, are bottom of
the group, while Italy went top. Norway and Israel occupy the middle
two places with one point each. 

Israeli captain Nir Biton put the hosts ahead with a 16th-minute
penalty after Norway had dominated the opening phase of play. 

It was a first goal for Israel in a finals after they lost all three group
fixtures in 2007, their only previous appearance, without scoring.

Norway levelled in the 24th minute following a defensive error
when Marcus Pedersen rattled home a low drive in the area but the
visitors were reduced to 10 men a minute before the break when
Vegar Hedenstad was sent off for bringing down Israel’s last man,
Mohammed Kalibat, as he headed towards goal.

The Norwegians pressed forward despite their numerical disad-
vantage and hit the post twice and the crossbar once but were pun-
ished when Alon Turgeman gave Israel the lead in the 71st minute.

They looked tired towards the end but mounted a late assault on
the Israeli goal and were rewarded with a draw when substitute
Harmeet Singh scored in the first minute of injury time. —Reuters

Jordan seek explanation 
after coach detained

MELBOURNE: The Jordanian FA will seek clarification from Australian soccer’s
governing body after their coach, Adnan Hamad, was detained at Melbourne
Airport for more than four hours by immigration officials.

The JFA said their embassy had to intervene to help with the coach’s entry
into the country on Wednesday when the team arrived from New Zealand to
prepare for their 2014 World Cup qualifier against the Socceroos next week.

The two countries had signed an agreement before World Cup qualifiers to
appoint a local representative to meet visiting teams at the airport to help with
any logistical delays, the JFA said.

“The Jordanian football association had completed all the entry procedures
for the entire members of the delegation in accordance with the diplomatic
methods and obtained the formal visas to enter Australia to all members of the
delegation,” the FA said in a statement on their website (jfa.com.jo). —Reuters
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PARIS: Novak Djokovic and Rafael Nadal meet for the 35th
time today with a French Open final place at stake as well as
their reputations as the two heavyweights of the sport.

World number one Djokovic needs a Roland Garros title
to become just the eighth man to capture a career Grand
Slam. Nadal, meanwhile, is just two matches away from
becoming the first man in history to win the same major on
eight occasions.

It’s the match-up that most neutrals would have hoped
to have graced Sunday’s final, but Nadal’s seven-month
absence from the sport contributed to his number three
seeding in Paris and hence a blockbuster semi-final collision
beckons. The 27-year-old Spaniard enjoys a 19-15 winning
record over his Serb rival and, possibly crucially, a 12-3 edge
on clay.

Furthermore, seven-time champion Nadal, who beat
Djokovic in the final last year, defends a staggering record in
Paris of 57 wins in 58 matches. But Nadal is keen to play
down the hype despite having arrived at the French Open
with six titles from eight finals contested since his return to

the tour in February.  He is also keenly aware that Djokovic,
just one year his junior, relieved him of his Monte Carlo
Masters title in April, a claycourt crown he had proudly worn
for eight years. “I didn’t have ambition to win Roland Garros;
I didn’t have ambition to win Monte Carlo; I didn’t have
ambition to win Indian Wells,” said Nadal.

“My only ambition is feel myself competitive another
time, feel myself happy to play tennis another time, and try
to play with no limitations. So that was my only ambition
four months ago, three months ago.

“I am able to play with less pressure than before because
I know I came from a very low situation, very low moments,
so everything is positive for me.”

Nadal has faced Djokovic more times than he has faced
Roger Federer, whose disappointing quarter-final exit to Jo-
Wilfried Tsonga only to served to fuel the speculation that
the great Swiss is past his best. But Nadal hinted that despite
having faced Djokovic in five Grand Slam finals in under
three years, his longer rivalry with Federer may have more
prestige. —AFP

Djokovic, Nadal braced for epic duel

Sharapova rolls into final

Preview 

PARIS: Rafael Nadal and Novak
Djokovic will face each other in a
French Open semifinal that feels
like a final. Djokovic is trying to win
his first championship at Roland
Garros to complete a career Grand
Slam. Nadal is trying to become
the only man to win eight titles at
one major tournament. “You are
not playing a match for a title. You
are just playing a match to be in
the final,” Nadal said. “Big differ-
ence.” Theirs is not the only semifi-
nal Friday, of course. No. 4-seeded
David Ferrer of Spain plays No. 6
Jo-Wilfried Tsonga of France in the
other. Djokovic vs.  Nadal goes on
court first at 1 p.m. local time, and here are five things
- one per set, perhaps - to watch:

ONLY A SEMIFINAL
The past 11 matches between Djokovic and Nadal

were in championship matches, including five at
Grand Slam tournaments (Djokovic won three). But
while Djokovic is ranked and seeded No. 1, Nadal
slipped in the rankings while missing seven months
with a left knee injury and was seeded only No. 3 in
Paris. The draw could have placed Nadal on either half
of the field, but he wound up on Djokovic’s side.

WHO IS FAVORED?
Their head-to-head history, and Nadal’s 57-1 career

mark at Roland Garros, certainly seem to bolster the
Spaniard’s chances. This is their 35th match against
each other, and Nadal leads 19-15 overall, 12-3 on
clay, 6-3 in Grand Slam tournaments, 4-0 at the French
Open (including last year’s final). But after losing his
first nine matches against Nadal on clay, Djokovic has
won three of their last six, including the most recent
encounter, in the final at Monte Carlo in April. There
are those who think Djokovic has gained a mental
edge against Nadal, the way Nadal did against Roger
Federer in that rivalry.

HOW LONG WILL THEY GO?
These two guys played the longest major final, by

time, at the Australian Open in 2012, going for 5
hours, 53 minutes. One reason: They engage in
looooooong points, because both are superb court-
coverers and defenders. No ball is out of reach for
either. Djokovic’s arms and legs seem elastic, Nadal’s
motor never slows. Djokovic declared right after his
quarterfinal victory, “I’m ready to play five sets.” Asked
about that Australian epic, he said: “Do you want to
see more than six hours’ match? I’m sure I don’t want
to be six hours on the court.”

EXTERNAL FACTORS
The forecast for Friday shows no chance of rain,

which would be to Nadal’s liking. When the sun is out
and the court and tennis balls stay dry, it allows Nadal
to slather his heavy topspin on his big forehand cuts,
making that left-handed shot all the more dangerous.
The 2012 French Open final was interrupted by show-
ers, and Djokovic took eight consecutive games in on
stretch. But eventually, play was halted Sunday, and
when they resumed Monday, Nadal finished off his
four-set victory. There’s one intangible to keep in mind:
Djokovic’s childhood coach - he likened her to a “sec-
ond mother” - died last weekend, and he says he wants
to win the title in her honor.

THE OTHER GUYS
The second semifinal features one particularly

intriguing story line. Tsonga is trying to become the
first man from France to win the country’s Grand Slam
tournament since Yannick Noah - whose son, Joakim,
plays for the NBA’s Chicago Bulls - did it 30 years ago.
Expect a loud and proud crowd to give Tsonga plenty
of support against Ferrer, who is 0-5 in Grand Slam
semifinals. They have very different styles. Ferrer is a
metronome, racing back and forth along the baseline
to extend points with little flash. The charismatic
Tsonga, who beat Roger Federer in the quarterfinals,
plays a far more aggressive get-to-the-net game.

5 things to watch

FRANCE: Russia’s Maria Sharapova serves to Belarus’ Victoria Azarenka during a French tennis Open semi final match at
the Roland Garros stadium. —AFP

PARIS: Maria Sharapova survived a gru-
elling test to reach the French Open final
for the second straight year yesterday with
a 6-1, 2-6, 6-4 defeat of Australian Open
champion Victoria Azarenka. In a disjoint-
ed match opposing two of the biggest hit-
ters in women’s tennis, the defending
champion opened the semi-final in style,
then lost her way for a set and finally, on
the back of a brief rain delay, resumed
control.

Azarenka, bidding to become the first
woman since Jennifer Capriati in 2001 to
win the Australian and French Opens in
the same year, can count herself unlucky
to have seen her momentum halted by
the rain, but Sharapova was marginally the
better player.

The second seed will now play either
top seed Serena Williams or Sara Errani of
Italy, who she beat in last year’s final in
tomorrow’s championship match.

“I really had to play to the end today
and I am extremely happy to be back in
the final,” said Sharapova. “(The rain delay)

gave me a little bit of time to think of what
I did well in the first set and try to get that
back again for the third.”

As she did against Jelena Jankovic in
the quarter-finals, Sharapova got off to a
miserable start, two double faults leading
to a dropped serve in the first game. But,
unlike in her match against the Serb, the
Russian quickly regrouped and rattled off
four games in a row, getting the better of
Azarenka in a bruising sequence of base-
line exchanges.

The Australian Open champion looked
perplexed and tried switching things up
with a couple of dashes to the net, but on
each occasion Sharapova belted a passing
shot past her with ease. Sharapova’s own
serve was in good working order, the
opening game apart, and she duly
wrapped up the set 6-1 after just 28 min-
utes with an ace out wide.

Azarenka stopped the rot by holding
serve to open the second set and, with a
foothold, in the match she started to apply
added pressure on the Sharapova serve.

That paid dividends in the sixth game
when some fine attacking play from the
Belarusian brought up break point and
drew a double fault from the defending
champion. Azarenka broke again to take
the second set 6-2, but her momentum
was halted by a brief rain shower as she
prepared to serve at the start of the
decider. The players were off for 35 min-
utes and neither appeared to benefit from
the break as they traded a series of
unforced errors on the resumption.

But, as in the first set, it was Sharapova
who was the first to fully deploy her fire-
power, blasting an array of big hits at her
opponent to break serve and lead 2-1.

Three double faults meant she handed
the break back, but she promptly broke
Azarenka again and then moved out into a
5-2 lead. There was one further scare for
Sharapova as she squandered four match
points on her own serve, but two games
later she steadied her nerves to finish off
the job and reach the eighth Grand Slam
final of her career. —AFP



LONDON: West Indies wil l  return to the scene of their
Champions Trophy final win over England nine years ago when
they face Pakistan in their 2013 tournament opener at The Oval
today.

Both sides boast an array of talented, if not always consistent,
match-winners with West Indies fielding hard-hitting batsmen
such as Chris Gayle and Johnson Charles, while Pakistan’s attack
features star off-spinner Saeed Ajmal.

“We can still take a lot from it (winning the 2004 Champions
Trophy), regardless of the fact that nine years is a long time ago,”
said Gayle, who last year helped the West Indies claim the World
Twenty20 title in Sri Lanka.

Left-handed opener Gayle,  33,  played for the Royal
Challengers Bangalore in the latest Indian Premier League and
caused worldwide headlines with the fastest-ever Twenty20 cen-
tury, taking just 30 balls to reach three figures against Pune
Warriors. Gayle struck an astonishing 17 sixes and 13 fours on his
way to an unbeaten 175 from 66 balls.

But it was Dwayne Bravo (71), Johnson Charles (58) and
Ramnaresh Sarwan (55) provided the bulk of the West Indies’
runs in their recent warm-up win over Sri Lanka that followed
defeat in a practice match against Champions Trophy holders
Australia.

“This format is more challenging, obviously, with the longer
play,” said West Indies captain Dwayne Bravo. “It’s a longer form
than T20, but like I said, we have players such as Chris Gayle,
Kieron Pollard; Ramneresh Sarwan is back also Marlon Samuels is
back, so you can’t forget those players.”

For Pakistan, today’s fixture will be their first competitive

match in England since their scandal-hit tour of 2010 which
eventually saw then Test captain Salman Butt and seamers
Mohammad Aamer and Mohammad Asif all banned and jailed
after being caught up in a newspaper spot-fixing sting operation.

It was at The Oval too, in 2006, that Pakistan became the first
side in Test history to forfeit a match after they refused to take
the field after they were penalised five runs for ball-tampering-a
decision that was to cost Australia’s Darrell Hair his career as a
top-flight international umpire.

A new-look side under veteran captain Misbah-ul-Haq
showed their class with a six-wicket warm-up win over Group B
rivals South Africa at The Oval on Monday. 

Misbah said the side had gained from their recent two-match
ODI series in similar conditions in Ireland. “The ball was really
moving in the air,” said Misbah, who insisted his side would con-
centrate on the job in hand rather than be distracted by their
group clash with arch-rivals India in Birmingham on June 15.

Ajmal has the ability to confound any batsman on his day and
Misbah said:  “Everybody knows that he’s one of the best spin-
ners in the world. 

“These kind of bowlers, these kind of players always love
these sort of occasions, big events.” Back in 1979, West Indies
beat Pakistan by 43 runs in a World Cup semi-final at The Oval.

But the match was in the balance while Pakistan’s Majid Khan
(81) and Zaheer Abbas (93) were batting against one of the most
formidable fast bowling attacks ever assembled. It is asking a lot
of today’s encounter to hit similar heights but with both Pakistan
and the West Indies the joy-and often the frustration-is that fans
can never be quite sure what they will get. —AFP
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Photo of the day

Valery Rozov jumps off the north face of Mount Everest, China. 
—www.redbullcontentpool.com 

Police: IPL team 
co-owner admits 

to betting
NEW DELHI: Indian police say a co-owner of IPL franchise Rajasthan
Royals has admitted to betting on his team in the tournament.

“During questioning we found that Raj Kundra used to bet on his
own team,” Delhi Police chief Neeraj Kumar said. “We also found out
that he lost a lot of money in the IPL through his business partner
Umesh Goenka, who is also a bookie.”

Kundra was questioned by police Wednesday during investiga-
tions into a spot-fixing scandal that has led to the arrest of Rajasthan
players Shantakumaran Sreesanth, Ajit Chandila and Ankeet Chavan.

Betting is illegal in India and any team official involved in the
practice can be suspended under IPL rules. Sidharth Trivedi, another
Rajasthan player, has also been questioned by police. However,
Kundra and Trivedi haven’t been arrested.

Kumar said there is not enough evidence to prosecute Kundra.
“As of now there is no evidence to show that he influenced any play-
er to under-perform or of any other link with our case of spot-fixing.
We go by evidence and we don’t have any supporting evidence in
the form of phone recordings or money trails. If we prosecute some-
body we should be sure of the evidence against that person,” Kumar
told the CNN-IBN news channel.

Kundra, a British national who is married to Indian film actress
Shilpa Shetty, said speculation of his involvement in spot-fixing was
wrong. “Good morning woke up to news raj kundra faces the
heat...yes it’s very hot in Mumbai,” Kundra wrote on Twitter. “Media
has misconstrued everything using unreliable sources. Try speaking
to the Main guys at crime branch. Why does media hype things and
make such stupid claims to sell news.”

Sreesanth, Chandila and Chavan were arrested for spot-fixing last
month after they allegedly gave away more than a specified number
of runs in return for money from illegal bookmakers. —AP

Windies seek fresh Oval 
glory against Pakistan

CARDIFF: Shikhar Dhawan smashed 114
off 94 balls as India defeated South Africa
by 26 runs in the opening match of the
Champions Trophy in Cardiff yesterday.

The left-hander led a batting feast by
the Indians, who piled up 331-7 against a
depleted attack that took the field with-
out premier fast bowler Dale Steyn due
to a side strain.

South Africa replied with 305 all out
following a defiant century stand
between skipper AB de Villiers and

pinch-hitter Robin Peterson for the
third wicket.

De Villiers hit 70 off 71 balls, his sixth
half-century in the last eight one-dayers
and the fourth in succession. Peterson
made a career-best 68. Ryan McLaren
gave India a fright towards the end with
an unbeaten 71 off 61 balls, adding 48
for the last wicket with Morne Morkel,
but the effort was not enough to snatch
a dramatic win.

Dhawan put on 127 for the first wick-

et with Rohit Sharma (65) and 83 off 77
balls for the second with Virat Kohli (31)
as overcast conditions at the toss made
way for bright sunshine. India slipped
from 210-1 to 260-5, but an unbeaten 47
from 29 balls by Ravindra Jadeja steered
the World Cup champions past the 300-
run mark. Jadeja also starred in the field
as he took the wickets of JP Duminy and
Lonwabo Tsotsobe, ran out Peterson
and caught de Villiers at mid-wicket.

South Africa lost both openers, Colin
Ingram and Hashim Amla, by the fourth
over, before de Villiers and Peterson
swung the match around by adding 124
for the third wicket. The duo kept the
scoreboard moving with smart running
between the wickets and punished the
loose ball to stay ahead of the required
run-rate. It needed quick reflexes from
Jadeja to break the stand in the 25th
over when he dived at mid-wicket to
stop the ball and catch Peterson short of
his ground. Left-handed Peterson,
whose best score in 68 previous one-
dayers was 44, hit six boundaries. South
Africa, who were 182-3 at one stage, lost
three wickets in the space of six runs to
put India on top again. Dhawan, a 27-
year-old from New Delhi, rose to fame in
March when he plundered the
Australian attack for 187 off 174 balls on
his Test debut.

He appeared to continue in the same
vein, hammering 12 boundaries and a
six, and reached his maiden one-day
century with two consecutive bound-
aries off seamer Rory Kleinveldt.

South Africa next play Pakistan in
Birmingham on Monday, while India
take on the West Indies at the Oval in
London on Tuesday. —AFP

India defeat South Africa
Champions Trophy

India
Sharma c Peterson b McLaren 65
Dhawan c sub (Phangiso) b Duminy 114
V. Kohli c Amla b Tsotsobe 31
D. Karthik c de Villiers b McLaren 14
M. Dhoni c du Plessis b Tsotsobe 27
S. Raina c Duminy b McLaren 9
R. Jadeja not out 47
R. Ashwin run out 10
B. Kumar not out 0
Extras: (lb4, w8, nb2) 14
Total (for seven wickets, 50 overs) 331
Fall of wickets: 1-127 (R. Sharma), 2-210
(Kohli), 3-227 (Dhawan), 4-240 
(Karthik), 5-260 (Raina), 6-291 (Dhoni), 7-
323 (Ashwin).
Bowling: Morkel 6.5-0-27-0 (nb1),
Tsotsobe 10-0-83-2 (w2), Kleinveldt 
10-0-81-0 (nb1, w1), McLaren 10-0-70-3
(w3), Peterson 3.1-0-24-0, Duminy 
10-0-42-1 (w2)
(Note: Morkel limped off the field with a groin
strain after bowling five balls of his seventh
over. Peterson completed the over.)

South Africa
H. Amla c Dhoni b Yadav 22
C. Ingram c Raina b Kumar 6
R. Peterson run out 68
AB de Villiers c Jadeja b Yadav 70
JP Duminy lbw b Jadeja 14
Du Plessis c Raina b I. Sharma 30
Miller run out 0
McLaren not out 71
Kleinveldt c Dhoni b I. Sharma 4
Tsotsobe b Jadeja 3
Morkel b Kumar 8
Extras: (lb1, w7, nb1) 9, Total (all out, 50
overs) 305, Fall of wickets: 1-13 (Ingram),
2-31 (Amla), 3-155 (Peterson), 4-182
(Duminy), 5-184 (de Villiers), 6-188
(Miller), 7-238 (du Plessis), 8-251
(Kleinveldt), 9-257 (Tsotsobe), 10-305
(Morkel).
Bowling: Kumar 7-0-49-2 (nb1), Yadav 10-
0-75-2 (w2), I. Sharma 8-0-66-2 (w2),
Ashwin 10-0-47-0 (w2), Jadeja 9-1-31-2,
Raina 6-0-36-0 (w1)

SCOREBOARD
CARDIFF: Scoreboard of the  Champions Trophy group B match
between India and South Africa at Cardiff yesterday.
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